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(ABSTRACT)

A comprehensive and general analysis of the electro-

magnetic fields, power dissipation, and energy storage

within transformer windings is presented. Eaphasis is

placed on applications in switched-mode power conversion.

One-dimensional radial variation of the field quantities is

assumed.

The first phase of the investigation is for sinusoidal

excitation; solutions for the current density and magnetic

field intensity are derived and studied in order to develop

a fundamental understanding of the basic phenomena.

Expressions for the power dissipation and energy storage in

both single- and multi-layer windings are then derived

which, upon investigation, yield a technique for minimizing

the power dissipation by choosing an optimum conductor



thickness. Several levels of accuracy, ranging from exact

solutions to very sinple and physically meaningful series

approximations, are defined and examined to determine their

usefulness and range of validity.

The time-harmonic treatment is generalized to arbitrary

periodic exoitation by means of Fourier analysis, resulting

in a powerful extension of its applicability to any possible

converter topology. Results for several representative

waveshapes are presented from which a fundamental dependence

cn the waveform bandwidth is discovered.

Practical application of the theoretical analysis is

considered by developing models for several couon winding

types: single and multi-filar round wire, litz wire, and

sheet conductors. Experimental results are presented and

compared with the theoretical results for each of these

cases. Finally, a design procedure is outlined for

switched—mode pour transformers which is based on this

work.
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CHIPTER l

IITRODUCTIOI

A fundamental design goal of all power conversion

processes is the maximization of the conversion efficiency.

Ideally, there should be no losses experienced during the

conversion process. This goal must usually be pursued in

the presence of many other system requirements and

constraints; consequently, it is common for design scenarios

to involve tradeoffs between the efficiency and these other

factors. Virtually all usable power in the world today is

converted and processed into a form for a specific purpose. ‘

Therefore, any increase in conversion efficiency which can

be acccnplished without negative repercussions is

potentially of great benefit to society.

The stringent requirements of the space program in the
U

United States spurred new emphasis cn the desire to increase

the efficiency and to reduce the size and weight of

electrical power conversion systems. The development of

switched—mode power conversion techniques is one of the most

important results of this renewed interest. Switched-mode

power conversion involves the controlled systematic

swütching of electrical energy from which the desired

conversion, process is accomplished by means of an
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appropriate circuit topology. Regulation of the conversion

process is generally implemented through control of the

switching device(s). In addition to solid—state switching

devices, transformers and energy storage reactive elenents

typically perform iuportant functions in these processes.

Recent technological advances in these devices, especially

switching devices, have resulted in higher efficiencies than

were previously at ta inab le us ing convent ional power

conversion techniques. A further development made possible

by recent advances is the capahility of switohing at higher

rates. The benefits of increased switching frequencies

manifest themselves in the form of reduced size and weight

as a direct result of frequency scaling reactive components

and transforurs.

State—of-the-art swi tched mode power convers ion

technology ccntinues to be driven by the space program and

also by the military. For example, one of the most

formidable tashs associated with the newly proposed

strategic defense initiative is the efficient generation,

conversion, and processing of the vast amounts of required

power. As the coqsonents of these systems become more

producible and cost effective, newer technology gradually

finds its niche in an increasing number of applications in

the private sector. Today, the switched—mode power

conversion industry is in the midst of rapid technological
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change and expansion into the private sector. In many

instances, the private sector is beginning to participate in

much of the basic research, providing yet another source for

the advanceunt of the technology.

Within the switched—mode power conversion industry, ‘

there is a continuing effort to increase switching rates.

The advantages of increasing operating frequencies are

well-known and have already been mentioned. The primary

advantage is a reduction in the size and weight of the

reactive coqaonents and transformers which comprise a large

percentage of most converters. In addition, higher

operating frequencies can also lead to faster dynamic

response if properly implemented. There are, however,

several factors which inhibit the progress toward higher

frequencies. One major factor of practical ixportance is

the development and avai labi 1 i ty of cost effect ive

components which will effectively and reliably perform their

indicated functions at high frequencies. Other important

_ factors include the technical level of understanding and the

ability to design in an increasingly hostile environment of

what used to be second order, but are now dominant,

parasitic effects associated with high frequency operation.

Both of these exaqles are to a large degree the result of

being a relatively new technology. As the technology

matures they should begin to play a lesser role.
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Furthermore, the progress toward higher operating

frequencies has a more fundamental limitation. Hamely, as

one increases the operating frequency for the purpose of

reducing size and weight, there usually results a

requirement for a corresponding increase in efficiency.

This is easily understood from basic thermal considerations.

Two naturally occurring processes for removing heat from a

nuterial body which is dissipating power are free air .

convection and radiation. Under these conditions, the

teuperature rise of a body above the ambient temperature of

the surrounding medium is directly proportional to the power

dissipated within the body and inversely proportional to the

surface area of the body. Consequently, ·to operate a

cormonent at a given temperature as its size decreases,

there must be a corresponding reduction in the power

dissipation within the component. This in turn implies a

higher system efficiency. Although other methods of heat

removal are possible, they are limited in value. For

exauple, heat may be removed via conduction through heat

sinhs, or by forced air convection with fans. However, both

of these methods increase the size of the system, therefore

cancelling size reductions obtained by increasing the

operating frequency. Another alternative is to develop

components which will operate at higher levels of

temperature stress. This is possible to a certain degree
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but limitations are frequently reached due to technological

obstacles, increased cost, and reliability problems.

The iuportance of increasing system efficiencies through

the reduction of internal losses is enphasized hy the

preceding discussion. There are certainly limitations (100%

efficiency is neither possible nor practical) to this

approach also; however, it is the most promising at present.

There are many opportunities for improving the performance

of components used in this relatively new technology. Two

very important coqonents, solid•state power switching

devices and pour transformers, are good candidates for

improvements in efficiency since they contribute a major

portion of the losses in a switched-mode power converter.

Huch eqahasis has been placed on power switching devices

which have recently undergone orders of magnitude in

improvement leading to increased switching rates,

eff ic iency, and power hand l ing capab i l i ty. Recent

developments in metal oxide field effect transistors

(l!0SF'ET's) are a good example of this.

Corresponding advances in the design of power

transformers have not occurred on the same scale. Although

new materials and techniques are being introduced, they are

not widely understood and often misapplied. Few techniques

based cn minimizing losses and size are available, and they

are usually based on oversimplifications. A major objective
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of the work in this dissertation is to help alleviate these

deficiencies. A more detailed description of this work will

follow after a brief introductory discussion of power

transformers within the context of switched-mode power

conversion.

Two ieportant functions of power transformers in

switched-mode power conversion are electrical isolation and

the transforeation of voltage and current levels. Although

they are not necessarily required in all applications, they

are typically found in a large majority of them. Losses in

power transformers occur in both the core material and the

ccnductors which make up the windings. Ferromagnetic

oxides, or ferrites, are the predominant materials used in

cores. There are three basic contributions to the losses in

ferrites: hysteresis, eddy currents, and residual losses.

Even though core losses are important, the treatment in this

dissertation is limited to losses which are generated within

winding conductors. The designer usually has a large degree

of flexibility and control over the arrangement and choice

of ccnductors used in transformer windings. It will be seen

g that this can lead to optieization techniques which minimize

the power dissipation in the conductors.

Power dissipation in a conducting medium may be divided

into two subsets. The first is normally referred to as the

DC power dissipation or loss. It is generated hy steady
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currents which flow uniformly through the cross section of a

conductor. DC losses are a function of the conductivity,

the cross-sectional area, and the length of the conductor.

The second type of power dissipation is sometimes referred

to as AC loss, and is due to eddy currents. Eddy currents

are defined as those currents which are produced as a result

of voltages induced by time—varying magnetic fields.

Eddy currents may be further classified into those due

to the skin effect and those due to the proximity effect.

Skin effect is the phenomenon of non-uniform current

distribution over a conductor cross section caused by the

tim variation of the magnetic fields within the conductor

itself. Bccording to }laxwell's equations, these magnetic

fields coexist with longitudinal currents that tend to add

vectorially near the surface and cancel in the center of the

conductor. Proximity effect is similar, except that the

non-uniform current distribution is induced by the time

variation of externally produced magnetic fields such as

those from another conductor in close proxinity. Actually,

the classification of eddy currents into those caused by the

skin and proximity effects is one of convenience which is

helpful in visualizing the coqlexity of the phenomnon. In

reality, Haxwell's equations apply to an overall systen of

conductors, so that all mutual interactions are accounted

for. When this is done, there results a unique current
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density distribution in each conductor. There are many ways

of separating these distributions into various components

which aid in developing a better physical understanding of

. the phenoeena. The aforementioned separation is probably

one of the most popular.

A non-uniform current distribution follows by definition

from the presence of eddy currents. This necessarily

results in greater loss than the ideal case of uniform

current distribution. The extent of the increased loss is

related to the degree of nonuniformity which is in turn

related to the frequency of variation of the magnetic

fields. As the frequency increases, the eddy currents

become more localized. The unit of measure for this

localization is the skin depth. In light of the earlier

discussions concerning the recent trends toward higher

frequencies, and the relationship between frequency and

efficiency; the importance of accurately determining current

distributions and their associated losses becomes clear.

This need is further accentuated by the usual requirement of

tight ooupling between windings in a transformer which leads

to an esaggerated proximity effect.

The purpose of this dissertation is first to accurately

model and analyze the aforevnntioned phenomena in power

transfornmr windings with euphasis on applications in

switch-mode power conversion. Results from this analysis
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are then studied in order to develop a fundamental

understanding of these phenomena . Based on this

understanding, techniques for improving and optinizing the

design for ninimun conductor loss are derived. An

additional benefit of the analysis is the capability of

determining the energy stored in the magnetic fields within

the windings. These fields are usually referred to as

leakage fields, and the energy stored in them can be used to

deternine the leakage inductance. The leakage inductance is

a parasitio elenent which accounts for coqaonents of

nagnetic flux dsich do not link both the primary and

secondary. It appears in the equivalent oircuit model of a

transforner, and is a very important element in numerous

types of switched—¤¤de power converters.
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CIQPTIR 2

IISTOIICIL PEISPICTIVI

Very little work has been done townrd accurately

deternining and nininizing the power dissipation in

transforxr windinqs with eqhasis on applications in

switched-mde power conversion. This chapter is therefore

devoted to chronolcgically presenting sone of the major

contributions vdxich are related and have led to this topic.

It begins with sone of the first work involved with the

discovery of the skin effect in long cylindrical wires. It

then highlights the najor developnents up to son! of the

nore recent work which is nore directly applicable to the

subject natter of this dissertation. For convenience, the

references are also listed chrcnologically. An atteqat is

made in this chapter tc put the contributions of this

dissertation research into perspective. Thus, original

contributions contained herein are nentioned where they

relate to earlier work. For these reasons it nay be nore

neaningful to read this chapter again after coqsleting the

rest of the nnterial.
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2.l TIE EAILY YEARS

It was Maxwell [ll who first considered the effect of

introducing t ihe-varying quant i t ies on the current

distribution in a long oylindrical wire of circular cross

section. He showed that the current density and other field

quantities ure in general a function of the radial distance

[POI the center of the conductor. He derived expressions

for the effective resistance and inductance by first

expanding the field quantities into a power series in the

radial coordinate and allowing the coeffioients to be a

function of tix. The resulting series contained tihe

derivatives of the current; hence, the solution was very

general. Although this work established the iqaortant

concept that the distribution of current is hodified by

introducing tihe variations, it is believed that Maxwell did

not pursue this subject to the point of developing an

understanding of the skin effect as it exists today.

Maxwe1l's prohpted severa scientixsti

suchgh, to continue research
~—%_______________„__,„.....„„.„-—--——-———·-····‘··—·"""‘”" "^" ‘°“'———-—~——-··‘j"‘°""°""*·*•—·—-———-—-—-

[2, 3, 41 first considered the tiK"hIl‘X¤i0 case by

introduc ing nuso t

erieslullexpressions

in the radial coordinate for the effective resistance and

inductance of a long cylindrical wire. is4
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sgiifonverged slowly and only for low frequencies, Lord

„.„..,„ .I§I1’;i;i.ii ...2 ....3;;.;. 4..,jQgQQ;§,§g§{.Q;gÜg.„.;.i.;;l1;°1
mlowl

he found thatthedensity

approaches a uniform distribution which leads to

mininum resistance and maxinum self inductance. At high

frequencies, he also concluded that the current density

becomes highly nonuniform and concentrates near the surface.

Consequently, he reasoned that the effective resistance

increases without linit, and also that the self inductance
‘

approaches a mininum value as the frequency increases.

Prof. D.E. Hughes [5] perfornmd some key experiments

during the same tiee period which helped to denonstrate and

confirm these phenomena. Some iqaortant new conclusions
{

were also reached during these experismnts, such as the
-

advantages of using stranded conductors to reduce eddy

currents.
H

Kelvin and Heaviside provided more important theoretical

and experimental results during the ensuing years which

continued and expanded on Rayleigh's work. Kelvin, in his

inamgural address to the IEE E61, spoke at length about the

far—reaching iqalications of the frequency dependence of

current distributions. He presented an enlightening analogy

with the uotion of a

zchanical analogies such as

th{·:e;e-~:1~e;·y helpful in visualizing the more abstract

, concepts of electricity and magnetism.
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Although unable to locate the specific references, the

author has also encountered descriptions of contributions

made by H. Wien [71 and A. Sommerfeld in 1904 [BJ. They

both considered the effect on the current distribution when

a conductor is wcund into a solenoidal coil. Wien derived

series solutions for the effective resistance and inductance

which were valid only for low frequencies, and whose terms

were difficult and laborious to calculate. Sommerfeld was

able to find solutions which were valid over the entire

frequency range.

2.2 IPPLICITIOIS II POWER ¤¤¤¤'·TIOI AWD TRIIIISSIOW

In 1905, A.B. Field [9] first considered the effects of

eddy currents in slot-wound conductors such as those found

in the armatures of direct current machines or the stators

of induction motors and alternators. The conductors in

these machines were typically located in slots surrounded on

three sides by a high permeability material such as iron.

The magnetic field intensity was assumed to vary as a

function of the slot depth only and to be directed

transversely across the slot. This geoaetry is very similar

to the one used in this dissertation for the transformer,

except for the fact that no radius of curvature is accounted

for. Consequently, Field's results are analogous to the

thin-layer approximation derived in Chapter 4. He found
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that the current concentrates in the upper portion (open

end) of the slot and showed that many of the existing

designs at that time produced excessive losses. He

suggested several techniques for reducing the losses, such

as using stranded conductors and interleaving layers of

conductors in configurations which would encourage a more

uniform flux distribution. Although Field's results and

conclusions are important and informative, they are not

suitable for use here for several reasons. First of all,

the notation is somewhat outdated and designed specifically

for application to slot—wound conductors. Secondly, there

is no provision for including the radius of curvature in

transformer windings. And lastly, Field does not take

advantage of the simplified mathematics of time-harmonic

analysis. His solutions are therefore very cumbersome by

present day standards.

H.B. Field, A.B. Field's brother, continued and extended

the work of his brother in 1906 (10]. He introduced the

term idle current: to denote currents which consusm energy

but do not perform any useful work. This terminology was

subsequently oriticized by several people and has since been

discarded. ILB. Field made several new contributions.

Probably the most important was the discovery of the

existence of critical conductor depths which resulted in

minimum losses. He also mentioned the possibility of using
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Fourier analysis to handle the near square—wave currents in

the conductors of direct current machines. This was not

pursued, however, presumably because the series converged

rather slowly and also because the prospect of performing

the necessary calculations without a computer wes too

overwhelning.

In the years that followed, many others made

contributions towerd improving the theory and developing a

wide variety of techniques to reduce losses in slot—wound

conductors. W.V. Lyon [16, 22, 23] sinplified the

mathematics considerably by introducing hyperbolic functions

with complex arguments. He also considered stranded

conductors and several methods of interleaving conductors to

reduce losses. Sinilar contributions were made by H.W.

Taylor [18], R.E. Gilnan [19, 27], and I.H. Summers [301.

In 1907, L. Cohen [11] extended the earlier work on

solenoidal coils by Wien and Sommerfeld in 1904. He wes

discouraged by the previous lack of agreement with

experimental measurements, and therefore set out to ieprove

the theory by allowing longitudinal variation in the fields

and currents. This treateent is analogous to the

two-dimensional tranformer problem which is defined, but not

solved, in Section 3.3. Cohen considers a long single-layer

coil in air for which he derives expressions for the power

dissipation, effective resistance, and effective inductance.
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Although his results show marked improvement in accuracy,

their application is limited to long single layer coils

which are carrying a sinusoidal current. Furthermore, he

does not consider techniques for minimizing the conductor

losses. Several years later, S. Butterworth [21, 281 also

considered eddy current losses in solenoidal coils. His

approach, quite different than Cohen's, was applicable to

short coils with relatively wide wire spacings. He also

considered the effects of stranded wire and multi-layer

coils, and briefly addressed the issue of minimizing the

power dissipation.

During the time period from 1909 to 1940, there was much

research activity in the investigation of, the high-frequency

effects of eddy currents for various conductor shapes and

configurations. Host of these contributions are not

directly applicable or easily adaptable to the solenoidal

transformer geometry used here. However, many of the results

are fundamental in nature and therefore useful in achieving

a thorough understanding of the phenomena associated with

eddy currents. Several of the major contributors along with

their publications are sutmarized in the following areas:

solid wires, tubular conductors, and coaxial cables — A.

Russell [12], H.B. Dwight [15, 24, 25, 26], H.L. Curtis

[20], A.H.l4. Arnold [33, 34]; stranded conductors - G.U.O.

Howe [141; rectangular conductors - J.D. Cockroft [311, U.
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Jackson [321, A.H.}1. Arnold [351; and general works

involving several geometries - G.W.O. Howe [171, C. Snow

[291. _0ne of the most important and couprehensive

experimental researches conducted on skin effect during this

time period was by Iennelly, Laws, and Pierce [131. Est of

the aforementioned theoretical analyses are compared with

these experimental results to examine their validity.

2.3 RECEIT COITRIBIJTIOIS

There were at least two significant contributions in the

1940*s for which the primary intended application was

transformers. The first was by E. Bennett and S.C. Larson

[361. In it they presented a comprehensive and

straightforurd analysis for the effective resistance of

multi-layer coils in transformers carrying sinusoidal

currents. Although this analysis reseulaled earlier

treatments on slot—wound conductors, the authors were

unaware of that work when they submitted their manuscript.
1

They subsequently demonstrated the similarities between the

two applications. The rectangular coordinate system was

used; consequently, there was no wey to determine the effect

of the radios of curvature in a cylindrical winding. Their

results are therefore equivalent to the thin—layer

approximation derived in this dissertation. Bennett and

Larson presented several curves for the current density and
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magnetic field intensity within the conductors. They also
‘

plotted the relative power dissipation in the» conductors

versus the conductor thickness expressed in skin depths.

From this they discovered the existence of an optimum

conductor thickness which yielded minimum power dissipation

at a given frequency. When the appropriate parameters are

properly related, the thin—layer approximation contained

herein for the case of sinusoidal excitation is in agreement

with the results of Bennett and Larson.

Five years later, with no apparent knowledge of the work

of Bennett and Larson, T.H. Long [373 presented a similar

analysis for the effective resistance of multi—layer

windings. Although not as comprehensive in coverage, many

of the same conclusions were drawn. However, Long did make

two new' contributions. He found the optimum conductor

thickness for a multi-layer winding with identical layers

and he derived an approximation to include end effects.

No further work of significance appeared until 1966 when

P.L. Dowell [39] expanded the earlier analysis so that it

could be conveniently applied to modern transformers. In

the process he derived expressions for the leakage

inductance as well as the effective resistance. A further

important attribute of his work is its ability to handle

sectionalized windings. Dowell does not, however, give any

consideration to methods for minimizing the losses.
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There was also a renewed interest in the l960's on

applications involving slot-wound conductors in rotating
u

machinery, primarily by P. Silvester [40-45]. Host of the

techniques used by Silvester involve numerical methods

which became possible with the advent of more powerful

computers. Although these techniques are very general and

capable of analyzing complex geometries, their usefulness in

the transformer application, does not presently appear to

justify their added complexity. Hbreover, these techniques

tend to be less revealing on the fundamental nature of the

solutions.

Two books written in the 1960*s are also useful as

general references. Eddy Currents by Lammeraner and Stafl

[381 is a valuble treatise on methods and applications for

eddy currents. Soft lerrites: Properties and Applications

by E.C. Snelling [46] provides an equally useful reference

on ferrites and their applications. Of particular interest

for the work here are his discussions on power transformers

and the properties of windings in Chapters 9 and 11,

respectively.

The next important contribution was by l‘l.P. Perry in

1979 [471, and later in 1981 [491 in an extension of the

former. Like Dowell, his work served aninly to mndernize

the theory and its applioability. But unlike Dowell, he

stressed the concept of designing windings fort mimimum
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losses. Perry's model was still one-dimensional and only

for sinusoidally time—varying currents. Although the

rectangular coordinate system was the primary setting for

his analysis and results, Perry did introduce the notion cf

using the cylindrical coordinate system to take into account

the effect of the radius of curvature. But he did not carry

this treatment through to any extent. Also in 1979, T.H.

Putman [48] considered eddy-current losses in large

electrical reactors. The theoretical content of this paper

was very limited and primitive. His major contribution

involved devi s ing a thermodynamic based method for

experimentally nuasuring the losses in large reactors.

As far as the author has been able to determine, the ~

first and only treatment of transformers for switched·mode

pour conversion was by P.S. Venkatraman in 1984 [501. His

most important contribution was to directly apply the work

of Dowell [391 to extend the application to rectangular wave

currents by using Fourier analysis. He derived expressions

and plotted curves for both the effective resistance and

leakage inductance of a transfcrmer winding carrying

rectangular uve currents.

Venkatram•n*s work is a valuable contribution to modern

switched—mode power conversion. It clearly establishes the

influence of the current waveshape on determining losses in

transformer windings. There are many limitations to its

application, however, and there is much room for improvement
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and extension. First of all, only rectangular wave currents

were considered. A wide variety of current waveforns are

encountered in modern switched-mode power conversion, and it

appears that the number will continue to grow as more and

more circuit topologies are discovered. Certainly,

techniques employing Fourier analysis are capable of

providing a neans for handling arhitrary waveforms.

Venkatransn also does not consider the very important

concept of minimizing the winding conductor losses.

Presumably, since an arbitrary waveforn can be expressed as

a sum of sinusoids, the nininization problen should be

solvable just as it is for the case of a pure sinusoid. The

resulting —solution should be expected to be a couplicated

function of the harnonic content of the waveform. A

challenging task would therefore be to cast the solution

into a form which relates to fundamental characteristics of

the waveforn. The acconplishnent of this task would bey of

considerable value in leading to a better understanding of

the phenomena. Two other linitations of Venkatranan's work

which could be addressed are: the exact solution of the

one-dinensional problen in the cylindrical coordinate system

in order to include the effects of the radius of curvature;

and the generalization of the notation so that individual

layers and sectionalized windings within coraplicated

transformers can be conveniently analyzed.
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2.4 COITIIBIITIOE OF THIS EFFOBT

The primary objective of this dissertation is to provide

a comprehensive, general treatment of the theory and design

of switched·m¤de power transformers for minimum conductor

loss. The author’s philosophical approach to acoomplishing

this goal follows. First, the mst general mathemetical

model is defined and disoussed (Chapter 3). This model is

then specialized to faoilitate a methodical development and

coqalete study of the time-harmonic sinusoidal analysis

(Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6). An atteept is made to encoxpass

all of the previous work in a generalized treatment which

also serves to introduce new and expanded solutions. The

flow of the analysis begins with exact solutions and

proceeds wi th several success ive ly less accurate

approxinations. Each approximation is studied in detail to

determine the conditions under which it is valid. The

sinusoidal analysis is then generalized to arbitrary

periodic weveforms through the use of Fourier techniques

(Chapter 7). All of the same approximations are then

ireconsidered, the last of which leads to an interesting and

enlightening physical interpretation. Finally, the analysis

is applied to several popular conductor arrangements
land

sou experinental measurements are presented and conpared

with the theoretical prediotions (Chapter 8). Based on both

the experimental and theoretical results, conclusions are
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drawn and a design procedure for minimizing the power

dissipation in transformer windings is outlined (Chapter 9).

In addition, several possibilities for future work are

discussed which could lead tc increased accuracy or broader

application.
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CNAPTEI 3

FORELATIOI

Any engineering effort should be well-defined whether it

involves research, design, or experimental work.
’“*°"

This includes
"“°““‘°°’ °‘ *‘*°

‘"‘°"‘°" f?.9*??F"?‘?"F„?z„_
¤*‘

preliminary assunptions of the

Inalysis. In the process of achieving thisgoal,the

introductory theoretical analysis is also presented.

'
First, the physical geometry is considered. The

cylindrical coordinate system is chosen as the setting for

the mathematical description, and physical quantities are

introduced within this context. Possible limitations which

may arise as a result of the chosen geometry are discussed.

Next , the electromagnet ic f ield equat ions which

mathematically model the problem are presented. General

equations are introduced first, and are then methodically

specialized for the work here. A general twoedivmenvsaignal

model is initially, described. Cond\it’i-cgi:. are thin specified

äichfatllvow'simplification to a one-·dimensional model. All

subsequent work in this dissertation uses the

one-dimensional model.
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3.1 EOETRY

A perspective sketch of a typical high frequency power

transformer for a modern switched—mode power converter is

show in Figure 3.1.1. The core geometry in this particular

exaqle is known as a PQ-core. The center leg of the core

is circular in cross section as is the bobbin upon which the

solenoidal·shaped windings are wound. Thus, except for the

outer port ion of the core and possible wind ing

imperfections, the geometry of the transforrur is axially

syruetrio. For these reasons, the cylindrical coordinate

system is the natural choice for describing and analyzing

these transformers. Hany other core geometries and

corresponding bobbins are available. The majority of them

are very sinilar and can also be adequately represented in

this manner. For exaqsle, EE·cores have center legs with a

square cross section. This does not present a significant

problem in practice, since after the first few layers, the

windings begin to take on a circular shape. The current

trend, however, is away from this type of core and toward

those with circular cross section. The only major core

_ geometry which is not represented well in the cylindrical

coordinate system is the toroid. But even for this shape,

if the radius is large enough, it may be treated as if it

were cut and straightened into a long solenoid.
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Figure 3.1.1. Perspective sketch of a typioai high
'

frequency poeer tranetoreer (PQ·oore) for a xdern
svitohed-mde pouer converter.
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Figure 3.1.2 ·shows the cross section of a typical

transforner. This illustration is designed to represent the

mst inportant aspects of transforner construction for the

analysis here and to introduce sone of the guantities and

sysbols to be used. It is not intended to be dinensionally

acourate. The nain features of this geonetry along with

sone assunptions which_are based on then are listed below.

Sone of these have already been mentioned, but are repeated

here for coqleteness:

• The oylindrical coordinate systen is used for the

nathenatical representation. Its orientation with

respect to the transformer is indicated in both

Figures 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

•
Axial .sysn•etry about the z—axis is assuned;

oonsequent ly , no quant i t ies can exhib it

¢—dependence. Because of this syumetry, only halt of

the cross-sectional view is shown in Figure 3.1.2.

•
A core of ferrite material surrounds the winding

portion of the transforner.

•
The length of the winding area in the axial

direction is denoted as l.

• A general transforner winding contains ll alternating

layers of conductor and insulator.
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Figure 3.1.2. Cross-sectional view of a typical high ·
frequency power traasforner for a modern switched—node
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• The nth oonductor layer is bounded by the inner and

outer radii, pi and pg, respeotively. The

arrangement of conduotors within the oonduot ing

U layers is not defined at this point.

•
The layers of insulating material are- autosutioally

defined to be bounded by the adjaoent oonduotor

layers.

• Other windings to the interior and exterior may be

present and are modelled in a similar manner.

The macrosoopio eleotrioal properties of the materials in

the transformer are described by their oonstitutive

parameters. These parameters are shown in Figure 3.l.2 and

sunuarized here for convenienoes

• The ferrite core material is assumed to be lossless

with real permeability p )) pv free—spaoe

permittivity s°, and zero oonduotivity 6.

•
The insulating material is assumed to be a lossless,

non-mgnetio dieleotric with real relative

permittivity sr, free-space permeability pa, and

zero oonduotivity 6.
A

•
The oonduoting material is assumed to be a good

oonduotor with high conduotivity 6. It has both

free—spaoe permittivity sa and permeability ya.
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While the above characteristics describe the conducting

material accurately, both the ferrite and insulating

uterial could, in general, be more couple:. Since the main

interest here is to analyse phenomena within the conducting

regions, only those characteristios of the surrounding

regions which have a significant influence in accouplishing

this are included. Actually, the above updel for the

insulating material is general enough for any construction

that the author is aware of. On the other hand, if cne were

interested in determining the losses in the ferrite, its

model would need to be generalized to include nonlinear

hysteresis effects, complex permeability, and finite

conductivity. Further discussion of these topics is

included in the next section in relation to Ha:well's

equations and in the following chapter when determining

boundary conditions. I

3.2 El..EC'l'R0lII@l.'l'IC FIELD EQIIIITIOIS

The scope of the treatment in this dissertation is

limited to the winding portion of the transformer.

Describing, understanding, and optimizing performance based

on phenomena within the winding region involves the

determination and manipulation of quantities such as the

electromagnetic fields, current density, power dissipation,

and stored energy.
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Within the winding region, the insulating material has

been defined such that it is lossless. In practice, the

losses there are so small when compared to those in the

conduotors that the validity of this assnmption is beyond

reasonable doubt. Eleotromagnetio fields will, however, be

present in these regions, and they will contrihute to the

energy stored in the winding. It will be seen later that

the insulation layers will also play a role in determining

the houndary conditions for the conductor layers. For these
l

reasons, the insulating material is only of secondary

importance. Its effects are simple and can be incorporated

as needed in the process of analyzing the conductor layers.

With this in mind, this effort will now focus on the

analysis of the conductor layers.

The conducting regions are assumed to be isotropic,

linear, and nonmagnetic; their ucroscopic properties are

described through the constitutive parameters:

sa = free—space permittivity = 8.854:10-xz [F/ml (3.2.1a)

p, ¤ free-space permeability = 4¤x10°7 [H/ml (3.2.lb)

6 = conductivity of copper = 5.7:107 [S/ml (3.2.1c)
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The conduotivity for copper has been chosen because of its

universal use in transformers of the type considered here.

Other good conductors can be treated by siuply substituting

the appropriate value for the conductivity. The

time·harnonio Haxuell's equations for the conduoting regions

are given by

V X H = juD + J, (3.2.2b)

where the
e‘i“t

convention has been used in defining the

phasor field quantities in boldface. The equation of

continuity is

V
'

J

=sincethere can be no permanent distribution of free charge

tp = 0) in regions with finite conductivity. The divergence

relations

V · B = 0 (3.2.4a)

v ' D
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are also valid in the conductors. These equations are not

independent of the curl and continuity equations, however,

since they may be derived from them through the use of
4

vector identities. The macroscopic properties in equations

(3.2.1) for the conducting layers give rise to the following

constitutive relationships:

D • s°E l (3.2.5a)

B = p„H (3.2.5b)

J = 6E. (3.2.5c)

Using these relationships, Haxwell's curl equations may be

rewritten explicitly in terms of the magnetic field

intensity K and current density J,

V X J = -juy°¤H (3.2.6a)

v x ¤ ¤ ci + 5%¤>.r. <s.2.6¤>

These equations can now be solved for J and H from which I,

D, and B can he determined from the simple linear

relationships in equations (3.2.5). The corresponding

divergence relations become
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V · H = 0 (3.2.7a)

v '
J =

oeThelatter equation gives the same result as the equation of

continuity which will therefore not be repeated. Further

simplification of Haxwell's equations is still possible.

Consider the second term on the right-hand side of equation

(3.2.6b). This term is called the displacement current (it

is perhaps more recognizable when written in terms of D or

E), and it is widely known that it can usually be neglected

in conducting regions. Hathematically, this condition is

expressed by the requirement that
’

° es-3P (( 1. (3.2.8)

The only unknown quantity in this expression is frequency.

So, rearranqing and substitutinq the numerical values for

the permittivity and conductivity given in equations

(3.2.1a) and (3.2.lc) yields

1g gg 1 x 10‘• az. 1:1.2.91"€°
2u X 8.854 X 10
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This frequency lies in the lower portion of the X-ray band

and corresponds to a wavelength of 3 X
l0—“

n or 3 A.

Presently, the range of fundamental frequencies used in

switched—node power oonversion technology ranges fron the

upper end of the audio band, about 20 kllz, to a few Mhz.

While the current trend is toward higher switching

frequencies, values approaching X—ray frequencies would not

occur for years and would require a conpletely new

technology. Obviously, transformers like those described

here would be useless. Thus, it is seen that neglecting the

displacement current is certainly valid for any application

which could possibly use one of these transformers.

Haxwell"s curl and divergence equations have now been

siqalified as far as possible for the conducting regions

under consideration and are sumnarized for convenience:

V X J = -,i6•p°¢rH (3.2.10a)

V X I s J -(3.2.l0b)

V
·

J =• 0. (3.2.10d)
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It is instructive for two reasons to pause at this point

and derive the conservation of power equation, or Poynting’s

theoreu. The first reason is because it takes on a souewhat

unfauiliar and specfic foru in a souroe—free- conducting

region. Secondly, several quantities diioh will be used

extensively can be introduoed in the process. Following the

usual technique, scalar multiply equation (3.2.10a) by H*

and the conjugate of equation (3.2.10b) by J, and subtract

these results to give

1 N . 1 1 1 1v - He: x ¤ 1 + ,2%-p„|¤| + $|J| = 0. <s.2.111

This is the point form of the conservation of power

equation. The first tern is the divergence of the couple:

Poynting vector ·

S é 5é(J x (3.2.12a)

which represents the voluue density of couple: power leaving

a point. This quantity is uore couuonly expressed in terus

of E rather than J since that is its more general

definition. The second term is j2o tiues the tiue-averaged

uagnetic energy density

um a §„,|¤|’ [J/ma] (3.2.121:)
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which in the time domain correspcnds to the time rate of

change of the magnetic energy density. Notice that the

similar term involving the electric energy density is ahsent

from the equation, a result of neglecting the displacement

current. The last tern is directly reoognizahle as the

time-averaged power dissipation density

pd s I;-|J|’ {unf:. (3.2.12c)

Suhstituting the definitions in equations (3.2.12) into

Poynting's theorem results in the more conoise form

_ V · S + j2eu¤ + pd = 0. · (3.2.13)

The regional form of Poynting's theorem for a volume v

bounded by a closed surface 6 is ohtained hy integrating

equation (3.2.13) over the volume v and applying the

divergence theorem to the first term. The result is

II
S · ds + ,i2eUm + Pd = 0, (3.2.14)

6

where the first term is the complex power flowing out

through the closed surface s,

u s i lp |¤|’¤v :.11 ca 2 15a)m 2 V2 ° _ ' '
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is the time-averaged stored magnetic energy within the

volume v, and

p 6
’

i|.r|’dv uu ca 2 l5h)·d 2 vc ' ‘

is the time-averaged power dissipated within the volume v.

As the final step in manipulating !‘laxwell's equations,

it would be desirable to uncouple the such that each

invclves only a single quantity. Returning to equations

(3.2.10), take the curl of equation (3.2.10b) and substitute

equation (3.2.10a) into the right-hand side to obtain

v x v x H = -,jup,o1I. (3.2.16a)

Reversing the roles of the same two equations and following

the same process yields

v x v x J = —jep°o·J. (3.2.16b)

Thus, both the magnetic field intensity and the current

density (D, I, and B also) satisfy the sau vector equatlon.

Only the boundary conditions will make each solution unique.

Equations similar to those above are also derivable for

non—conducting matter, and they are referred to as vector

wave equations or vector Helmholtz equations. These
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equations are of the same form except for one fundamental

difference: here, the right·hand side contains only a single

power of the· frequency· whereas the vector wave equation

contains the square of the frequency. Thus, only the first

derivative with respect to tine appears in the equivalent

time-domain equation while the second derivative appears in

the· correspcnding vector wave equaticn. The terminology

vector diffusion equation is therefore more appropriate and

is adopted here in reference to equations (3.2.16). The

methods of solution for these two classes of equations are

identical for the time-harmonic case since they differ only

by a couple: constant. This difference, however, results in

a radically different behavior in the solutions. The

solutions of the vector diffusion equations (3.2.16) cannot

be wave-type solutions.

Anticipating clearer interpretations cf the solutions to

follow, the usual high conductivity approximation for skin

depth is introduced at this point,

5 ä•The

vector diffusion equations can now' be rewritten to

include this parameter, yielding
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V X V X ll (3.2.18a)62

V X V X J = -jä-P1'. ‘(3.2.l8h)

Although the analogy is not exact, the skin depth appears in

the same place in the diffusion equation as the wavelength

does in the wave equation, and it may he loosely interpreted

in the same manner. Instead of being the length of the

period of a traveling wave, the skin depth provides a

measure of the rate of decay of the exponential type

solutions of the diffusion equation.

The diffusion equations, along with their appropriate

boundary conditions, ultimately govern the remainder of the

analysis to be performed. Once solved, their solutions

shall be studied and used to determine important

characteristics such as power dissipation and stored energy

in various types of transformer windings. Searches can then

be conducted for techniques to optimize the design with

respect to these characteristics. Expressions for other

useful quantities, such as effective resistance and leakage

inductance, will also be derived which will add to the

understanding of the results and simplify experimental

Verification.
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3.3 Til)-DI L-IOIAL PROBLEM

The divergence and curl vector differential operators

expressed in cylindrical cocrdinates for a general vector

„ field I are

6(p8 ) 68 681 P 1 { z

Vand

PF 62 6z 6p

6(p8 ) 681 { _ p ^ (3.3.11:)

In the previous section, the geozutrical assumption of axial

syvnetry was uade. There can therefore be no ¢—dependence

and the above vector differential operators simplify to

16(p8P) 682
V (3-3-23)

68 68 68 6(p8 )
V X 8

FPThisassuuption is the basis for the terminology

two-dinensional since all quantities are, in general, a

function cf the two coordinates p and z.
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Also a result of axial symmetry (see Figure 3.1.2), note

that the conductor layers are solenoidally wound which

iuplies only a ;—component for the current density; hence,

A
J s J¢(p,z){. (3.3.3)

Using this in equations (3.3.2) gives the following form of

the vector differential operators for the current density:

A _ .
V · J = V

·
J*(p,z)¢ = 0 (3.3.4a)

v x J = vx=

— 2- J (p z) ; + tg. pl (p z) ;. (3.3.4b)62 ¢
’

pöp ¢
’

These results can now be compared to Mhxwell°s equations

(3.2.10). The first result shows that the current density

satisfies the divergence equation solely as a result of the

geometrical assumptions, certainly an acceptable result.

The second result implies that the magnetic field intensity

has both radial and longitudinal components (from 3.2.10a),

H = HP(p,z); + Hz(p,z);. (3.3.5)

The vector components and their functional dependence

for the current density and magnetic field intensity have
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nov been determined for the general two-dimensional problem

and are given in equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.5).

Suhstituting these into equations (3.2.10) yields Haxwell's

equations specialized to the tw¤—di¤ensional cases

- §;[J‘(p,z)]; + $g;[pJ¢(p,z)];

2 ^ .2 ^
= · j-8 (p,z)p - 4-8 (p,z)x (3.3.6a)6: p 6: z

6 A 6 A A
ä;[8P(p z)}¢ — ä;[lz(p 2)]} = J*(p z)! (3 3 6b)‘

I I I ' '

$0 s<>+°s<> 0 (36)ß$PPf,Z E- zP,Z 3 3--G

$g;[J‘(p,z)] = 0. (3.3.6d)

The uncoupled vector diffusion equation for the current

density mny be determined in a similar menner via equation
.

(3.2.18b), yielding

63J 6.: 6*.:--;! + $4- -4 = 0, <a.::.v>
öp Pöp 6 p Oz

where the notation has been simplified by dropping the

independent variable arguments which are now understood from

the context of the two-dimentional problem. Similarly, the

vector diffusion equation (3.2.18a) for the nngnetic field
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intensity reduces to two coupled equations for the radial

and longitudinal components,

0*1: a':
0 <s.s.sa>

62 8269 6

0*sz a’sP 0. (3.3.8b)
P P6 P 6

This concludes the general statement of the

two·dimensional problem. Given the appropriate houndary

conditions, equations (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) can be solved and

the analysis can continue. Although not pursued further

here, one approach to the solution might proceed as follows.

Use the separation of variables method to find the general

solution to equation (3.3.7) for the current density. This

solution will be in the form of a summation of

I eigenfunctions which span the two—dimensional space. The

corresponding solutions for the radial and longitudinal

components of the magnetic field intensity can then be

determined from the simple derivatives in equation (3.3.6a).

Suitable boundary conditions must then be enforced to solve

for the arbitrary weighting oonstants in the summation and

the eigenvalues or separation constants.

The approach outlined above is certainly possible and

not overly difficult. The author has found, however, that
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simplification to a one-dimensional model provides much more

insight while sacrificing little generality and accuracy for

the applications interested in here. It is the logical

first step in developing a fundanental understanding of the

basic phenonena. In addition, the one—dinensional

simplification notes the generalization to arbitrary

periodic woveforms (to he considered later) much more

tractable. Making that generalization in the

two—dimensional problem would introduce Fourier analysis

into an already complicated and unrevealing solution.

Subseguent evaluations would therefore involve endless

studies of computer results, and there would be little hope

of visualizing and understanding the problem in a

fundamental way from simple observation of the solutions.

Ä the two—dimensional model, one further
comment is appropriate. It will be seen later that there

are indeed limitations of the one-dimensional rmdel which

the two-dimensional model could possibly resolve. These

limitations are second order effects for most present

applications, but that may change in the future. The

abandonmont is therefore temporary and further wort is

planned in the future.

The one-dinensional model is introduced in the next

;i=ji‘iLäi‘?2„„';i£EE.
*

PS,The
remainder of the wort in this dissertation emp
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work exclusively. As will be seen, even the solutions

resulting from this model require extensive use of a

computer . There are, however, severalwkapproximatigns

possihle%whichwgreatlyhsimplify the solutions and enhanceß
Ali}

hasic understanding of them.
AJA

3.4 0lE-DIIIIIOIIL SIHPLIFICATIOI

The one-dimensional simplification results from

longitudinal assumptions in addition to the axial symmetry

of the two-dimensional model. In particular, the insulation

and conductor layers are assumed to be wound uniformly in

the z-direction. Also, the solenoidal coils formed hy these

layers are assumed to he long enough to ignore end effects;

The result of these assumptions is that physical quantities

will no longer exhihit longitudinal variation.

Having a physically long winding is not the only

condition which contributes to this simplification. The

existence of the high permeability ferrite core surrounding

the winding enhances its validity also. The reason for this

is the tendency· for the magnetic fields exterior to the

ferrite to be normal to its surface, resulting in a

predominantly longitudinally directed magnetic field. From

equation (3.3.6a) it is seen that longitudinal variation in

the current density cannot be supported without a radially

directed magnetic field. This effect is discussed further
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in the first section of the next chapter on boundary

conditions.

Paralleling the development in the previous section, the

divergence and curl vector differential operators for a

general vector field I under the one-dieensional assumptions

are given hy

öcß)
v (3.4.1a)pöp

""
"’At) —

· (3.4.1h)

where only the radial dependence remains. The current

density and magnetic field intensity are nov' expressed

simply as

J = J*(p)$ (3.4.2a)

H = Hztp);. (3.4.2h)

Rote that there is no longer· a radial component of the

magnetic field intensity. Using these expressions in

equations (3.2.10) further simplifies Haxwel1's equations to

16 ^ .2 ^
(3.4.3a)
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ca.4.ab>

6 = 0 (3.4.3c)

16m[J‘(f)} ¤ 0, (3.4.3d)

where both of the divergence relations are nov satisfied as

a result of the geometrioal assumptions. The vector

diffusion equations are found in a similar manner by using

the relations in (3.4.2) in equations (3.2.18),

2a’az aa: i
p —i— + p- - j2%Bz = 0 (3.4.4a)

öp öp 6

26*:* 6.:* z
pé-+pl- [j2L°?+ 1].% =0. (3.4.4b)

öp öp 6

The radial dependence of these quantities is now understood

and has been eliminated to simplify the notation.

° Completely uncoupled one-dimensional second order

differential equations have now been derived for the current

density and magnetic field intensity. They may both be

solved separately, or either one may be solved and equations

(3.4.311) and (3.4.3b) used to find the undetermined

quantity.
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In order to put equations (3.4.4) into a more

recognizable form, the independent variable suhstitution

x a ./2** ¢:a.•.s>K

is introduced, yielding

26*:12 6122 2x + x—- - jx Rz = 0 (3.4.6a)
öx öx

6*.: öl2 { { . 2x—?—·•·x—-——- ,1: +lJ*=0. (3.4.6b)
öx öx

Both of these equations are examples of a special form of

Bessel's differential equation due to Lord Kelvin. The

general solutions are given by

E (x) =· B (ber x + jbei x) + B (ker x + jkei x) (3.4.7a)z 0 0 0 0 0 0

J (x) = B (ber x + jbei x) + 8 (ker x + jkei x). (3.4.7b){ 1 1 1 1 1 1

These solutions are collectively referred to as Kelvin

functions. More specifically, ber and bei are Kelvin

functions of the first kind, and ker and kei are Kelvin

functions of the second kind. The subsoripts indicate the
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order which for here is either zero or one. B0, Bo, Ax, and
B! are arbitrary complex coefficients which must be

determined from boundary conditions to give the particular

solutions. An appendix is provided, Appendix B, which deals

exclusively with Kelvin functions. If unfamiliar with then,

the reader is strongly urged to review this appendix. Many

properties of the Kelvin functions which will be used

extensively are included such as recurrence relations,

indefinite integrals, and large argument asymptotic

approximations.

Before continuing with the determination of the

particular solutions of equations (3.4.6), two very useful

relationships between the arbitrary complex coeffioients of

the two general solutions are derived. The procedure

involves suhstituting the general solutions in equations

(3.4.7) into eguation (3.4.3b), employing the recurrenoe

relations (B.2.3), and reducing the result to

ax · -
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CEPTKR 4

SOLIITIOI OF TIE SIIHE-LITER PROHIII

The particular solutions for the current density and

magnetic field intensity in a single conductor layer are

derived and examined in this chapter. The single—1ayer

problem is the most basic one to be considered, upon which

the generalizations to multiple layer windings and arbitrary

periodic waveforms will be made.

The first section contains a general discussion of the

behavior of magnetic fields at the boundary between a high

permeability ferrite and a nonmagnetic medium. Boundary

conditions for a single conductor layer are derived and then

applied to the general solutions obtained in the previous

chapter. The resulting particular solutions are studied in

. detail, and the effects of varying several different

parameters are examined. Two successive approximations are

then introduced: the large argument asymptctic approximation

and the thin—layer approximation. Both of these

apprcximations are also examined thoroughly, and the

conditions under which each is valid are considered.
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4.1 BOUIDIRY COIDITIOIB

Consider the boundary between a high permeability

ferrite (pl )) p,) and a nonmagnetic medium (ya = pn)

depicted in Figure 4.1.1. For the purposes of this

illustration, the ferrite permeability is assumed to be real

and constant, and both media are assumed to have finite

conductivities. The subscript 1 denotes the ferrite region

for which B and E are the tangential fields, 8 and Etl tl Bl Hl
the normal fields, 8x and El the corresponding magnitudes,

and ax the angle between the fields and a line normal to the

boundary. The subscript 2 denotes similarly defined

quantities in the nonmagnetic region: 8:2, Etz, Bnz, Enz,
B2, E2, and az. Boundary conditions for this type of

interface require continuity of both the tangential magnetic

field intensities and the normal magnetic flux densities,

which are mathematically expressed as

Et! = Et! (4.1.la)

or, equivalently, as

E sina = E sina (4.1.2a)1 1 2 2

8 coso: = 8 cosa: . (4.1.2b)1 1 2 2
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Figure 4.1.1. Boundary between a high permeability territe
and a nonmagnetio medium.
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From these equations and the constitutive relationships

Bl = pxll = prp°Hl (4.1.3a)

B2 = pal: ¤ paüz, (4.1.3b)

the following expression relating the angles of inoidenoe of

the fields is easily derived:

tanax = yrtanaz. (4.1.4)

fr is the relative permeability of the ferrite. A typical

value for this quantity for ferrites used in swütched—mode

power converters is about 3000. Used in the above equation,

this large value suggests a tendency for either an tu be

near u/2 or az tc be near zero, or both. For example, if

u! = B9°, then az = 1.09°. Even for an almost grazing

incidence in the ferrite of al = 89.9°, the fields in the

nonmagnetic medium are nearly normal to the boundary with

az = l0.8°. Another useful relationship may easily be

derived from equations (4.1.1), (4.1.2), and (4.1.3) which

relates the umgnitudes of umgnetic field intensity in the

two regions:

/ 2_ 2 „R: • B1 1 + (pr 1)cos a1 „ Hlprccsal, (4.1.5)
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where the latter approximation is valid for pr )) 1. Using

the same numbers as in the examples above; E2 = 52.4Hx when
ul = 89**, and B2 s 5.3ll when ax = 89.9°. So, the general
tendency is for the megnetic field intensity to emerge from

a high permeability ferrite into a nonmagnetic region noruhl

to the boundary and larger in magnitude. This behavior

becomes more pronounced as the permeability of the ferrite

increases. The following discussion of houndary conditions

for the single-layer case uses the results of this behavior.

Consider now the single—layer problem as shown in Figure

4.1.2. This is a magnified view of the nth layer of a

winding corresponding to the cross-sectional representation

in Figure 3.1.2. In addition to the geometrical assunptions

made in the last chapter; the following are also made with

respect to the single—layer problem and Figure 4.1.2:

•
The magnetic field intensity within the ferrite core

is assumed to be uniform with magnitude Ef and

oriented as shown in Figure 4.1.2.

•
The relative permeability of the ferrite is assumed

to be large enough so that the behavior mentioned

above is displayed at the ferrite-to-nonmagnetic
·

(both insulating and conducting regions of the

winding) boundaries. Ramely, it emerges normal to

the ferrite and higher in magnitude.
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• The length Z of the winding is assumed to he large

compared to the radial thickness of the insulating

and conduoting layers.

•
The eagnetic field intensity in the insulating

layers is assumed to be uniform and referenced as

shown in Figure 4.1.2.

It should now be evident why the presence of the ferrite

enhances the conditions necessary for the one-dimensional

approxination.

Following the notation in Figures 3.1.2 and 4.1.2, the

magnetic field intensityu at the houndary of the nth

conductor layer and within the nth insulation layer is

u
-

au'}; pg 5 p 5 pg"; ¤ = 0,1,2,...,H, (4.1.6)

where H° corresponds to the inner houndary' of the total

winding as well as the first layer. Note that the fields

are uniform in the insulation layers. This is the result of

assuming that the insulation layers have zero conductivity;

consequently, only displaoement currents exist which are

mch smaller in eagnitude than the conduction currents in

the conductor layers. Also, the wavelength in the

insulation layers is many orders of uagnitude larger than

the radial thichness of the layers.
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The boundary conditions may now be related to the total

current in the conductor layers through the use of Ampere's

law around the closed path ABCDR surrounding the nth layer

§¤ ' =

In,whereIn is the total positive 2-directed current in the nth

conductor layer passing through the surface defined by the

closed path ABCDQ. In terms of the current density, In may

be expressed by the simple integral

+:/2 °n
In = If

J - ds = dz Jp·J¢¤(p)dp (4.1.8)
S -1/2 pl

n

or, alternatively, as °

o
Q ' Vpn

In = ij iJ,¤(p)dp = 1Kn, (4.1.9)

pn

where Kn is defined as current per unit axial length in the

nth conductor layer. Turning now' to the left side of

equation (4.1.7), the closed path integral can be expanded

and simplified as followsz
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0 i
R 1/2 u +1/2

H · dl = ilfdp + End: - °H£dp + En_ldz
fn +1/2 pn -1/2

s 2H£1¤ — 1Hn + 1E¤_‘

z 1(H¤_I - HR) , (4.1.10)

where ru is defined to be the thickness of the nth conductor

layer ‘
·

. 0 _ iTa = pn pn. (4.1.11)

The terms resulting from the line integrals within the

ferrite may be neglected because of the assumption of a long

solenoid and the fact that the magnetic field intensity is

much larger in the winding region. The latter is especially

true for transformers which are nearly ideal since they have

a very large magnetizing inductance and correspondingly

small magnetizing current relative to the load current.

Under these conditions, the fields in the ferrite core are

determined by the mgnetizing current, and those in the

winding regions are determined by the uch larger load

currents. For an inductor, which can also usually be

treated by the analysis here, the situation is somewhat

different. The magnetizing and load current are one and the

same; consequently, the magnetic field intensity in the
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winding region will be of the same order of magnitude as it

is in the ferrite. Thus, the assumption of a long solenoid

becomes more important in the simplification of equation

(4.1.10) for an induotor. It is worth. noting that the

situation just described for an indwctor does not contradict

the discussion at the beginning of this section concerning

the behavior of the magnetic field intensity at a ferrite-to

nonmagnetic boundary. The smaller differences in magnitude
·

can be resolved through appropriate angles of incidence or a

lower permeability which is typically the case for

inductors.

The simplifications obtained in, equations (4.1.9) and

(4.1.10) may he substituted back into Ampere's law (4.1«7)

to yield

I

HuItis important to remember that the magnetic field

intensity is referenced to the positive In-direction and that

the current density is referenced to the positive

2-direction. Thus, if the magnetio field intensity at the

outer boundary Hu is more positive than that at the inner

boundary Had, then the net current flow will be in the
negative 2-direction.
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4.2 PIBTICULIB SOLUTION

First, the particular solution for the mngnetic field

intensity in the nth ccnductor layer is considered since the

necessary houndary conditions have already been determined.

The general solution under the one•dimensional

simplification is given in equation (3.4.7a) and is repeated

here,
‘

Hzn(x) = 8°n(ber°x + jbeiax) + B•¤(ker°x + jkei°x); (4.2.1)

where the subscript ai has been added to denote the nth

conductor layer, and the independent variable x is defined

as in equation (3.4.5)

x ¤ JF', (4.2.2)E

and the skin depth 6 by equation (3.2.17). Rote that x is a

unitless quantity. Boundary conditions from equations

(4.1.6) for the single-layer problem can also be written in

this forms

= Hn_‘; n ¤ 1,2,...,H (4.2.3a)

Ez¤(x:) = En ; n = 1,2,...,H, (4.2.3b)
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where the transformed inner and outer houndary radii satisfy

equation (4.2.2) also. Applying these houndary conditions

to the general solution produces a system of two equations

which must he solved for the two arhitrary constants A•¤ and
Ben. The resulting particular solution for the nth

conductor layer is

B (x) = R (ber x + jbei x) + B (ker x + jkei x);zu 0n 0 0 0n 0 0

xi 5 x 5 xg; n = 1,2,...,H, (4.2.4)

where

Hn(ker°x; + jkei•xÄ) - H¤_l(ker•xg + jkei•x:) ·
=0n .

[(her°x: + jhei•x:)(ker•x; + jkei°x;)

- (her•xä + jbei•x;)(ker°x: + jkei•x:)}

E (her xn + jbei x°) — E (ber xi + jbei xi)
B _ n-1 0 n 0 n n 0 n 0 n (4 2 Sb)01: ° ° °

[(her°x: + jbei°x:)(ker•x£ + jkeioxä)
— (ber·x; + jbei·x;)(ker°x: + jkei•x:)]

These solutions are easily verified by checking to see that

the boundary conditions are satisfied.
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The particular solution for the current density in the

nth conductor layer can now be found by eeploying Ha:well's

cul equation (3.4.3b) for the one-dieensional case. This

tedious wort has already been done, however, and it resulted

in the sieple relationships between arbitrary constants

given in equations (3.4.8). The solution is therefore

sinply

Jßntx) = Blntberxx + jbeil:) + Blatter}: + jteixx);

x; 5 x 5 ::5 n = l,2,...,H, (4.2.6)

where

_ tl-;)

The particular solutions for the wngnetic field

intensity and current density in a single layer have now

been determined. They are exact wdthin the context of the

one-dimensional problem. For reasons that will become more

apparent later, it is appropriate to rearrange these

solutions slightly in order to introduce normalized,

unitless quantities. This will facilitate the presentation

of graphical results as well as mate the results more
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universally applicable. Let Ä denote the unitless radial

coordinate normalized to a skin depths

3 a Q-. (4.2.s)

The tilde notation is used throughout this dissertation for

normalized, unitless quantities. In all cases when

distances are involved, the tilde represents the same

quantity except normalized to a skin depth. The previously

defined variable x can therefore be witten as

x = ./73. (4.2.9)

Rormalization is also convenient for the magnetic field

intensity; let

R (R) é (R —R )ä cx) = —R E (R). (4.2.10)zu n n-1 zz: nzn

The normalized magnetic field intensity Üz¤(x) is also

unitless. It is normalized with respect to the current per

unit length (or linear current density) which flows in the

conductor layer. The negative sign is a result of the

reference directions chosen for the fields and currents.

Comparing equation (4.2.10) and equations (4.2.4) 'and

(4.2.5), and introducing the definition for the ratio of

houndary conditions
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B .Tu e äl, <4.2.11>
n

yields the following final form for the nornelized negnetic _

field intensity:

jbei•x) + ä•n(ker•x 4 jkei•x)];

xä 5 x 5 x:; n = 1,2,...,8, (4.2.12)

where

i i 0 . 0
ä°¤ ·

(ker°xn 4- jkei•xu) 1*¤(ker°x¤ 4- jkei°xn) (4-2.1:k)
[(her°x: 4- jbei•x:)(ker°x; + ,ikei•x;)

- (ber xi + jbei xi)(ker x° + jkei x°)]• n • n 0 n • n

1* (her xu 4- jbei x°) - (ber xi 4- jbei xi)

ä , (4_Q_13},)
"' 6 6 1 1[(ber x 4- jbei x )(ker x + jkei x )0 n 0 n • n 0 n

- (ber xi 4- jbei x1)(ker x° 4- jkei x°)]• n • n • n 0 n

A similar procedure can be followed for the current

density. In this case, the normelization is with respect to

a uniform current density which is determined as if the

radial thickness were one skin depths
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_ (ln-Rad) Kn __
J*¤(x) = -7-- 7*n(x) = -2- J’,¤(x). (4.2.14)

Coqaaring this with equations (4.2.6) and (4.2.7), and using

the results just obtalned during the normalization process

of the gnetic field intensity yields

.'im<x> = Tä:[äm<be¤·‘x + jbeilx) + äl¤(ker‘x + jkeilx)];

xi<x<x°·n-12 If (4215)
n

—
_

* , ,III| , I I

where

ä = -(1-pä (4.2.16a). in on

Bln = —(l-j)ä°¤. (4.2.16a)

A detailed study of the magnetic field intensity and

current density is now possible. Formulas from {55} have

been employed for the Kelvin functions in a computer program

which calculates the normalized quantities defined above.

The results will be plotted versus the normalized radial

coordinate There are three parameters which may be

varied: B2, and fn. Bemnher that the corresponding

boundary radii in the expressions appear in terms of x which

is related to Ä by the proportionality constant ./2. For the
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purpose of these numerical studies, it is much easier to

understand the results if the normalized inner and outer

boundary radii Ä; and Ä: are transformed into the equivalent

_ pair

··• , 1 ••0 ··•i
Fn = 7(p¤ + pn) (4.2.17a)

?¤ s Z: - Z;. (4.2.1711)

pn is simply the mean normelized radius of the nth layer,

i.e. the radial distance from the z—axis to the center of

the layer. Ta is the normalized radial thickness of the nth
conductor layer. Beversing this transformation results in

the equivalent relations

Fn = Fn — jan (4.2.18a)

pn = pn + fan. (4.2.18b)

Similar formulas for tue actual distances are obtained by

simply removing the tildes from the equations above.

Figures 4.2.1 through 4.2.12 present the results of the

computations for the current density and magnetic field

intensity in the single-layer case. Hormalized quantities

are used throughout these results. The independent
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Figure 4.2.1. Hagnitude ot the ncrmalized current density
vs. the normelized radiai distance in the nth conductor
layer with the normalized conductor thickness varied as
a parameter.
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Figure 4.2.2. Phase cf the normalized current density vs.
the ncrnelized radial distance in the nth conductcr
layer with the ncrnalized ccnductor thichness varied as
a parameter.
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varied as a parameter.
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vs. the normalized radial distance in the nth conductor
layer vith the houndary condition ratio varied as a
parameter for values less than unity.
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Figure 4.2.5h. Hhgnitude of the nornalized current density
vs. the normalized radial distance in the nth conductor
layer with the boundary· condition ratio varied as a
paremeter for values greater than unity.
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Figure 4.2.10. Phase of the ncrmalized current density vs.
the normalized radial distance in the nth ccnductor
layer with the ncrmalized ccnductcr mean radius varied
as a parameter.
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variable, used for the abscissa in each case, is the

normalized radial coordinate Ä which ranges from the inner

boumdary to the outer boundary of the nth conductor layer.

The three parameters ;¤, fn, and Än are in turn varied so

that the effects of each on the results can he studied. The

parameter ;n is varied in Figures 4.2.1 through 4.2.4, Fn in

Figures 4.2.5 through 4.2.8, and Än in Figures 4.2.9 through

4.2.12. The common set of values from which the parameters

are varied is given by: ;¤ = 2, Fa = 0, and Än = 20. ;n = 2

represents a conductor thickness of two skin depths. fn = 0

corresponds to zero magnetic field intensity at the inner

boundary. This important case always occurs at the first

layer of the first winding in a transformer. It will be

seen later that this is a favorable condition for several

reasons, and designs should strive to include it in as many

layers as possible. Finally, Än = 20 is chosen because it

represents a practical minimum value for most current

applications. It corresponds to a minimum frequency of 20 I

kHz (frequencies below this generally cause audible noise

problems) and a minimum radius of approximately 0.37 in or

9.4 mm. V

First, consider the effects of varying the conductor.

thickness. Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 show the magnitude and

phase of the current density, respectively. For small

values of ;, the magnitude increases and approaches a
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uniform distribution, and the phase is nearly constant.

This corresponds to the low frequency or DC case. As the

oonductor thickness increases, the current begins to crowd

near the outer boundary and phase Variation appears across

the layer indicating a presence of circulating currents.

This corresponds to increasing the frequency (for constant
U

thickness), and the well-known skin effect is apparent. In

general, the current will tend to migrate to the boundary

with the largest magnetic field intensity. This is commonly

referred to as the proximity effect since these boundary

conditions are determined partially by the presence of

currents in nearby layers. The fn parameter study which

follows reveals this effect in more detail. Figures 4.2.3

and 4.2.4 show curves for the magnitude and phase of the

magnetic field intensity using the same Values of normalized

conductor thickness. For low Values the magnitude Varies

linearly with radial distance, and the phase is constant.

This is in agreement with the corresponding uniform current

distribution. As the thickness increases, the high

frequency effects are once again notioed. Rote that the

boundary conditions are satisfieds namely, zero magnitude at

the inner boundary and zero phase at both boundaries. The

unity magnitude at the outer boundary is the result of the

normalization process. ·
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Next, consider the variation of the boundary condition

ratio In displayed in Figures 4.2.5 through 4.2.8. The

megnitude of the current density is shown in Figure 4.2.5

which is split into two sets of curves, a and h. For values

less than uity in Figure 4.2.5a, the magnetic field

intensity is greater at the outer boundary, and the current

migrates in that direction. This migration is more

pronounced as the ratio approaches zero which corresponds to

a greater relative difference in the boundary values. Also,

the current crowding is, in general, more pronounced as the

ratio approaches unity. This is because the magnetic field

intensity in the whole region is effectively biased to

values which are increasingly* greater than zero. It is

helpful to remember that the total current (which is

proportional to the difference in the magnetic field

intensity boundary values) in the conductor layer is held

constant throughout these variations as a result of the

· normalization process. Thus, the effects of varying fn are

the sole result of the location of the nth layer in relation

to other layers. This is another example of the proximity

effect in which the current crowding and circulating

currents increase drametically when the conductor is located

in regions with high external magnetlc fields. Figure

4.2.5b shows a similar set of curves for values of Fn

greater than unity. In particular, the values chosen are
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the reciprocals of those in Figure 4.2.5a. The houndary

conditions are therefore reversed, and the curves are

approxinete mirror ineges of each other about the center of

the layer. This would be exactly true if the radius wos

infinite, in which case the results should approach those of

a flat plate. The phase of the current density under the

same conditions is shown in Figure 4.2.6. These curves are

combined into one plot with dashed lines used to distinguish

between the two sets of magnitude plots.

.The

phase

variations confirm the presence of higher circulating

currents as fn approaches unity. Because of the symmetrical

nature of the problem for reciprocal values of the houndary

condition ratio, and because this nature is already very

much evident at the minimum normalized mean radius of 20;

only values between zero and unity will be considered

henceforth. The only practical difference between the two

cases is the relative direction of the net and circulating

currents. The magnitude and phase of the uagnetic field

intensity using the same values of the houndary condition

ratio are presented in Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. The results

agree with those for the current density as Haxwell‘s

equations dictate they should. Interpreting the results,

however, is somewhat more abstract since it is more common

to think in terms of currents in conductors. Note that in

Figure 4.2.7 the difference in the houndary conditions
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remains constant at unity because the enclosed net current

has been faotored out during the normalization process.

Consequently, higher values of fn correspond to higher

external magnetic fields es mentioned earlier. A final

curious observation is evident from both the eegnitude and

phase curves of the magnetic field intensity. Both become

more symmetrical as Fn increases as should be expected, hut

the magnitude curves begin to how downward and the phase

variations become slightly less pronounced. Perhaps this

can be explained in conjunction with the effects that were

noticed on the current density. In particular, the

circulating currents nearer the boundaries become much

greater relative to the net current flow in the center·which

suggests a diminishing of the magnetic fields in the center

of the layer.

Lastly, consider the effects of varying the normalized

radial distance Än to the center of the layer which is

summarized in Figures 4.2.9 through 4.2.12. Only three

values are needed to demonstrate these effects which turn

out to he second order compared to those already considered.

The value Än s 2 is used as a lower limit, and it

corresponds to a solenoid which is approaching a solid

cylinder. This is currently of little practical use in

light of the minimum value of 20 previously discussed. But

it may become more important in future constructions which
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take advantage of ·extremely high frequency operation. The

other two values considered are Äh = 20 and Zn = ¤¤ which

bound most current applications. As can be seen in all four

sets of curves, there is almost no difference in the results

for these two cases. This suggests asysptotic behavior for

large values of Ä which way lead to possible siwplification

of the formxlas thus far obtained. This is the topic of the

next section.

I.3 LINE IlGIIiT ISYHTOTIC IPPBOKIIITIOI

The expressions derived in the previous section are

coqlicated, offer little insight to the problem, and

involve numerous computations of first and second order

Kelvin functions. In the process of studying the effects of

parameter variations, large argument asymptotic behavior of

the solutions was discovered. Indeed, it turns out that

there are large argument asymptotic expressicns for all of

the Kelvin functions which can be used confidently under

most conditions. These expressions are summarized in

Appendix B which deals exclusively with Kelvin functions. A
V

practical mininum value for Ä for present day applications

was found to be 20 which, according to equation (4.2.9),

corresponds to a value of x = 28.3 for the argument of the

Kelvin functions. Figures in Appendix B indicate that the

accuracy of the large argument asymptotic approximation is
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better than 1% for zero order Kelvin functions and 2Z for

first order ones. Remenbering that these are worst—case

conditions, one can proceed to use the asymptotic formulas

with reasonable confidence that they will yield practical

and usable results. Also, there is the additional incentive

that simpler and nore revealing expressions may result.

This is indeed the case. Substituting the asymptotic

expressions in equations (8.4.2) and (8.4.3) into equations

(4.2.12) and (4.2.13) for the normalized nth layer magnetic

field intensity. gives, after considerable manipulation,

I"; L

n p sinh[(1+j)·rn]

l;¤
% ••

~
;¤ l;¤ .3 -• •·• ;¤

1+ - sinh(1+j) p-p +—-
- I' 1--— sinh(1+j) p-p —-— ;

ä·•· R Il
2·· 11pn 2 Pu 2

pn-—· 5 p 5 p¤+—; n = 1,2,...,H. (4.3.1)
2 2

The parameters fn, Fn, and ;¤ materialize naturally in the

development of this expression and are incorporated

exclusively. This-is the major reason for defining these

quantities earlier along with the fact that, in hindsight,

they are also more appropriate for investigating the

results. These three parameters were originally defined in
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equations (4.2.11) and (4.2.17). The "asymptotically equal

to" symbol ··· is introduced in this expression, and will be

used henceforth to indicate large argument asyxptotic

approximations. This expression is still not a simple one,

but in the least its functional character is more

recoqnizable. The complex-valued arguments for the

hyperbolic trigonometric functions suggest the presence of

exponentially damped sinusoids. Note that these arguments

are no longer dominated by the presence of the mean radius

which has been assumed to be large. Instead, the mean

radius is effectively subtracted out of the argument which

is now on the order of the conductor thickness. The effects

of the mean radius are therefore minor and limited to the

proportionality constants in the magnitude. This agrees

with the results of the parameter study at the end of the

previous section wich led to this approximation in the

first place. Finally, it is encouraging to see that the

asymptotic expression satisfies the bcundary conditions

identically. This is easily verified by evaluating it at

the inner and outer boundaries, and remembering the defining

equation (4.2.10) for the normalized magnetic field

intensity.
-

A similar procedure may be followed for the normalized

current density given by equations (4.2.15) and (4.2.16),

giving
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·- 1— . 1 *11 T 1

au ] nr ne [ ae

1+]) fn 1+]) };pn , 2 pn 2

···
;n

~ ···
;n

P¤*— S P S Put-; ¤ = 1,2,...,lI. (4.3.2)„ 2 2

This expression is almost identical in appearance to the one

obtained for the normalized magnetic field intensity. The

only differences are the addition of the complex constant

(1+]) and the change from hyperbolic sines to hyperbolic

cosines.

To verify the validity of the large argument asymptotic

approximations, eguations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) have been

programmed and evaluated for some representative examples.

The quantity of interest is the normalized mean radius Än;

consequently, .the parameter study in Figures 4.2.9 through

4.2.12 is duplicated in Figures 4.3.1 through 4.3.4 with

additional curves for the asymptotic expressions. The exact

results using the Kelvin functions are repeated as solid

lines., and the new large argument asymptotic approximations

are added as the dashed lines. '1'he ßn = ¤¤ case is
eliminated for clarity since it differs little from the

En = 20 case. Also, for Äh = ¤¤, the exact and asymptotic

solutions will be identical by definition. The figures show
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2.5

- ·-
— large argument

asyuptotic approximation

-——-— exact solutions
2.0

,
/

I
I’

I
I. · ;

I
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in - 20
¥ = 2, r = 0 '
I! lt ‘

0

pn—·r¤/2 pn-rn/4 pn p¤+·r¤/4 p¤+·r¤/2

5

Figure 4.3.1. Hagnitude of the normalized ourrent density
vs. the normalized radial distance in the nth conductor
layer with the normalized conductor mean radius varied
BS B pl!'BH!t¤!‘.
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Figure 4.3.2. Phase of the normalized current density us.
the normelized radial distance in the nth conductor
layer with the normalized conductor mean radius varied
as a parameter.
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asymptotic approximation

—-—- exact solutions
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Figure 4.3.3. Hagnitude ot the normalized magnetic field

intensity vs. the normalized radial distance in the nth
conductor layer vith the norvualized conductor mean

radius varied as a parameter.
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ZnFigure4.3.4. Phase of the normalized magneticl field
intensity vs. the normalized radial distance in the nth
conductor layer with the normalized conductor mean
radius varied as a parameter.
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that, for both quantities, the magnitude and phase of the

exact and approxinate curves are indistinguishable at

Än
• 20. Thus, as expected, the large argument asyqatotic

approximation is quite adequatei for most present

applications. The curves for Äh ¤ 2 are also shown for

possible future need and academic interest. The agreement

at such a small value is somewhat surprising, especially for

the magnetic field intensity. The approximations for the

current density are not quite as good, but still very

respectable. This is because the current density involves

first order Kelvin functions for which the large argument

asymptotic approximations are not as accurate as for the

zero order ones.

The impressive results of the large argument asymptotic

approximations encourage still further investigation for

simplification which follows in the next section.

4.4 THII—·LhYEB APPROXIHATIOI

Thus far, the only apprcximation made has resulted from

the assumption that the mean radius of the conductor layer

is large in comparison with the skin depth. That

approximation proved to be quite good for a wide range of

radial distances. The parameter study of the normalized

thickness ;¤ presented in Figures 4.2.1 through 4.2.4

suggests another possible simplification. There, it is
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evident that as the conductor layer thickness increases

above one skin depth, several umdesirable phenomena come

into play. Current nigrates to the boundaries of the

conductor, and phase variation appears across the layer,

indicating the presence of circulating currents. The

conductor will therefore become inefficiently utilized, and

an increase in power dissipation will result. These effects

will be exa~ined in detail Ain the next chapter, and an

optimization procedure based on them will be developed.

For now, however, the above discussion along with the

previous parameter studies suggest that for a well—designed

transformer which makes efficient use of its conductors, the

layer thicknesses should not be significantly greater than a

skin depth. Coupled with the previous large argument

asymptotic approximation, the thin-layer approximation

;n
·g:—- (( 1; n = 1,2,...,H (4.4.1)
pn

follows. Thus, thin—layer means thin when compared to the

mean radius of the layer, and not when compared to a skin

depth. Note that this condition can be expressed in terms

of the normalized quantities as shown or, equivalently, in

terms of the actual distances. The resulting normalized

magnetic field intensity and current density follow almost
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trivially by using the above condition to eliminate

appropriate terms from equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2); hence,

E c3) z 1 -ll-—-—
Z" 1 in Si¤h[(1+j)1;¤]

{sinh[(l+j)(p-p +——)]
- T sinh[(1+j)(p-p -——)]};

n n n2 2

pn--— 5 p 5 pn+——; u = 1,2,...,H (4.4.2)
2 2

and

-• •• . 1 1 ·J {J '(1+J)T-·*¤1 rn sinh£(1+j)7¤]

{cosh{(1+j)(p-p +——)]
- F cosh[(l+j)(p-p -——)] ;n 2 n n 2 j

p -—— 5 p 5 p +——; n = 1,2,...,H, (4.4.3)n I22 2

where the “approximate1y equal to" symbol z has been adopted

to set apart this result from the asymptotic approximation.

It is important to realize that only the nngnitude terms

have been simplified. It is not valid to ignore the last

term in the hyperbolic function arguments. This would

result in a large error in the total argument which is on
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the order of the layer thickness. The situation here is

souvhat analogous to the far—field approxination uhioh is

frequently used to sinplify the analysis of antenna

radiation and electrounagnetio propagation problens. To

facilitate this understanding, it is perhaps useful to

define the displaoed radial coordinate

;'.' é is - pn <4.e.a>

so that equations (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) become

§ (ß!) z LLL‘° 1 rn s1¤n:<1+,g>'·?¤1

{sinh[(l+j)(p'+——)] - I'¤sinhi(l+,i)(p’-—)}}; ‘
2 2

;¤ ·• ;¤

-
— 5

p’
5 + —; n = l,2,...,1| (4.4.5)

2 2

and A

.. .. _ 1 1J (p') z ·(1+,;)’°° 1 1¤ sinhIZ(l+j)·r¤1

{oosh[(l+j)(p’+—)} — 1'¤oosh[(l+j)(p’——)]};
2 2
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;¤
··

;n•—SP’
S +-5 ¤= 1,2,...,1I. (4.4.6)

2 2

It is immediately apparent from these expressions why the

arguments cannot be simplified.

The next step is to perform some calculations to

determine the range of validity of the thin-layer

approximation. Actually, this has already been done.

Curves for Äh = ¤¤ appear in the parameter study of the

normalized mean radius in Figures 4.2.9 through 4.2.12. The

thin-layer approximations in equations (4.4.2) and (4.4.3)

were actually used to compute these curves. Thus, for

conductor thicknesses up to two skin depths, the thin—layer

approximation is very good. It will be shownnin the next

chapter that designs optimized for minimum power dissipation

will never result in thicknesses greater than this.

Before proceeding to optimization ccnsiderations, it is

convenient to pause now and examine the behavior of the

solutions in some limiting cases. This will help to provide

an intuitive understanding and also some confidence in the

validity of the solutions. The thin-layer approximation

furnishes a simplified framework for these investigations.

First, consider the low-frequency case. As the frequency

approaches zero (DC), the skin depth increases without bound

and the normalized distance quantities will therefore also
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approach zero. Under these conditions, equations (4.4.5)

and (4.4.6) become

1+r S'
··• 1 uizn(f’) 3 * :- (5.4.7l)

faß n Tu

Jhd") z ·- (4.4.7m
fa0 Tu

or, in terms of the actual unnormalized quantities,

8 (p') z i(8 +8 ) + (8 -8 )£- (4.4.8a)zu [le 2 n n-: n n-1 fn

J
J (p') ~ - (8 -8 = -52-. (4 4 Bb)¢¤ flo n n-1 vu fn ' '

The current density is uniform, and the corresponding

magnetic field intensity varies linearly from the inner

boundary value to the outer boundary value. These are the

expected DC results. For high frequencies, the same

quantities take on the form

ä «;*»·> . —* ."‘*J”„’2[„*"*J’P’+ r ."J*J’P’]
«4.4.9.>zu {lu l-Pu n

- ~ 1+* -<1+*>“' /2 +(1+*>"' -(1+*>"".r„<p·'>£;-EJ.; ¤ J "¤ [e J P - rna J P
l <4.4.9b>
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or

—
_ 1 _ 1, —

_ 1,smcpw z • ‘"·"“'¤’2[¤¤•““""
+ ande

“‘·"'°
I ¢4.e.sa>

fan

1+} ·-(1+j)1¤/2
fan

[Rue (4.4.10b)

Examination of these expressions reveals the crouding

tendencies near the boundaries and the proportionality of

them to the boundary conditions. Also evident is the fact

that the fields and currents vanish in the limit at the

center of the layer.

As a final confidence builder for the thin-layer

approximations, it is encouraginq to find that they satisfy

both Haxwell's equations and the boundary conditions.
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CIAPTEI 5

OPTIIIZATIOI OF TIE SIIH..I—l..AYER IIIIDIIG

In the last chapter the particular solutions for the

magnetio field intensity and current density were determined

for the single-layer problem. These solutions were studied

in detail, and approximations were introduced to simplify

the expressions and provide insight to theproblem.ad"-into

the topic for this chapter?
opt imizat ion. Before anywan

aquantity or quantities must be selected for

optimization. Again, the results of the last chapter

suggest a starting point. The power dissipation in the nth

conductor layer is considered first. Next, the energy

stored in the magnetic field within the nth conductor layer

is determined. Both of these are studied at the three

previously defined levels of accuracy: exact, large argument

asyuptotic approximation, and thin-layer approximation. As

a consequence of these studies, an optimization technique

based on them is developed at each of these three levels.

Finally, a fourth and final level, the two-term series

approximation, is introduced which provides a particularly

simple and useful result in closed form.
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5.1 POE DISBIPITIOI

The tine-everaged power dissipated in the nth ccnduotor
w

layer is deternined in a straightforwerd manner by

performing the integration in equation (3.2.151:) over the

conducting region. First, the exact one-dimensional

solutions for the current density are suhstituted. This

will, of course, yield an exact expression for the power

dissipation which can then he used to determine the validity

of the various approximations. Employing the definitions in

equations (4.2.8), (4.2.14), and (4.2.17); the integration

initially proceeds as follows:

_ 1 1 2. P. =
¤Hf„6·“·

···'
¤ +1/2 Z '

=

a¢‘]‘

azfa |.rm<p>§’pdp
0 -:/2 p;

···o

= '%*‘¤*“VnV·‘•..‘?‘*
¤’?=*?='· ’%F„¤¤„¤’?„=•-i

Pn

n =~ 1,2,...,H, (5.1.1)

where Fn is defined as the normalized power dissipated in

the nth conductor layer and is given by
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-0

s * °: «*> **2* 2—
¤

s :—— .| ‘¤ p | p pg n • 1, ,...,H. (5.1.2)
Pu ;1

n

The subscript d has been dropped (dissipation now understood

from context) in these expressions and replaced by the

subscript n to indicate the nth layer. The normalization is

such that the new quantity Fn is unitless. The factored out

portion !é;n|K¤|2 represents the power dissipated in a one

skin depth thick conductor layer carrying a uniform current

density. As before, the reason for this normalization

choice will become more apparent later when the approximate

expressions are derived.

Substituting the exact solution from equations (4.2.15)

and (4.2.16) into equation (5.1.2) above, and changing the

variable of integration to x gives

o

Fn = .i.. n|Ü*¤(x)}2xdx
x J2 in xn

o
n

= ;ä|TéT—|’{|Ä•n|,Ix·(bertx + bei:x)xdx
n n xi

n

o
[·· *

R
+ 2Re 8 E (ber xker x + bei xkei x)xdx[ an on i 1 1 1 1

xn
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c

*
¤

- 2Im[Ä•¤Ü·¤] ·(bei‘xkerxx · ber1xkeiIx)xdx
xi
n

o
2 ¤ 2 2+ lä | (ker x + kei x)xdx}; n ¤ 1,2,...,R (5.1.3)0¤ 1 1 1

xn

where the arbitrary complex constants Ä°n and gen are given

by equations (4.2.13). The four intergrals above involving

first order Kelvin functions have been evaluated and are

sumnarized in equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) of Appendix B.

Performing the integrations and substituting for the

constants yields the exact solution which turns out to be

very lengthy and tedious. It is included here for

completeness and future reference:

·•· (/5 1 2
I

PR = ;;}T:T;} [Tan + Tzu + Tan + Tun], n = 1,2,...,H,(5.1.4) _

where the four new terms are defined as

rxn é _:i—_?° ‘
!¤,„I

{[ker2xi+kei2xi] - 2Re(f )[ker xiker x°+kei xikei x°]0 n 0 n n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 n

_ . 1 o_ i . o I I2 2 o .2 o2Im(Fn}{ke1°x¤ker°x¤ keroxnkeiaxnl + „Fn„ [K€P°Xn*kEl°Xn}}
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ox
{;;[ber‘x:ber•x:·berIxgbei•x:+beixx:ber°x:+heilx:hei•x;}

1
- :2 ber xiber xi-ber xibei xi+bei xiber xi+b•i xibei xi

J5 1 ¤ • u 1 u • u 1 n • u 1 u • ¤

(5.1.4a)

her xiker xi+bei xikei xi — Re(F ) ber x°ker xi
0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u u 0 u 0 u

+b•ioxgkei°x;+ber°xÄker°x:+beioxäkei·x:] - Im(Fn)

{ber x°hei xi-bei·x°ker xi+bei xiker x°·ber xikei x°]0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u

+ |Fn|2[her°x:ker°x:+beioxgkeiuxgl}
xn

{-2{bei xnker x°+bei xnkei x°-ker x°bei x°+ker x°ber x°J2- IB IIR IB OR lll OR IR OR

-ber x°k•i x°+her x°ker x°+kei x°ber x°+kei x°bei x°1 u • u 1 u 0 u 1 u 0 u 1 u 0 u
1x ......,.

- —£{hei xlker x1+hei xlkei xl-ker xlbei x1+ker xlber xl
‘/5 III DB In OB IB OR IR OR

-ber xikei xi+ber xiker xi+kei xiber xi+kei xibei xil}
1 u 0 u 1 u 0 u 1 u 0 u 1 u 0 u

(5.1.4b)

, 1*”„·E·j
0u

{Iber xikei xi—bei xiker xi] - Re(F )[her x°ke1 xi
0 u 0 u 0 u 0 u u 0 u 0 u
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0 i 1 . 0 i 0bei•x¤ker°xn+ber•x¤ke1•xn bei•x¤ker·xn} Intra)

—b•r x°ker xi-bei x°kei xi+b•i xikei x°+b•r xiker x°0 n 0 ¤ 0 n 0 u 0 ¤ 0 n 0 n 0 n

+ |f |’[ber x°kei x°—bei x°ker x°l}n 0 ¤ 0 n 0 n 0 n
X: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0{;§[k•r!xnber•x¤+k•rlxnbei°x¤—herlxnker°xn·ber1x¤keiaxn

+keilx:bei°x:—keixx:ber°x;—beixx:kei°x:+bei1x:ker°x:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1— —-[ker x her x +ker x bei x -ber x ker x -ber x kei x‘/5 IB OR ll! OR IR OR IR Ol!

+kei!xÄbei°x;-kei1x;ber°x;—beilxÄkei°xÄ+heilx;ker°xÄ]}

(5.1.40)

_ 1

on

{[ber2xi+bei’xi] - 2Re(f )lber xiber x°+bei xibei x°}0 n 0 n n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 n

· 2Im(f )[bei xiber xn-ber xihei xol + ]f I2[her2x°+bei!x°]}=n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 n n- 0 n 0 nj
0x

{—£{ker x°ker x°—ker x°kei x°+kei x°ker x°+kei x°kei x°]‘/5 IR DZ! lll OR 1Il OR 112 O1!
xi ........n 1 1 1 . 1 . 1 1 . 1 . 1kerxxuke1°xn+ke11xnker°x¤+ke1xx¤ke1°xB]},

(5.1.4d)

and Üan is defined t0 be the denominator 0f the arhitrary

constants in equations (4.2.13), nameiy,
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Ö"' é (her°x: + ,ibei°x:)(ker°x; + jkei°x;)

— (h•r•xÄ + jbei•x;)(ker•xz + jkei°x:). (5.1.5)

Note that fn has been treated as a complex guantity in

general. In practice, this rarely occurs. This quantity

was defined in equation (4.2.11) as the ratio of the

magnetic field intensity at the inner boundary to that at

the outer boundary. While the boundary values themselves

are complex in general, the ratio of them will usually be

real because currents in adjacent layers are assumed to be

in phase. Remember that the boundary conditions are

determined successively from the enclosed current in each

layer (see equation (4.1.12)). Thus, the boundary condition

ratio will always be real within a single winding which by

definition carries the same current, and the only condition

under which it will become complex is at the interface

between two windings carrying currents which are out of

phase. Since the main interest at this point is restricted

to a single layer, and then to a multi-layer winding;

examples will include only real values for fn. Host of the

equations resulting from the analysis will be kept general,

however, so that later more global problems can be

considered such as how to order several different windings.

The evaluation of equation (5.1.4) is a formidable task

to say the least. But it is one about which a computer will
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4
offer no ooeplaints (not necessarily the case for the

programmer, though). From this equation, it is evident that

the noreelized power dissipated in the nth layer is a

function of three independent variables: xä, xz, and fn or
equivalently: ;¤, Äh, and fn. For the following graphical

results, the normalized conductor thickness ;¤ is chosen as
the abscissa. The normalized mean radius Äh and the

boundary condition ratio fn will be varied as parameters.

Figure 5.1.1 shows the normalized power dissipated vs.

the conductor thickness for several values of the boundary

condition ratio between zero and unity. Values greater than

unity are not shown since they produce essentially the same

results as their reciprocal values. The normalized

conductor mean radius is held constant at 20. The behavior

of these cunves is quite interesting. The power dissipation

actually passes through a minimum with respect to the

conductor layer thickness. For small values of the

normalized conductor thickness, the current density is

nearly uniform, and the solutions exhibit typical DC

behavior. This was first noticed in the previous chapter

(see Figures 4.2.1 through 4.2.4). The dissipated power is

therefore inversely proportional to the conductor thickness

because as the thickness increases the current density ·

decreases causing a corresponding decrease in the power

dissipation. As the thickness approaches one skin depth,
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proximity effects begin to come into play. It was seen in

the previous chapter that this causes current crowding and

circulating currents. One would therefore expect the power

dissipation to increase as a result. Tbus, instead of

continuing to asymptotically approach xero, the cuves pass

through a minimum and begin to increase again. The location

and the sharpness of this minimum vary dramatically as a

function of the boundary condition ratio fn. This results
because of the presence of external magnetic fields which

influence the behavior within the conductor layer (the

proximity effect). This behavior was demonstrated quite

well in Figures 4.2.5 through 4.2.8, where it was evident

· that a boundary condition ratio approaching unity was

equivalent to increasing the level of the external fields

while keeping the enclosed current constant. Although it is

difficult to see from the curve for fn = 0 in Figure 5.1.1,

it does have a broad minimum centered near one and a half

skin depths. Finally, after passing through a minimum and

then increasing again, the power dissipation begins to level

off and asymptotioally approaches a constant value for large

conductor thioknesses. This is because increasing the

conductor thickness beyond a certain point results in

increasing only the unused portion of the conductor, since

the currents are confined to a region near the boundaries.
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Figure 5.1.2 presents another family of curves, where

the nornalized conductor center radius is varied, and the

boundary condition ratio is fixed at fn ¤ 0.5. As before,

there is very little difference in the curves fron the

practical nininum value of Zn
• 20 all the way to Än

• au.

Even for the small value of Äu = 2, the difference is not
great especially in the critical region near the minimum.

So once again there is motivation to pursue a large

arguxmnt asymptotic approximation. This is partioularly

true in light of the lengthy expressions in equations

(5.1.4). There are two possible paths to follow which

could, in general, lead to different results. The first and

more exact one is to substitute the large argument

asywptctic apprcximations of the Kelvin functions into

equations (5.1.4) and simplify. The second alternative

approach is to substitute the large argument asymptotic

approximation already obtained for the current density in

equation (4.3.2) into equation (5.1.1), and then perform the

integration and simplify. The author has followed both

paths and found that they lead to the same result:

1 z 1Fn ~
cosh2; — cos2;n n

Hu + gg: + <1 — $;'->|1·n|’Hs1¤u2·‘?¤ + sin2;¤]
Fn Fn
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Q-' E— 4Re(I'¤) [1 - cg}->’]’[¤¤s¤?¤s1¤¥¤ + ¤¤•%'¤s1¤n¥¤]};
Fn

n = 1,2,...,8. (5.1.6)

Although both paths are very tedious and lengthy, the second

one is easier. Figure 5.1.3 presents a comparison of the

large argument asymptotic approximation and the exact

solutions for fn = 0.5. The approximation is very good at

Ä = 20; and, although not shown, the curves match exactly

when Än a ¤ as they must. The agreement is not nearly as

good at Äh = 2, and care should be exercised if futue

applications approach this range. The normalized conductor

thickness which results in minimum power dissipation is

approximated well, but the power dissipation itself is

significantly higher than it should be.

Continuing on to the thin·layer approximation defined by

equation (4.4.1) allows the ;n/Än terms to be neglected,

yielding

in z {[1 + |r¤|’Hs1¤¤2?¤ + smzänl
n cosh2r¤ - oos2r¤

— 4Re(F¤){cosh;nsin;¤ + cos;¤sinh;n]};

n = 1,2,...,8. (5.1.7)
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The nornelized conductor mean radius is now totally

elininated from the expression, which corresponds to letting

Än
-• ••.

This expression for the thin-layer approxination

was actually used to compute the Än = an curve in Figure

5.1.2. Once again, the practical range [20, co] for Än is

seen have nearly the same result; and the power dissipation

is represented well hy the thin—layer approximation.

Before continuing to consider the energy stored, the low

and high frequency liuiting conditions for the normalized

power in equation (5.1.7) are summarized. They are simple

and useful formulas which help to confirm the work thus far:

___ 1 — 2Re(1‘¤) + |1*n|’ 1
1

1*-10 |1 — 1*u| ·1¤

„ 1 + !1*,,I’
1*-m |1 — 1* |12

which, for real fn, become

1
in .·= T- (5.1.811)

f-10 1*1:

__ 1 +
(1 — 1* 1n

i
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Eguation (5.1.8h) -giv•s the expected DC result when

suhstituted hack into the defining equation (5.1.1).

Equation (5.1.9b) gives the constant values which the curves

in Figure 5.1.1 asyqtotically approach as the conductor

thichness increases.

5.2 ¤•~ GY STORAGE

Following exactly the same procedure as in the previous

section, the time-averaged energy stored in the nth

conductor layer is now derived and studied. Using the

definitions in equations (4.2.8), (4.2.10), and (4.2.17) in

the integration of equation (3.2.15a) gives

une¤

+112 Z
¤ ägef auf dzf- |8z¤(p) lzpdp

0 -:/2 p;

¤p„z6’ 2
I-Zn __ __

PdP é —-Tpnlknl Was
pn

n = 1,2,...,H, (5.2.1)

where Ün ls defined as the normalized energy stored in the

nth conductor layer and is given by
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P ···1¤ fn

The subscript n has been dropped (magnetic nov understood

from context) from these expressions and replaced by the

subscript n to indicate the nth layer. The normalization is

such that the new quantity Üu is unitless. The factored out

portion in equation (5.2.1) is proportional to the energy

stored in a one skin depth thick conductor layer carrying a

uniform current density.

Substituting the exact solution from equations (4.2.12)

and (4.2.13) into equation (5.2.2) above, and changing the

variable of integration to x gives

.

° ··• Ä ¤ 2Un - q i|Üzn(x)| xdx
xn

o
n

= glä-|2{|Ä°¤|zf-tbercx + bei:x)xdx
n n xi

n

o

*
n

+ 2Re [ÄHIÜMII itberoxkerax + bei°xkei°x)xdx
xn

o
eu

*

R— 2Im[8°¤Ä°¤] itbeinxkerax - ber°xkei°x)xdx
xn
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0
n

+ [Ä•¤[’[I-(herzx + kei:x)xdx[; n ¤ 1,2,...,H. (5.2.3)
xi
¤

The four integrals in this expression are summarized in

equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) of Appendix 3. Using those

formulas and substituting equations (4.2.13) for the

arbitrar constants Ä and 3 yields the exact solutionY on on
(which is very similar in form to the corresponding result

for the normalized power):

"' Ji 1 Z , ’
un = + + + g 12 = 1’2,•••gR'(5•2•4)

where the four new primed terms are defined as

Iv Ion

{[ker:x;+kei:x;[ - 2Re(f¤)[ker°xÄker°x:+kei°x;kei°x:[

— 2Im(F ) kei xiker x°—ker xikei x° + [F [1 ker2x°+kei2x°n • n • n • n • n n • n o n
0x

{]§[-berexgberxx:+her°x:beixx:-bei°x:berlx:—heiexgbei‘x:[
xi

U

- —2[-berexäber‘x;+her°x;beixx;-bei•x;berlx;—bei°x;beilx;[[
./5

(5.2.4a)
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1" 5 — —L...IB 2

{lbnr xiknr xi+bn1 xikni xi] - Rntf )[bnr x°ker xi
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 . 0

[bnr x°kn1 xi—bn1 x°ker xi+be1 xiker x°-bnr xikai x°]0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 . 0 . 0+|Tn|X0

{—£[—bn1 x°ker xu-bei x°ke1 x°+ker x°be1 x°-ker xnber x°
J7 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 . 0 0 0 n. 0
l

0 . 0 . 0+b€P°X¤kE1lX¤ baroxakerlxn kE1°X¤b€P‘X¤ kaxuxnbexlxu
IX1

- —£ -be1 xlker x1—bn1 xlkai x1+ker xlbei xl-ker xlber xl
J5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 . 1 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 . 1+bBP°XnkE1lX¤ baruxnkerlxn kE1°X¤b€P‘X¤ kB1°XnbEllX¤]}

(5.2.4b)

. T! é 1
BR D2

00 ·
{lber xikei xi-bei xikar xi] - Rat? )[b0r x°ke1 xi

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-be1 x°knr xi+ber xikei x°·bn1 xiker x°} — Im(f )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

[—b0r°x:k¤r°xÄ-bei°x:ke1°xä+bn1°x;kn1°x:+bnr°x;kar°x:}

+ [F fz bnr x°ke1 x°·bn1 x°knr xn
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

X0
0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0

{ygl k¤r°xnber!xn k0r°x¤ba1lxn+ber°xnker!xn+ber°xnka1{xn

-k¤1 xobai x°+ka1 xuhnr x°+ba1 xokei x°—be1 xnkarxn0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
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xi
1 i ......— ;§[-ker•x¤berlxu-ker•x;be1Ix;+ber°x;ker1x;+ber•x;keilx;

-kei·xäbeiIxä+kei°x;berxx;+beiaxikeixx;—bei°xÄkerIx;]}

(5.2.4o)

1I" é ————
112

··· 1I¤„,I
{ berzxi+bei2xi - 2Re(f ) ber xiber x°+bei xibei x°1 0 n 0 ¤ n 0 n 0 n 0 n 0 a

- 21•¤(1*¤)lnegxibernxg-berexäbexox:]o
x

{—2{—ker•x:kerxx:+ker°x:keixx:-keiexgkerlxg-keioxgkeilx:}
Ji —
xi

- -2[—ker°x;kerIx;+ker°x;keixx;-kei°x;ker,x;—kei°x;keilx;]},
./5

and Ü•¤ is given by eguation (5.1.5). The corresponding

large argument asymptotic approximation is determined as

before, yielding
1

- 1 1 1V ·· |—·;¤—. I"'*—*T.""—*é—u 1 n cosh27¤ — cos21¤
' ? ¥(1 + ¥£) + (1 — ¥i> 1* **...1.2; - s1n2;2- 2- 11 ] Il Il**1. *1-.

··· 1
f

•

+ 4Re(Tn)[1 · ($:£)’}’[cosh?nsin;¤ — oos;nsinh;n}};
pn

n = 1,2,...,H. p (5.2.5)
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Likewise, the thin-layer approximation is

ün z [1},.-|’-—T—‘L——T {[1 + |r¤|’H¤1¤112·‘?n — sin2;n]
n cosh2r¤ · cos2r¤ .

+ 4Re(f¤)[cosh;¤sin;¤ - cos;¤sinh;n]};

n = 1,2,...,ä. (5.2.6)

Both of these expressions are functicnally similar in

appearance to their counterparts for the dissipated power.

There are key sign changes, however, which result in major

differences in the characteristics cf the solutions.

Figures 5.2.1 through 5.2.3 present the graphical

results for the normalized energy stored in the nth

conductor layer. They correspond to the same conditions

under which the normalized power dissipation was presented

in Figures 5.1.1 through 5.1.3. All cf the curves for the

stored energy begin at zero for zero conductor thickness and

increase almost linearly for small thicknesses. This

behavior continues until the thickness reaches apprcximately

two skin depths, at which time it passes through a slight

maximum and then approaches a constant value for large

values of thickness. The curves shift upward dramatically

as the boundary condition ratio increases. This is easily

understocd since it corresponds to increasing the level of

the uugnetic field intensity via the boundary conditions
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normalized conductor thickness with the boundary
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dxich are influenced by external conductors (see Figure

4.2.7). The effect of the normalized mean radius is once

again seen to be minor in the range [20, ul. As Fan

decreases below this range, the curve shifts upward

especially for large thicknesses. It is interesting to note

that the minima of the normalized power curves occur roughly

in the middle of the linear region of the stored energy

curves. As before, both, the large argument asymptotic and

the thin-layer approximations are very good for conditions

» of current practical interest. In fact, the approximations

here are somewhat better than those for the normalized power

dissipation. This goes back to the difference in the

accuracy of large argument asymptotic approximations of zero

order Kelvin functions as compared to first order ones.

Finally, the low and high frequency limiting forms for

the thin—layer approximation of equation (5.2.6) are derived

and summarized:

1

Üu z (5.2.7a)
:-.0 Il - r¤|

__ 1 + |tn|’
Un z (5.2.8a)

:-.«. |1 — rn!
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which, for real fa, become

2
Üu z —i—:—i£—:—;§- ggü (5.2.7b)

{aß (1 - Fu)

Z: ·-
1 + rg

cs 2 am
"

l .

Equations (5.2.7) verify the linear dependence and reduce to

the correct DC result when substituted into the defining

equation (5.2.1). Equations (5.2.8) give simple expressions

for the constant values which the curves in Figure 5.2.1

asymptotically approach as the conductor thickness

increases.

5.3 IIIIHD POHER OPTIIHZATIOI

Both the power dissipated and energy stored in the nth

layer of a winding have now been determined. How can

performance be optimized based on these quantities?

Obviously, it is desirable to minimize the power dissipation

since this will result in a higher overall converter

efficiency. It also lowers the operating temperature of the

transformer, which results in either reduced stress or a

possible size reduction. The stored energy represents

energy stored in the leakage fields of the transformer which
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gives rise to what is comeonly referred to as the leakage

inductance. In most applications the leakage inductance is

a parasitic element that one would like to eliminate. In a

few limited applications it can be used in a beneficial way.

But even for these cases it is not necessarily desirable to

increase or decrease the leakage inductance but to sieply

know what it is. So, in summary, it is generally desirable

to minimize both the power dissipation and the energy

storage with emphasis on the the former.

The exact solutions and their large argument asymptotic

approximations are functions of three independent variables:

the normalized mean radius Zn, the normalized conductor

‘ thickness ;n, and the boundary condition ratio fu.
The effect of the mean radius thus far has been minor

especially in the practical range [20, ml. Below this range

both the normalized power dissipation and energy storage

increase only slightly. Optimization with respect to the

mean radius is therefore not very useful. In fact, most

designs do not offer much flexibility in this respect since

the frequency and throughput power roughly determine the

overall transformer size. There are two possible options

available to the designer with respect to the mean radius

which may reduce the power dissipation and energy stored in

the leakage fields. The first is to keep the absolute mean

radius as small as possible (see equations (5.1.1) and
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(5.2.1)). Becondly, it may be desirable to keep the

normalized aan radius large (see Figures 5.1.2 and 5.2.2).

Both of these can be accomplished simultaneously if the

operating frequency is increased enough.

A similar situation exists for the boundary condition

ratio. It is evident from Figures 5.1.1 and 5.2.1 that this

ratio should be kept as small as possible. The boundary

conditions of any given conductor layer are determined by

its position relative to the other layers in the

transformr, and also by the currents in those layers. It

is therefore desirable to arrange the windings in such a way

to minimize the boundary condition ratio for as many layers

as possible. Thus, optimization with 'respect to the

boundary condition ratio is a global consideration which

cannot be exploited within the single-layer problem. Global

topics will be considered in more detail later. For now,

the boundary condition ratio is considered to be a given

quantity which cannot be changed.

The third and final parameter available in the

single—layer problem is the normalized conductor thickness

;¤. Fortunately, this parameter provides an excellent basis

for optieization. This is immediately evident from the

normalized power dissipation curves in Figures 5.1.1 through

5.1.3. All of these curves exhibit a unique minimum at a

certain normalized conductor thickness. These points will
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be designated as the normalized optieun thioknesses ;:Pt and

the corresponding norealized power dissipation einiea Yxan.

A sieilar exaeination of Figures 5.2.1 through 5.2.3 does

not reveal any optieization possihilities with respect to

the stored energy other than the obvious one of reducing the

thickness to zero which is certainly not practical. It is

encouaging to note that the minima of the normalized power

curves occur at thicknesses which result in stored energies

that are sonewhat below their maxima. The single—layer

optinization is therefore chosen to be based on minimizing

the power dissipation, with the possibility of adjusting the

stored energy if the application demands it.

Minimizing the power dissipation with respect to the

conductor thickness is a straightforward procedure and

involves solving the equation

ain
j:- = 0 (5.3.1)
Bra

for the optimum thickness ;:pt and checking to see that the

resulting power is the desired minimum Ö:i¤. Even though

the procedure is straightfowerd, the possibility of applying

it to the exact solution in equations (5.1.4) is somewhat

intimidating. The author has pursued this exercise to the

' point where it was realized that analytical
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simplifioation was no longer apparent. The obvious

alternative is to use a computer. An algorithm based on a

discrete form of Newton's method is employed to find the

minimum of the normalized power dissipation. Convergenoe to

an aoceptable accuracy is obtained after only two to five

iterations depending on parameter values and the accuracy of

the initial guess. Results are presented in Figures 5.3.1

through 5.3.3. The optimized quantities ;:Pt and Fäin are

both functions of two parameters. The first and most

important is the boudary condition ratio fn which is chosen

as the abscissa. The second is the normalized mean radius

BB which only slightly affects the results. Figure 5.3.1

gives the results for the optimum conductor layer thickness.

Notice that the optimum thickness lies in the approximate

range 0 to 1.57 skin depths. This is an important result,

one which provides a very useful and handy rule of thumb.

Note also that the optimum thickness decreases as the

boundary condition ratio increases toward umity, a result

that was also evident in the previously obtained curves for

the normalized power dissipation. Figure 5.3.2 shows the

corresponding minimum values of the normalized power

dissipation. Even under optimum conditions the power

dissipation increases, first slowly, then mnre rapidly as

the boudary condition ratio approaches unity. Similar and

even more exaggerated q behavior is exhibited by
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the stored energy in Figure 5.3.3. In conclusion, it is

interesting to note that the optimized solutions seem to

exhibit less dependency on the conductor mean radius than

the solutions in general. This is because major differences

which occur for very small mean radii do not appear until

above the optimum thickness (see Figures 5.1.2 and 5.2.2).
\

In keeping with previous work, the logical next step is

to perform the minimization on the large argument asymptotic

approximation in equation (5.1.6). This is much more

tractable than using the exact solutions, and results in the

transcendental equation

S 1 — [1*
[’

(1 + |I' |2)cosh·r cost {1 + il ———$·
n n n 2 ··· 2p 1 + [I' |n n

[1 -
(sinh2;¤ + sin2;¤)(cosh2;¤ — cos2;¤)]}

S
4$ sinh2; sin2;n n n

1;¤
2 ä 2~ 2·· 1;:2 2

_'
1;:12 2Re(I‘¤)[1·(ä_T)

Ä
(cosh fn + cos ·rn){1 + [1-(iz-)

Ä
(i:-)

Pu „ Pu Fn

[(cosh;¤sin;¤ + cos;¤sinh?¤)(cosh2;¤ - ¤os2?¤)H
(5 3 2)

4;¤si¤h·?¤sin;¤(cosh°;¤ + coszfzzn)

Further simplification of this expression does not seem

possible, and again one must turn to the resources of a

Ä
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computer. There are two main choices, the first of which is

to solve the above equation numerically. The second one is

to employ the sau! algorithm that was used on the exact

solutions, the only change being that the large argument

asyuptotic approximation from equation (5.1.6) replaces the

exact solution. The latter alternative is ohosen since the

algorithm has already been developed. Actually, the two

methods are essentially equivalent; the only difference

being that the derivative is computed numerically by the

computer in the latter. Optimization results for the large

argument asymptotic approximation are very close to the

exact results. So close, in fact, that the curves nearly

match and plotting them. would only clutter the existing _

graphs. Referring back to the comparisons in Figures 5.1.3

and 5.2.3 shows that the large argument asynptotic

approximation is extreunly good for normalized mean radii

greater than 20. Even for a small value of two the optimum

thickness is predicted well, and the only appreciable error

is in the power dissipation itself which is overestimated.

In light of these facts, results for the large argument

asymptotic approximation will not be graphically presented

here or in the remainder of the dissertation. Its main

purpose will be to provide an intermediate result in the

determination of the thin-layer approximation. The

necessary software for this approximation has been

developed, however, if needed for a particular application.
.
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Continuing on to the thin—layer approximation, there are

again two possible routes to follow. The first is to begin

with the thin-layer approximation for the normalized power

dissipation, take the derivative with respect to the

normalized conductor thickness, and set the result equal to

zero. The second approach takes advantage of the fact that

this process has already been performed on the large

argument asymptotic approxination, and it resulted in

equation (5.3.2). The thin—layer approximaticn as defined

by equation (4.4.1) can therefore be directly applied to

this expression, resulting in considerable simplification:

(1 + |1·n|’>¤qs¤?n¤¤s$¤ .-1 Re(I'a)(cosh2;n + ¤¤s’?¤> (6.:1.2..1

which, for real fu, becomes

cosh; cos;
...:.E + .--§- g -%— + tn. (5.3.3b)
cosru coshrn n

It should be mentioned that exactly the same result is

reached if the first approach described above is followed.

Careful manipulation of this expression results in the

followüng alternative representation for equation (5.3.3b):

¤¤s·'F r - 0 5 r 5 1
. ——§-z “ ’ “

, (6.2.41
coshvn 1/fn; l s fn S ¤¤

Ä
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uhere the symbol z has been carried through to indicate that

this result arises from the thin-layer approximation. The

equivalence of the solutions for reciprooal values of the

boumdary condition ratio is immediately evident from this

representation. The left side of equation (5.3.4) is equal

to one at ;¤ = 0. As ;¤ inoreases the numerator decreases
and the denominator inoreases, so that the ratio of the two

decreases. This continues until the the ratio becomes zero

at ;¤ = u/2. It is clear from this discussion that the
range [0, u/21 for the normalized conductor thickness

provides the physically meaningful solutions to the

optimization problem. This range spans all possible

boundary condition ratios and confirms earlier

interpretations of the graphical results.

The transcendental equation (5.3.4) is easy to solve on

a computer. The results correspond to the Äh = ¤ curves

presented along with the exact solutions in Figures 5.3.1

through 5.3.3. The accuracy of this approximation is once

again seen to be very good and almost indistinguishable from

the Än = 20 results.
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5.4 TUD—TERI SERIES APPRORIIITIOI '

The third and final level of approximation will now be

considered. Motivation is again provided hy the encouraging

results obtained thus far, and also by the desire to find

closed form solutions for the optimization problem.

Although the thin—layer approximation is fairly simple, a

solution in closed form might provide more insight. Also,

further simplification will prove to be very useful later in

the generalizations to multi-layer uündings and arbitrary

periodic current waveforms.

The most important observation made so far, which leads

into the possihility for further simplification, is the fact

that the optimization process has led to normalized

conductor thicknesses that are restricted to the range

{0, u/2]. This suggests a series expansion about zero which

would be valid for small values of ;n. Beginning with the

thin-layer approximation for the normalized power

dissipation given in equation (5.1.7), and substituting the

first few terms of the Maclaurin series for each

trigonometric and hyperholic function yields, after

considerable manipulation, the very simple result

'_
1 F; 4<1+|1·n]’> + ·me<r¤>

n n
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which, for real fu, becomes

—« 2

in x (5.4.1h)
rn 45 (1 — fn)

Enough terms (three to be specific) have been included for

each function to give the first two terms in the overall

expression. These are actually the first two terms in the·

Laurent expansion (hence the terminology two-term series

approxieation) of the normalized power dissipation in the

nth conductor layer. The first term represents the well

known DC result and contains the singularity at zero

• thickness. The second term provides the first correction to

the DC results and will hopefully provide good accuracy

throughout the optimization region. Figure 5.4.1 shows the

resulting curves for this two-term series approximation and

compares them with the thin-layer approximation for two

different houndary condition ratios. The agreement is

indeed quite good throughout the minimum region hut begins

to diverge for larger thicknesses. Incidently, progress is

being made toward ohtaining the third term in the Laurent

expansion which is proportional to ;;. It is not really

needed here in the sinusoidal analysis, but it may prove

useful in the extension to arhitrary periodic waveforms (see

Chapter 7).
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The sane procedure can be followed for the normalized

energy stored in the xxth conductor layer given in equation

(5.2.6), yielding

1
ü ßg 1 + |r¤| + n¤1r¤>
8B B _ rn'!

$2 1611+|1•n|’> + a1x61r¤>
{1 · (5.4.2a)

630 1+|I‘| +Be(I')xx xx

which, for real fn, becomes

__ 2__ 1 + r; + fn $; 1611 + 1:1+ s1r¤
Un z §•r¤——{1

- (5.4.211)(1 -
I‘¤) 630 1 + fn + fn

The first term again represents the DC result, and the

second term provides a correction. Figure 5.4.2 presents

the corresponding graphical results along with the

thin-layer approximation. The accuracy here is also very

1 good throughout the region [0, xr/2].

The two-term series approximations derived above provide

. extremely simple expressions for use in the optimization

process. Performing the differentiation according to

equation (5.3.1) on equation (5.4.1a) yields a solution in

closed form, namely,
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1 1

(:.4.::14(1+|I'¤[ 1 + 7Re(I'¤)

And substituting this result bach into equation (5.4.1b)

gives the corresponding mininum power dissipation

pm J- il-: i{1Vl4¢1+|rn|’> + 7Re(I‘¤)]}ä (5 4 4)n
”

3 ;opt 3 T5 '1
_

F I1 ° ' °
n n

These two equations are plotted in Figures 5.4.3 and 5.4.4

along wüth the results arrived at earlier for the thin-layer

approximation. Specifically, equation (5.3.4)
his

solved

numerically for ;:Pt which is in turn substituted into

equation (5.1.7) to calculate ägin. The agreement is

impressive especially for the minimum power dissipation.

Some error in the optimum conductor thickness does arise for

small boumdary condition ratios. It was pointed out earlier

that small boundary condition ratios are desirahle. The

worst-case error occurs for fn = 0, where the two-term

series approximation gives
;:pt

z 1.39 which is about 11.4%

below the thin—layer approximation result of u/2. The error

in the corresponding minimum power is less than 4.5%.

Finally, the optimum thichness can also be substituted into

equation (5.4.2b) to evaluate the two-term series

approximation of the stored energy under optimum conditions.
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The results are plotted in Figure 5.4.5 along with the

corresponding thin-layer approximation. The accuracy is

seen to be comparahle to that for the power dissipation.

Before ccntinuing to the multi-layer winding, it is

perhaps wurthwhile to summarize the approximations that have

been defined and their associated limitations. The exact

solutions for the one-dimensional problem have been

determined and, of course, can be used if needed. They are

complex expressicns which involve Kelvin functions, require

extensive use of a computer, and offer little insight into

the prohlee. The computational results of the exact

solutions proupted the large argument asymptotic

approximation which resulted in considerahle simplification

of the exact expressions. The accuracy was very good except

for very small arguments. But these small values were shown

to lie outside the range of most practical designs. Q

simple extension of the large argument asymptotic

approximation evolved from the additional requirement that

the conductor thickness be much smaller than the conductor

mean radius. The new expressions were called the thin—layer

apprcximations, and they were also found to be very accurate

under most practical conditions. In fact, if one adheres to „

optimized designs for minimum power dissipation, the

resulting optimum normalized conductor thicknesses are

restricted to the range [0, ¤/2] which guarentees that the

i
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thin-layer approximation will be reasonably good at the very

least. Finally, the two-term series approxination has just

been introduced, and it is also quite accurate for this

range. It is very attractive because it produces closed

form solutions to the optinization problem. It is very

important, however, to limit its use to this range. This

cannot be overemphasized. Blind application of the two-term

series approximation to determine power dissipation and

stored energy could result in very large errors (see Figures

5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

}
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CHRPTER 6

lDLTI·LIYEl UIIIIGS

The solution to the single—layer winding was presented

in Chapter 5. In that derivation all results were expressed

in terms of the general nth layer within a winding. At the

time that was unnecessary, but the reasons for doing so will

become clear in this chapter which is concerned wdth

extending these solutions to the case of an K—1ayer winding.

A large part of this effort will involve summing several

single—layer solutions, a process which will take advantage

of the general notation just discussed.

First, some new definitions are introduced, and some

practical assumptions are made associated with the

ulti-layer winding. The power dissipation and energy

stored are then determined. The total power dissipation in

the winding can be minimized using the same techniques as

those for the single—layer problem. All previously defined

levels of approximations are derived, and several graphical

results are presented. Finally, two additional techniques

for reducing the power dissipation in a multi-layer winding

are presented via illustrative examples. One involves

individual—layer optimization, and the other splitting the

winding into sections.
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6.1 PIICTICIL IDLTI-LIYII IBSUIPTIOIB
Ä

The most iqaortant assumtions to be made result from

realizing that individual layers within most windings are

identical in several ways. Figures 3.1.2 and 4.1.2 may be

useful supplements to this discussion. First, the

thicknesses of the individual conductor layers are assumed

to be equal:

;¤
=
;;

=Thisequation also holds for the unnormalized thicknesses.

Similarly, the total current and therefore the current per

unit axial length for each layer is assumed to be identical:

Kn s X ; n = 1,2,...,R. (6.1.2)

Since the radial distances must now be described for a total

winding, some definitions need to be introduced to account

for the insulation layers. Each conductor layer is assumed

to have associated with it an insulation layer located

radially adjacent to it and to the exterior. The thichness

of this nth insulation layer is defined as

dn é p;+x - p; ; n = 1,2,...,H (6.1.3a)
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or, in normalized quantities,

äh = $1;+: - ,:;*1,,, = l,2,...,X. <6.1.sb>

For a practical multi-layer winding, the insulation

thichnesses are also assumed to be identical:

· ; n=1,2,••a,R•Using

all of the above definitions and assumptions along

with the established ones for the conductor layers allows

the following simple formulas for the boundary radii to he

derived:

pn = pl + (n—1)d + nr ; n = l,2,...,H. (6.1.5b)

The mean. radius of the nth conductor layer is therefore

simply

;nbyequation (4.2.17a). Again, note that these expressions

can also be written in terms of the unnormalized quantities.
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It is now' possible to determine the nagnetic field

intensity boundary conditions for the entire winding. Using

the assumption of identical currents per unit axial length

frouu equation (6.1.2) and successively applying equation

(4.1.12) which relates these currents to the boundary

conditions results in the relation

Ru = H0 - nX ; n = 1,2,...,R, (6.1.7)

where H0 is defined to be the mmgnetic field intensity at

the inner boundary of the total winding and must be

determined from the currents in other windings to the

interior. Remember that the currents are referenced in the

positive ;—direction so that a negative value for K produces

a positively increasing magnetic field (referenced in the

Q-direction) as one travels radially outward. In addition

to acting as the boundary* conditions for the individual

conductor layers, the values defined above are assumed to

exist throughout the insulation layers. Let the overall

boundary condition ratio of the winding be defined as

H E
u

1· s -L
Re — HK

where the last step follows directly from equation (6.1.7).
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The boundary condition ratio for each individual layer was

defined in equation (4.2.11), and can also be witten as

B E - (n-l)l
fn e il- = --—. (6.1.9)

Rn B. - nl

These two boundary condition ratios can be related by

solving equation (6.1.8) for either H0 or K, substituting

the result into equation (6.1.9), and simplifying. The

resulting relationship is

fn ¤ . (6.1.10)

This important result shows that the boundary condition

ratio for each individual conductor layer within a winding

can be determined solely in terms of the ratio for the total

winding. This is a direct consequence of assuming equal

currents in each layer.

The assumptions made in this section are practical in

the sense that most transformer windings are wound as an

entity, using the same conductor and insulation throughout.

possible condition that is not covered is when only a

fraction of the final layer is used. Fractional layers can

be handled in a straightforward manner based on the existing

work. They are not included here because it results in

cluttered notation without introducing anything conceptually

new.
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6.2 POUR! DISSIPITIOI ‘

The total power dissipated in an H-layer winding is

simply the sum of the powers dissipated in the individual

layersz

H H
_ HI 2 ~

·•
P = EP'! ¤ -;|K| Epnfn. (6.2.1)

Z!=1 ¤=1

This result has been written in terms of the normalized nth

layer power dissipation in which was defined in equations

(5.1.1) and (5.1.2). The assumption of identical currents

from equation (6.1.1) has also been used in this result. It

is now appropriate to introduce a new quantity, the winding

mean radius, which will prove to be useful in the ensuing

menipulations. The winding mean radius is defined as the

average of the mean radii of the individual conductor

layers:

H

pw s $-2% = 3: + <§i>a + Qin (6.2.2a)
¤=1

or, in normalized form,

R

3W s $231: =3:¤=l
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where equation (6.1.6) has been substituted and the

summation performed to obtain the final expressions.

Equations (6.1.6) and (6.2.2b) can be combined to eliminate

the winding inner radius pi, so that

pn = pw + In —5—](v + 2). (6.2.3)

This is an important expression because it relates the

quantities which are most useful for evaluating the

expressions and understanding the results of the multi-layer

problem. Equation (6.2.1) is now rearranged into the form

R
II! 2 ~

·•• HI 2 ·•• •·•2 ¤ 7|x| §pnP¤ = -;|x| Ilpwf, (6.2.4a)
1::1

where

" aF ÄF . (6.2.4b)
~ n

n=1 Pw

F represents the normalized power dissipation per layer in

an ä—layer winding. It has been defined in this way so that

the results are more directly comparable to the single-layer

case. In other words, F is a measure of the power

dissipation in an individual layer (in an averaged sense)
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within an II-layer winding, while in is a measure of the

power dissipation in a single-layer by itself. Obviously

the two should agree for R = 1, and this is indeed the case

as evidenced from equations (6.2.3), (6.2.4b), and (5.1.1).

This special case will also provide a useful and convenient

check for the numerical results.

The procedure for determining the normalized power

dissipation per layer in an H-layer winding is

straightforward. The results from the single-layer problem

are simply substituted into equation (6.2.4b), land the

practical multi-layer assumptions from equations (6.1.1) and

(6.1.3b) are invoked. There were a total of four levels of

results obtained in the previous chapter for the normalized

power dissipated in the ath conductor layer: exact, large

argument asymptotic approximation, thin—layer approximation,

and the two-term series approximation. The correspcnding

mathematical expressions are given in equations (5.1.4),

(5.1.6), (5.1.7), and (5.4.1), respectively.

The exact solution of the multi-layer winding does not

offer analytical simplification, so it will not be repeated.

One must simply make the indicated substitutions, evaluate

the expressions, and sum the results. This systematic

process is easily incorporated into the computer programs

for the single-layer case, thereby extending their

applicability to the multi—layer case.
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Some simplification does result in the large argument

asymptotic approximation, by substituting equation (5.1.6)

into (6.2.4b), mostly in the form of factoring certain parts

of the expression outside the summation. The result, after

incorporating the practical mu1ti—layer assumptions

discussed in Section 6.1, is

smhzi
1cosh27— cos2r n=1 pw [1 · Fn] pn [1 · fR[

}·cosh2; — 1:062; BSI iäw i ZB!} [1 — rn|’
(6.2.5)

Evaluation of the two summations in this expression is very

involved when one considers that equations (6.1.1Q) and

(6.2.3) must be used to replace Fn and pn, respectively. It

is possible to analytically perform the first summation, but

the process is very lengthy and the result is not

particularly useful. It is not useful because the second

summation cannot be simplified in a similar way due to the

presence of the square root. The forus given above in

equation (6.2.5) is therefore the most consistent and

convenient form for programming.

The thin-layer approximation is defined by the condition

in equation (4.4.1) which, for equal conductor thicknesses,

becomes
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F
1;Pu

Thus, the conductor thickness is assomed to be much smaller

than the mean radius of any layer. If, in addition, it is

assumed that the insulation thickness is much smaller than

the mean radii:

2
T" I! =lgzgnxnjä;Fn

then one might conclude from equation (6.2.3) that

Znzßw; ns l,2,...,I!. c6.2.s>

This is true only if the number of layers» is not great

enough to make the total thickness of the wdnding on the

order of the winding mean radios. Uhat has really happened

here is that the thin—layer approximation has been extended

to imply a thin-winding approximation, which can be stated

mathematically as

1e<< 1. (6.2.9)
Pw

i
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For the sake of avoiding a new name, the terminology

thin-layer approximation will continue to be used in the

multi-layer· case, with the understanding that thin means

thin enough that condition (6.2.9) is satisfied. The

derivation of the thin·layer approximation of the normalized

power dissipated per layer begins by substituting equation

(5.1.7) into equation (6.2.4b). The same result is reached

if the thin-layer approximation conditions frcm (6.2.6) and

(6.2.8) above are used to simplify the large argument

approximation in equation (6.2.5), namely,

__ 1 sinh2·? + sau?
“

1 + |1‘¤[’
R cosh2r — cos27 ¤_1 |1 — fn]!

cosh;sin; + cos;sinh; R Re(F¤)
- 4[-—————-——:—-—————:————-1 {—————————;]}. (6.2.10)

cosh21 - cos21 n=1 |1 · Fn}

Both summations in this expression can now be evaluated when

equation (6.1.10) is used to replace fn. After considerable

algebraic manipulation, the result is

sinh2:r' + sin2;F z §|TéF|‘{[---;---1;-][(ä'+%)(1+]f|°) + (H2-1)Re(t)}
cosh21 - c¤s21

cosh;sin; + cos;sinh; 2 2 2— 2[-———-——-:———————:————][(H —1)(1+]F| ) + (R +2)Re(f)}}.
cosh21 - cos2r

(6.2.11)
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This result can be compared with the corresponding

single—layer expression in equation (5.1.7). They are

similar except for the additional appearance of II in the

above expression. As a nntter of fact, for large E the

expression as a whole becomes proportional to H:. A

dramatic increase in the power dissipation should therefore

be expected as the number of layers is increased. Remember

I that one factor of H has already been factored out, so that

this is a per layer result.

Before presenting the graphical results of the

thin-layer approximation, the two-term series approximation

is derived. Again, there are two approaches which lead to

the same result.
V

The first is to substitute the

single—layer twn-term approximation from equation (5.4.1a)

into equation (6.2.4b), and simplify. Alternatively, the

series approximations for the transcendental functions could

be introduced into the thin-layer approximation in equation

(6.2.11) above. The result is

F z }_H,¥
es ]1 — r|’

where the presence of the a2 factor is again noticed. But

it appears only in the second term of the series, suggesting

that it will not come into play until after the low

frequency region of the curves.
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It is worthwhile to pause here and note that the three

approxieations derived here for the multi-layer winding

(eguations (6.2.5), (6.2.11), and (6.2.12)) all reduce to

their single—layer counterparts (equations (5.1.6), (5.1.7),

and (5.4.1)) when R = 1.

The single-layer graphical results revealed that the

additional accuracy afforded by the exact solutions and the

large argument approximations was unnecessary for values of

the normalized mean radii greater than 20 (see Figures 5.1.2

and 5.1.3). One would expect similar behavior in the

mu1ti—layer solutions since they are essentially summations

of single-layer solutions. This is indeed the case, and for

that reason they will not be graphically presented here. If

smaller radii are encountered, the author has developed the

necessary software to handle it. Focusing then on the

thin—layer and two-term series approximations, Figures 6.2.1

and 6.2.2 show a comparison of these for several values R.

As expected, the two-term series approximation is accurate

up through the minimum region but then begins to diverge

rapidly. All of these curves are for a winding boundary

condition ratio of zero. As the number of layers increases,

the curves shift upward and their minima become much

sharper. It is interesting to note that this is similar to

the behavior of the single·layer solutions as fn approaches

one. This is because, in the m¤lti·layer case, the boundary
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condition ratio of the individual layers approach unity with

increasing radius (see equation (6.1.10)). For these same

reasons, the curves for the multi—layer winding will exhibit

even more exaggerated behavior in this respect as the4
overall winding boundary condition ratio approaches unity.

This is an undesirable situation which can usually be

avoided by judiciously choosing the winding order or by

splitting the windings. The latter is the topic of the last

section in this chapter.

6.3 ¤#¤¢GY STORAE

The derivation of the energy stored in a rmdii-layer

winding is similar to the derivation cf the power
·

dissipation for the single-layer problem except for one very

important difference. The insulation layers are ignored

(other than accounting for their thickness when determining

boundary radii) when deriving the power dissipation because

they are assumed to be a dielectric with zero conductivity.

There can therefore he no losses in the insulation layers.

The insulation layers cannot be neglected, however, in the

determination of the energy storage. The maqnetic field

intensity has been assumed to be constant within the

individual insulation layers. Consequently, they will

contribute significantly to the total energy stored in a

winding as will be shown shortly.
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Each conductor layer has an insulation layer associated

wüth it which is radially adjacent and to the exterior. See

Figure 3.1.2. The magnetic field intensities in the

insulation layers are given generally in equation (4.1.6),

and then speoifically uder the practical ¤¤lti·layer

assumptions in equation (6.1.7). In order to derive the

energy stored in the nth insulation layer, these values must

be substituted into equation (3.2.15a), and the integration

performed over the insulation layer volume. The notation ug

is introduced, where the superscript i distinguishes it as

being associated wüth an insulation layer. The integration

proceeds as follows:

.
ugs¤

+:12 i
1 n+1

|Hn| pdp
Jo -:12 pg

npalöz
~;+1

npalöz .

2 ß: 4

n = 1,2,...,R, (6.3.1)

where familiar normalized quantities have been introduced so

that the results can be oonveniently oombined with previous

l
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ones. The last step defines the normalized energy stored in

the nth insulation layer as

·•i

üi 2 E 2 B"}- ••
R = :—| ¤| pdp ; n = 1,2,...,l. (6.3.2)

P '¤n pn

This integration is a simple one which can be rearranged

into the following form using equations (4.2.10), (4.2.18),

and (6.1.3):

~i 1 2 ·
1Tn+än

Un = |T:?—| 2d¤[1 + ä——:——1. (6.3.3)
n Fn

Introducing the practical multi-layer assumptions from

equations (6.1.1) and (6.1.4) into this expression gives

·-1 1 1 ~ 1¢‘r' + EUn = |T:F—| 2d{1 + i——:——}. (6.3.4)
n pn

The derivation of the total energy stored in an H—layer

winding now proceeds exactly as the derivation of the power

dissipation did with the addition of the contributions from

the insulation layers just determined. Thus, summing

equations (5.2.1) and (6.3.1) gives
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upalöz 2
H

N NiNu¤ —-T-|x| §p¤(IJ¤ + u¤> s —T|x| npw u <6.a.s¤>
n=1

where

~ 1
I gn

~i ~
TÜJZI

‘·' Un) (6•3¤5b)
n=1 Pw

represents the normalized energy storage per layer in an

H—layer winding. This definition is analogous to the

normalized power definition in equations (6.2.4) except for

the addition of the insulation layer terms. The term per

layer now refers to the combination of both the nth

conductor and insulation layers. The results are therefore

directly comparable to the single—layer results only if the

insulation thiokness is taken to be zero, thereby

eliminating its contribution. Equation (6.3.5b) can be

evaluated for each of the four previously defined levels of

solutions by suhstituting the corresponding single-layer

solutions for Ün from equations (5.2.4), (5.2.5), (5.2.6),

or (5.4.2), and invoking the practical multi-layer
T

assumptions. Details of these evaluations will not be given

since they are the same as those associated with determining

the power dissipation. The results are simply stated, and

discussion is delayed until the graphical presentation.
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Once again, no analytical simplification is possible for

the exact solutions; one must simply evaluate equations

(5.2.4) and (6.3.4), and sum the results. Ccnsiderable

simplification is achieved in the large arguuent asymptotic

approxination which is given by

Il I-; _ _
· 1 ~ n 1 2 11 + dV "' E {2**; rläl [* * 5**.:-}n=1 Pw Pu

+ [gaaanz? - ganz?
li

EI1 + |1•¤|’ + gi 1 - |1·n|’]
nv

-

ar an
L

_ 2 zu _ 2cosh21 cos21 ¤_1 pw |1 fn] pn |1 fn]

M _ M M _ M H M au Icosh1s1n1 - CDSTSIHÄT p 1 -

Re(Fcosh21- cos21 n:} pw pn I1 — fn]

(6.3.6)

The usual terms are neglected for the thin—layer

approxination, resulting in the expression

~ 2 1 2 ~ 2 1 2 2 3 2u „ 5-{E.} {aim +i><1+}1•| > + 111 amgan + ima

{rigannz?- ganz?
+ [—————q:——————j:—][(l2+%)(1+|F|2) + (H°—1)Re(F)*cosh21 - cos21 *
cosh;sin; - cos;sinh; 2 2 1+ 2[—-—--—1T-—--:g—--]{tl ·1)(1+|F| ) + (R +2)Re(f)]}.¤osh21 · cos21

l (6.3.7)
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Finally, the two-term series approxieation is given hy

ü z ä-Ié.-|’[Ü{(I2+%)(1+|f|2) + ¢u*-unser) + ;I|(l-|I'|‘)}
l

630

(6.3.8)

All ef these results reduce to their single-layer forms

derived in the previous chapter when R = 1 and Ü = 0. Note

that for large R the tw¤—term approximation indicates that

the total energy storage per layer will he proportional to
H2. This is in contrast to the result for the power

dissipation, where the H2
proportionality came into play

only for larger normlized thicknesses. The low frequency

regions of those curves were unchanged. The uhdesirahle

effects of increasing the number of layers are therefore

expected to be more widespread for the stored energy than

the power dissipation. Even so, the resulting increase in

leakage inductance may not be as critical as the increase in

power dissipation. This tradeoff will depend on the

particlar application. .

The graphical results are again, he restricted to the

thin-layer and two-term series apprcximations. Figures

6.3.1 and 6.3.2 show the energy stored in an H-layer winding
V

for several values of H. The conditions for these curves
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are the same as those in Figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for the

power dissipation. The behavior of the curves as H
”

increases is again similar to the behavior of the

single·layer results as the boundary condition ratio

approaches uity (see Figures 5.2.1 and 5.4.2). This follows

fro~ the fact that as H increases more individual layers

within the winding experience increased boundary condition .

ratios, thereby influencing the total winding summation.

Also note that the two-term approximation is again valid up

through the optimization region for minimum power, and that

it diverges very rapidly thereafter. The author wishes to

reemphasize the extreme care which is required when

utilizing the two—term approximation. It is a very

attractive solution because of its analytical simplicity,

and for that reason it is easy to be overcome and forget to

insure that the necessary conditions for its use are met.

The primary advantage of the two—term approximation is that

it provides an excellent forum for analytically

investigating behavior near the minimum power optimum points

because it leads to closed form solutions. Any involved

design procedures based on the results in this dissertation

would benefit greatly from and are wel1—suited for the use

of a computer. It is highly recommended that one of the

higher level solutions be used when developing computer
'

software. Finally, the effect of the insulation thickness

i
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Figure 6.3.1. llormalized energy stored per layer in an
lI··1ayer winding vs. normalized conduotor thiokness withthe number of layers varied as a parameter for some lowvalues.
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is studied in Figure 6.3.3 for a two-layer winding. Note

that the curves simply shift upward, and that this shift is

significant even for thicknesses which are a small fraction

of a skin depth. This behavoir is also evident in the

corresponding term in equations (6.3.7) and (6.3.8). That

term is independent of the normalized conductor thickness ;

and directly proportional to the normalized insulation

thickness Ü. The frequency is held constant while the

thicknesses are varied.

6.4 HIIIHIIII PO »¤-S OPTIHIZATIOI

The power dissipated in an If—layer winding can be

minimized with respect to the conductor thickness in the

same manner as it was for the single—layer case. Since the

conductor thicknesses are assumed to be equal, the equation

that must be solved is

g = 0. (6.4.1)
ö·r

This corresponds to equation (5.3.1) for the single-layer

case and reduces ·to it for I!= 1. The optimization

procedure for the multi-layer winding is to solve equation

(6.4.1) above for the optimum normalized conductor thiclmess
;°pt,

and use the result to find the corresponding minimum

power dissipation Fmin.
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It is impractical to analytically solve equation (6.4.1)

using either the exact expression for F or its large

argument asymptotic approximation. The same computer

algorithm which was developed for the single-layer case can

be used here to find the optimum conductor thickness. The

main„ difference is that the number of computations, and

therefore the computation time, increases by a factor of H.

Software for this multi-layer optimization has been

developed and tested by the author. As before, the accuracy

of these results is necessary only if the normalized mean

radii Än are significantly less than 20. The results under

those conditions are similar to those for the single-layer

case (see Figures 5.1.3 and 5.2.3) and will therefore not be

repeated here. Such low values for the normalized radii are

typically impractical anyway since they would leave little

space for core material in the center of the windings.

Consider next the thin-layer approximation for given

in equation (6.2.11). Taking the derivative according to

equation (6.4.1) leads to the following transcendental

equation:

, cos? coshr (H -1)(1+|F| ) + (H +2)Re(F)
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This expression is very similar to the corresponding

single—layer result in equations (5.3.3). The left-hand

side is identical. The right-hand side is slightly more
U

complex because the effect of the number of layers comes

into play. Incidently, this equation reduces to the

single-layer result in, equations (5.3.3) for X = 1. The

method of solution of equation (6.4.2) is the same as for

the single-layer case, since the right-hand side is still _

just a constant with respect to ;. One simply evaluates

this constant for a particular application, and then

numerically solves the equation as before.

Consider next the pursuit of a closed form solution via

the tw¤—term series approximaticn. Taking the derivative of

equation (6.2.12) with respect to ; is a trivial exercise,

and leads to the simple result

l
1?°"t es {1¤[]}'; (6.4.3)

(5H -l)(1+]f| ) + (5H +2)Re(f)1

which also reduces to its single-layer counterpart in

equation (5.4.3) for H = 1. Substituting this optimum

conductor thickness back into equation (6.2.12) gives the

corresponding minimized power

I
1

3;cpt 3 15 ll
_ rl:
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Two special cases of the two-term approximation are

iqaortant enough to warrant further attention. First,

consider a zero boundary condition ratio. This case is the

most desirable because it results in the lowest power

dissipation and energy storage. For this case, equations

(6.2.12), (6.3.8), (6.4.3), and (6.4.4) become

~•I

. F 1:: é- [1 + L(5!!2-1)] (6.4.5a)
I°=G 1 45

~Iü z §{2[1e’ + gn + + ¥[1r’ — l(21H2-5)]} (6.4.5b)
I°=G BBG

{ .¥°pt zI'=0
5II -1

· 4 s1r’
1I'=03 15

The latter two equations are especially useful and simple

formulas for the optimum thiokness and minimum power

dissipation. For large I! the above equations become even

simpler:

F 1-, § [1 + ä1¢"¥"} <6.4.6a>
I°=G T

A I!-•¤¤

ü z ä-1s’{ä +$[1I”=G
Il-am
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?°"t 1;,0 -3%- (6.4.6c)
Ham

I¤"’i°
z gä-. (6.4.6d)

f=0 3
H-•¤¤

Actually, H does not have to „be very large for these

approximations to be quite good. H = 1 results in only 5.7%

error in the optimization equations and at H = 2 the error

is practically negligible at 1.3%. Although this degree of

simplification is certainly not necessary, it provides a

very fundamental result. Hamely, the minimum power

dissipation is directly proportional to the square root of

the number of layers, and the corresponding optimum

conductor thickness is inversely proportional to the same.

Also, the stored energy is directly proportional to the

square of the number of layers. These are more good rules

of thumb which come in handy when committed to memory.

Figures 6.4.1 through 6.4.3 show the graphical results

of the minimum power optimization for windings with various

numbers of layers. The properties discussed above in the

special cases can he observed at F = 0, and it appears that

these properties are preserved as F increases. Figure 6.4.1

shows the optimum normalized conductor thickness vs. F, and

Figures 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 give the corresponding normalized

minimum power dissipation and energy storage per layer.
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Both the thin—layer and the tw¤—term series approximations

are presented in these graphs. The accuracy of the tw¤—term

approxinetion is extremely good, verifying its validity in

the optimization region. In fact, the curves for these two

approximations of the power dissipation and the energy

storage are indistinguishable. The accuracy for the optimum

thickness is only slightly wnrse, and it immroves as the

number of layers increases. The worst case is for a single

layer at zero boundary condition ratio. Although this is a

very important case, it was found in the single-layer

results that the error was still a reasonable 11.4%.

6.5 IIQIVIDUIL LAYER OPTIIIZATIOI

Two techniques for reducing the power dissipation in

multi—layer windings are considered in this and the next

section. They are both global techniques in the sense that

they address the overall strategy of arranging and designing

windings on a transformer. Simple and revealing analytical

investiqations of these techniques are possible because of

the accuracy of the two-term series approximations near the

optimum conductor thickness, and the fact that they are in _

closed form. Split windings are discussed in the following

section, and individual layer optimization is the topic of

this section.

}
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At the beginning of this chapter, certain practical

assumptions were made concerning multi-layer wündings. The

purpose here is to investigate the possibiliy of relaxing

one of these assumptions in an attempt to reduce the power

dissipation further. The assumption of interest is given by

equation (6.1.1). It states that the thicknesses of all of

the conductor layers within a winding are equal. While this

is usually the case for practical reasons, it is a

constraint which ultimately results in increased power

dissipation. Since the boundary condition ratio varies from

layer to layer, one would expect that optimizing the

thickness of each individual layer would result in lower

power dissipation. The purpose here is to determine the

extent of this reduction, so that it can be compared with

the added complexity and cost of construction.

The comparison between the individual layer optimization

which allows unequal layer thicknesses and the more

practical equal thickness optimization will be made by

evaluating the minimum normalized power dissipation per

layer ämin.
The result for the equal thickness optimization

has already been determined; it is given in equation

(6.4.4). It is repeated here with the' addition. of the

subscript e to indicate equal conductor layer thicknesses:

l
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- 1
Fmin _

2 _i (5Hz-1)(l+|F|!) + (5H:+2)Re(f) Ä (6 5 1)e
”

3 15 2 ' ' 'I1 - PI

0ne must return to the results of the single-layer analysis

to derive the corresponding expression for individual layer

optimization. The minimum normalized power dissipation in

the nth layer is given in equation (5.4.4). This result

must be summed over the H layers, and then divided hy H to

get the per-layer dissipation which is directly comparable

to the above result:

H H 1 1
5 2)H U H H ” H 3 15* I1 _ I., I1 ··¤=l

n=l n

The subscript u indicates unequal conductor layer

thicknesses. The nth layer boundary condition ratio fn was

determined in equation (6.1.10) in terwß of the overall

winding boundary condition ratio F. Substituting that

relation into equation (6.5.2) and simplifying the summand

yields

H
* 1~min 1 4 1 [f(R·n+1)+(n-1)l{f(H—n)+nJ nP ·· — —— 4 + 1 . (6.5.3)I1 ~ Ä 3 15 ll _ rl!

11:1

This summation cannot be simplified because of the

fractional _ power in the summand. The ratio of the
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normalized power dissipations is now formed in order to

determine the percentaqe reduction obtained from individual

layer optieisation:

ämin Il 2 *
1

u __ [4Il-I‘| + l5[I'(I!-:1+1)+(11—1)][I'(I!-11)+11} VR6 5 4)F"'“‘ “
(5112-1)(l+|I'|2) + (51!z+2)Re(I‘)e n=l

This expression is rather complex in appearance but it can

he easily programmed on a computer or programmable

calculater. However, it is instructive to first consider

the important case o£ I‘=0, for which the expression

simplifies oonsiderably to

ällliu ‘ II 1u __ 12 [4 + 15n(n—l)]u (6 5 5)F"'“‘
I‘=0 R SR2-1 ~E 1*1:1

As I! -·» ¤¤ the 112 terms dominate the numerator and

consequently the summation, so that

FlllillIfum
lim :s"" ää (6.5.6a)11-••• F r-0 11-•¤•E 12:1

This expression is recognized as the limlting form of a

definite inteqral, namely,

i
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Fmin R E 1lim JL- z Jiu: - 0.s·2v.¢6.s.61n11-•¤ 2‘:“‘ 1*:0 11-•¤¤=1
‘ “

0

This surprisinqly simple result shows that, for a zero

winding boundary condition ratio, one can expect to gain at

most a 12.3% reduction in power dissipation by individually

optimizing the thickness of each conductor layer. For

smaller values of H, evaluation of equation (6.5.5)

indicates that the reduction is slightly less. A summary of

these results is presented in Table 6.5.1a. The ratio is
l

equal to unity for R = 1 since there is no difference in the

two methods. The percentage reduction spans the narrow

range of 8.3% to 12.3% for all other possible values of R

from 2 to ¤. This conclusion leads to yet another important

and useful rule of thumb: that one can expect roughly a 10%

reduction in power dissipation by individually optimizing

the thicknesses of the conductor layers. This is certainly

not an overwhelming improvement, and in most cases it

probably would not be worth the added complexity in the

construction.

The results just presented were for a winding boundary

condition ratio of zero. It turns out that the reductions

in the power dissipation are largest for this case. As the

boundary condition ratio increases toward unity, the

improvement diminishes. In order to show this, equation
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Table 6.5.1a. Ratio of the normalized power dissipation
resultinq from individual layer optimization to that
from equal thickness optimization for an I!-layer vinding
when the vindinq houndary condition ratio is zero.

_'
i Fini iK K LKFini!) I,=0

F . E

K]- ~·····
ÄKZ_K

··-W K

Table 6.5.11:. Ratio of the normalized power dissipation
resulting from individual layer optimization to that
from equal thickness optimization for varying values of
the boundary condition ratio I' as I! -• ¤•.

f ür M
Fmih

I

I!—•¤¤ P
E

0.0 0.877

0.2 E 0.946
0.4 K

' 0.977
K 0.6 K .....

0.8 0.998

1.0 1.000 {

}
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(6.5.4) must be evaluated for nonzero values of I'. The

trend of the results can be determined by letting If
-• co in

equation (6.5.4), and following the same procedure as

equations (6.5.6) to find the corresponding integral

representation. The numerical results of this process are

listed in Table 6.5.lb.

6.6 SPLIT UIIDIIGS

Consider the simple case of a transformer with one

primary and one secondary, each with I! layers. Let the

primary and secondary be wound in separate regions as

depicted Figure 6.6.la. Admittedly, this arrangement is

somewhat oversimplified, but it is general enough to

demonstrate the advantages of split windings. For this

arrangement the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity

begins at zero at the outer boundary of the primary,

increases to the peak value Hmax = HX at the
primary/secondary interface, and then reduces back to zero

at the outer boundary of the secondary. This variation is

depicted linearly in the figure for convenience, even though

it cannot he truly linear unless the current density is

uniform. Under optimized conditions, the two-term series

approximation of the normalized power dissipated per layer

in either the primary or secondary is given by equation

(6.4.5d) since the boundary condition ratio is zero:

‘
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Figure 6.6.1. Sketcbes of successive stages of sectiona1—
ization of a simple transformer with an H-layer primary
and secondary. The number of layers in each section is
shown, and s denotes the number of sections that each
winding is split into.
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zF=9 15

The subscript 1 indicates that each of the windings are in

one unsplit section. Now' consider the arrangements in

Figures 6.6.1b, c, and d; where both primary and secondary

are spilt into 2, 3, and H identical sections, respectively.

The corresponding number of layers in each section and the

peak magnetic field intensity decrease as shown. If s

· ·denotes the number of sections that the wdnding has been

split into, then H/s is the number of layers in each section

(strictly speaking, values which lead to fractional layers

are not covered by this simplified analysis). Each section

can therefore be individually optimized. And since they are

all identical and have zero boundary condition ratios, then

the normalized power dissipation per layer is given by

equation (6.6.1) with H replaced by N/s:

2f=915

The subscript s has been added to represent the number of

sections that the winding has been split into. The ratio of

equations (6.6.2) and (6.6.1) is now formed in order to

determine the percentage reduction in power dissipation that

results from splitting the windings:
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Fmin 2 16 __ -1 I-1 _ 1 (6 6„/E

The last step is a good approximation even for small values

of H, and it shows that the power dissipation in a winding

is inversely proportional to the square root of the number

of sections that it is split into. Several examples of this

ratio are computed and listed in Table 6.6.la. Note that

the reductions in power dissipation are very significant.

Splitting a winding only once into two sections results in a

30% reduction. Splitting again into three sections gives an

additional 13% reduction. The improvements continue, but

diminish in magnitude, as the winding is split into more and

more sections.

Similar reductions occur For the energy storage when the

windings are split and optimized for minimum power

dissipation. The ratio of the energy stored per layer in a

winding split into s sections to that in an unsplit winding

is derived from equations (6.4.5b) and (6.4.5c) as

ü
.i ~

aI’:.;°P*

rso

Ö 2;{«g,=+g«g>.%] + {;'iT}·•{(;l,=-ä[£!£.§.;}}
5(H/s) -11 25(R/s) -1 (6 6 ga)
+ 15 3 H2__1 21H -5

2 2 42 5"2_1
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Table 6.6.1a. Ratio of the normalized power dissipation in
an optinized H-layer winding which is split into s
sections to that in an unsplit vinding (see Figure
6.6.1). Results for several combinations of 8 and s are' listed.

_
1Fmin'5
g _

H - lß Ä 4 W
l

6 = 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .1 0.677 0.702 0.706 ' 0.707

= = 1: { ···=” M11 J

Table 6.6.lb. Ratio of the normalized energy stored in an
optinized R-layer winding which is split into s sections
to that in an unsplit winding (see Figure 6.6.1).
Results for several combinations of H and s are listed.
The insulation thickness is taken to be zero.

1'és fT __ _°
t 11 = 10 11 4 «»

U! T=T P

s = 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

mf 0.342 0.351 0.353 0.264

}
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which, for large H, becomes

üs
1 lll:111

¤*¤ dä + 3 I

The energy stored in the insulation layers is inversely

proportional to sz, and the energy stored in the conductor

layersr is inversely proportional to ssl:.
Thus, the

reduction in the stored energy is even more dramatic than

the reduction in the power dissipation. Some numerical

results are listed in Table 6.6.lb for the same examples in

Table 6.6.1a for the power dissipation. For consistency,

the insulation thickness is taken to be zero, so that the
_

results reflect the behavior in the conductors.

As a final practical note, it should be pointed out that

splitting the wünding results in larger optimum conductor

thicknesses. In fact, the increase in thickness is in the

same proportion as the decrease in the power dissipation,

which is immediately evident from equations (6.4.5c) and

(6.4.5d). The iumrovements in the form of reduced power

dissipation and energy storage ~»st therefore be weighed

against the increased size and complexity of split windings.

Several very simple and useful results have been derived

in this section with respect to split windings. They

provide more valuable rules of thumb for designing

transformers. _
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CHAPTE 7

€llILIZA'l'IOI TO ARBITIARY PQIODIC QZITATIOI

Up to this point all of the analysis has been for

monochromatic sinusoidal excitation. The waveforms

associated with switched-mode power converters vary widely

from one topology to another. There are two general

characteristics which all of these waveforms share. The

first is that they are all periodic in time. And the second

is that the majority of the waveforms are far from being

pure sinusoids. In fact, many of the waveforms in present

designs are very high in harmonic content. For instance,

the transition times in square and triangular waves are

becoming shorter and shorter as switching devices improve.

The obvious technique for extending the time-harmonic

sinusoidal analysis to the case of an arbitrary periodic

waveform is Fourier analysis. This technique allows the

many existing different types of waveforms and also- those

encountered in the future to be analyzed uniformly with

straightforward and well-known methods. The waveforms are

first decomposed into their sinusoidal harmonic components;

each may then be handled by the existing time—harmonic

analysis. These results may then be appropriately combined

to yield the desired solution.

i
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7.1 PCIE DISSIPATIOI

The analysis for the more restricted single·layer case

is onitted in this chapter. Instead, it begins with the

more general multi-layer case. If desired, the single-layer

formulas can be derived by siuply letting E • 1 and nahing

the appropriate changes in notation to obtain the form for

the general nth layer.

The power dissipated in an I!-layer winding using the

practical multi-layer assumptions in section 6.1 is obtained

by generalizing equations (6.2.4) to arbitrary periodic

excitation. The current per unit axial length is expanded

into a Fourier series, which leads to the following series

for the power dissipation since contributions from the cross

product terms vanish:

2k=1
1::1

" z
n=1 Pw:

here

(7.1.2a)

ß
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- Pw -1 11-1 ~ 11 ~2 —- 2 + ( )d + ( ) (7.1.21:)"«1 ak P11 T 1 T"1

~ 1*1* 2 —g- (7.1.2c)
I:

E 6
‘

ev 1 2«1>u •
E

6 2 I--2.
(7.1.2)I: I¢u°p„o* Q

All of the distances which formerly were normalized with

respect to the skin depth are now a function of the kth

harmonic frequency. The subscript I: is used to denote

values
‘at

the Icth harmonic for which I: = 1 corresponds to

the fundamental frequency

2¤° 6 {-, (7.1.3)

where I" is defined to he the period of the waveform. Kk;

k = 0,1,2,...,•¤ are the amplitude Fourier coefficients of

the current per unit axial length in the conductor layers.

Please refer to equations (C.1.5) in appendix C on Fourier

analysis for the definition of these coefficients and how

they are related to the standard trigonometric and complex

forms of the Fourier coefficients. Appendix C also contains

other useful formulas associated with Fourier analysis which

ß
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are defined for the purposes of the work here. Ko is the DC

corqaonent; it is treated separately since the integration

for the power dissipation is trivial and leads to the extra

factor of two. The only terms in equations (7.1.1) which

have not been identified and discussed are the normeliaed

power dissipations Fak and Ük. The former represent the

power dissipated in the nth conductor layer at the Icth

harmonic frequency. They are determined hy replacing the

normaliaed distance quantities in the equations for Fn with

the new frequency dependent quantities defined in equations

(7.2.2). In particular, the equations of interest are

(5.1.4), (5.1.6), (5.1.7), and (5.4.1) which give the exact

°
solution, large argument asymptotic approximation,

thin—layer approximation, and two-term series approximation

for FB, respectively. The latter quantities ik represent

the normalized power dissipation per layer in an I!-layer

winding at the kth harmonic frequency. These quantities are

a weighted average of the corresponding individual layer

terms as evidenced by equation (7.1.11:). Except for the

exact solution, the suxmsation over the Il layers simplifies

in varying degrees. The resulting expressions for Ö have

been derived previously for the sinusoidal case; they are

given in equations (6.2.5), (6.2.11), and (6.2.12) for the

large argument asymptotio approximation, thin-layer

approximation, and two-term series approximation,
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respectively. Thus, the Öl terms are determined hy

substituting the frequency dependent quantities defined in

equations (7.2.2) into the aforementioned equations for Ü.

The expressions resulting from the preceeding discussion

are now summarised for convenience. Since the exact

solution does not simplify, it will not be repeated. One

must simply make the indicated substitutions and evaluate

the expressions. The earlier computer programs are easily

modified to accomplish this task. The number of

computations, and therefore the computation time, will

increase by another factor of ima: which denotes the maximum
number of harmonics included.

The large argument asymptotic approximation is obtained

hy substituting the frequency dependent quantities from

equations (7.1.2) into equation (6.2.5) which is then

suhstituted into equation (7.1.1a). The result is

·
— =’%—··F·„.¤Z$ + %¤F„. §¤2

1 k=1

1 sinh2;k + g1¤2?k " Sm.: 1+|r¤|’ 1?k 1-|r¤|’
u E {[cosh2;& - cos2;&]ngä [1-Falz

+ 2;;; |1-f¤|2l

- 4{
cosh;ksin;k + cos;ksinh;k]

}·cosh2;k -
cos2;k(7.1.4)
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The change to norhalized quantities in the DC term is

permisslble since both the nunerator and denominator· are

changed in such a way that cancellation ooours. For reasons

that will become apparent later, this result is now

rearranged into the slightly different form

p ·— (7.1.5)

where Ö represents the normalized power dissipated per layer

in an H-layer windings

X: w Re
p .. L . L L

E
,/5 ..3.xx ; 2 Il K:

rms _ k=1 res

{I smzäk
;_ 51-rar

’;¤
41-1·¤|*

- 4[
cosh;ksin;k +cos;ksinh;kcosh2;k

- cos2;k ¤=1 Äw 2;¤ |i·fn}!

(7.1.6)

Hany of the norealized distance quantities (and ratios

involving them) have been siwplified in this expression by

noticing from equations (7.1.2) that

M, ZR .. JH. <v.1.v>
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Also, the suhscript 1 corresponding to the fundamental

frequency has been dropped. It is now understood that

normalized distance quantities without a harncnio subsoript

are norulised to the sbin depth at the fundanental

frequency. l:_·s
denotes the root-nean-squared value of the

current per unit axial length. The defining equation

(7.1.5) is analogous to equations (6.2.4) for the sinusoidal

case. The only difference here is that two tines the
*‘

waveform's runs-squared value is factored out instead of the

square of the anplitude of the sinusoid. Consequently, the

nore general case considered here reduces to the previous

results for sinusoid excitation. One final point is

important concerning the derivation of equation (7.1.6).

The boundary condition ratios have been assumed to be

independent of the leth harnonic frequency. This will he

true when the windings on a transformer carry currents which

have the same shape and are proportional to each other,

since the corresponding harnonic components will also he

proportional. The boundary condition ratios will also be

real if the currents are in phase (see equations (6.1.7)

through (6.1.10) and the accoqanying discussion). These

conditions are usually true in most applications. However,

if they are not, then the boundary condition ratio will vary

as a function of the kth harmonic and must be computed for

each coqnonent (under these conditions the subscript I:
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should be added to the boundary condition ratio in equation

(7.1.6)).

The thin—layer approxination may be derived in a sinilar

nenner or by si¤ply* negleoting the appropriate teres in

equation (7.1.6) according to equations (6.2.6) through

(6.2.8); both methods lead to the expression

xx w gz
7 „ TL 1. . 2 ,/5%.

xrms 7 k=1 xrms

{i sinh21k + sinlrk
1+|Tn|cosh2;&- cos2;k ¤_1 |1·f¤|2

cos;ksinh;kQ
Q 1 ·cosh21k - cos2rk ¤=1 |1-fn]

(7.1.8)

The inner summations in equation (7.1.8) have already been

evaluated (see equations (6.2.10) and (6.2.11)). Therefore,

the final and siuplest analytical form for the thin—layer

approxination is

x’
1F

zrms

°° x; uunzäk + sin2;k 2 : aE/T--I--—j:——-——-—:-} - 2[(R -1)(1+|f| ) + (H +2)Re(f)]k_1 Kim, cosh2rk · cos21k
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cosh;ksinik +cos;fsinh;kk=1
Inns cosh2·rk - cos2·rk

The last apprcxination to be considered, the two-tern

series approxination, requires special attention. Before,

in the ti•e—harmonic sinusoidal analysis, the optimum

normalized conductor thicknesses were found to be restricted

to the range [0, u/2]. This allowed a series approximation

of the terms corresponding to the two sumands in equation
l

(7.1.9). The first two terms of the Laurent series were

found to provide excel lent accuracy throughout the

optimization region. New, ihowever, the norxnlized

thicknesses are frequency dependent, and the preceding

argument is valid only for the fundamental component. The

normalised conductor thichnesses will increase according to

equation (7.1.7) for the higher frequency components.

Ccnsequently, the series apprcximation will become less

accurate for the higher harmonics. One might conclude from

this reasoning that the two-term series approximation has

been rendered useless, but there is some promise. The

aaqslitude Fourier coefficients lk of practical waveforms
decrease as I: increases. Therefore, depending on the degree

of these reductions, the summations in equation (7.l.9) may

be weighted such that the inaccuracy of the higher order

terms is de-emphasized. There is no convenient way to
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evaluate the overall aoouracy of the twe-term series

approxiuation other than to test it for several types of

waveforms. To this end, the summands in equation (7.1.9)

are approxiuated as before, and equations ~(7.l.7) are

euployed to yield the two—term series approxinetion of the

normalized power dissipation per layer:

N

· 1 1 2 1 2

rms I¢=l

_ N
1" (SR2-l)(l+|I'|:) + (5I!z+2)Be(I') 1 1 1 1* xs 1 + 1 " *1 ·[1 - r[ ams

I°¢=1

(7.1.10)

This expression can be further simplified using results from

Appendix C. The terms in the first set of square braokets

are equal to l:m‘ by Parseval's identity. Similarly, the

sumnation in the last set of square brackets is equal to

K': lei, where K': is defined as the rms-squared value ofrms • rms
the derivative of K (see eqs. (6.2.2) and (6.2.4)). Henne,

the final form of the two-term series approximation is

··•| 1 1 1
F 1 B2[ (Sl -l)(l+|T| ) +(SI?

[1 -
1•|’

where
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% E
·=’¤Z

K,.
p' s-li-;—.¤i;$. (7.1.111:)

I K2 K 1 eo xrms• 2 I:
1::1

The quantity ß is given the name norealized power bandwidth;

it is disoussed in detail in Section C.3 of Appendix C.

Briefly, it provides measure of the bandwidth of the current

waveform and is therefore an indication of the extent of the

harmonic content. It is normalized such that it becomes

unity for a sinusoid. Comparison of equation (7.1.11a) with

its sinusoidal counterpart in equation (6.2.12) reveals that

the only difference between the two is the appearance of B:

in second term of the former. The change in the non-DC

portion of the power dissipation is therefore proportional

to the square of the power bandwidth. This is an amazingly

simple and insightful result which provides a meaningful

physical interpretation. It remains to be seen how accurate

this approximation is and the extent of its validity.

Figures 7.1.1 through 7.1.4 present the graphical

results for both the thin··1ayer approximation in equation

(7.1.9) and the two-term series approxieation in equations

(7.1.11) for several different types of waveforms. The

weveforms chosen for this evaluation are classified and

defined in Appendix D. Their names are: I — sinusoid,
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II - unidirectional fractional sinusoid, III —unidirectional

rectangular wave, and IV - unidirectional triangular wave.

Hany of the properties of these waveforms are also

su1rized in Appendix D including the average value,

rms value, Fourier coefficients, and the normalized power

bandwidth. Curves of the normalized power bandwidth are

included in Section C.3 of Appendix C which deals with that

quantity. A fifth classification, V - arbitrary periodic

waveform, is also defined to conveniently refer to the

general treatment of a waveform using a piecewise linear

approximation. This treatment is defined and developed in

Section C.4 of Appendix C. It is a simple but powerful

generalization that provides a means by which the results
‘

contained herein can be applied to any switched-mode power

transformer, present or future. Its accuracy can be

adjusted to a desired level by choosing enough linear

segments to model the waveform.

Figure 7.1.1 shows the graphical results for fractional

sinusoids with various duty cycles D. The boundary condition

ratio is taken to be zero, and the number of layers to be

three for this weveform and the remaining ones considered in

this section. Notice that the accuraoy of the two—term

approximation is only slightly worse than for a pure

sinusoid (see Figure 6.2.1), corroborating the relatively

narrow bandwidth of a fractional sinusoid. Also notice that
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the power dissipation increases significantly as the

waveform duty cycle decreases, which reflects the

corresponding increase in bandwidth. It should he pointed

out that the rms value is effectively held ccnstant as the

duty cycle is varied for these curves. This is a

consequence of the normalization defined by equation

(7.1.5). Similar curves are presented in Figures 7.1.2 and

7.1.3 for the unidirectional rectangular and triangular

waveforms. A new parameter, the rise-time duty cycle Dr, is

introduced to describe these weveforms. It is the ratio of

the transition time to the period, and a typical value for

present technology is about 0.01 (1%). The characteristics

cf the curves for these weveform types are similar to the

ones for the fractional sinusoid except for the following.

The validity of the tw¤—term series approximation is much

more restricted. Accuracy is not bad for rise times greater

than 10% but becomes much worse for values near or below 1%.

Also, the power dissipation itself increases as the rise

time is reduced. These effects are once again supported by

the related increase in bandwidth.

Finally, the normalized power dissipations caused by

each of four waveform types considered thus far are compared

in Figure 7.1.4 under typical conditions. Where applicahle,

the wavefcrm duty cycle is taken as 50%, and the rise-time

duty cycle as 1%. The curves cross in several places and
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the ranking from least to greatest varies as a function of

thickness. At the important optimum point of minimum power

dissipation, the fractional sinusoid produces the least

power. But it is only slightly less than the pure sinusoid.

The next bighest is for the rectangular wave, and the

triangular wave is the worst producing about 60% greater

losses than the fractional sinusoid. Notice that the pour

dissipation for the triangular wave is always greater than

for the rectangular wave. Again, remember that the rms

value of these waveforms is effectively held constant during

these comparisons.

The two-term series approximation has proven to be

inadequate for computational purposes for some important

waveform types and conditions. In general, the accuracy

diminishes as the bandwidth of the waveform increases. Even

so, the pour and insight gained from its analytical

simplicity is tremendously useful. Even when it becomes

inaccurate, it is always in the direction of predicting

greater than actual power dissipation thereby acting as a

worst-case estimate.

7.2 EIIRGY STORAGE

The energy stored in an I!—layer winding under arbitrary

periodic exitation is determined in the same manner as the

power dissipation was in the previous section, except for
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the addition of the contributions from the insulation

layers. The first step is to generalize equations (6.3.5)

by expanding the current per unit axial length into a

Fourier series; this leads to

Q Q

1 1

k=1 l'c=l

1 11,11;,161 _ N
1 2

__i xmalöz __ N
1 2

__
= Uo + ;-—1Ip' Fkk Uk + U, + Fkk Uk,(7.2.1a)

4 4ltsl lul

where

. H I-; -
-1 _ 1 hk 1 (7.2.lb)

n•1 Pw

" z• 1 nk Q
uk

3n=l Pw

and the frequency dependent normalized distance quantities

are given in equations (7.1.2). Notice the appearance of

the extra 1/k factor inside the suvmnations in equatlon

(7.2.1a). It ls left over from factoring out the square of

the skin depth at the fundamental frequency. See equatlon

(7.1.2e) and remember that the ahsence of the k subscript

implies a value of one, 1.e. the fundamental frequency.
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Consider first the two initial terms in equation (7.2.la)

due to the insulating layers. Under the practical

multi-layer assumptions defined by equations (6.1.1),

(6.1.2), and (6.1.4), the ncrmalized energy Ü; stored in the

nth insulating layer is given by equation (6.3.4) for

sinusoidal excitation. The oorresponding kth harmonic terms

Üät are obtained by replacing the normalized distance

quantities with their frequency dependent definitions

according to equations (7.1.2). Careful examination of the

resulting expression after using the relations in equation

(7.1.7) reveals that the terms due to the insulation layers

are frequency independent. This is because the 1/E factor

·
in equation (7.2.la) is cancelled by the two JF

contributions from Änk in equation (7.2.lb) and äh in
equation (6.3.4). This result also follows directly from

the assumptions that the magnetic field intensity is uniform

and that the conductivity is zero in the insulating layers.

The summation over E for the insulation layer terms

therefore reduces to a summation of the amplitude squared

Fourier coeffioients which, when combined with the DC term,

yields the rms-squared value of the waveform. Equation

(7.2.1a) thus becomes

2 H ~U S 21:11,16 ämsa;" za;} gp 1 24
n=1 Pw Pu I1-rn.
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Q Il7{l•z6 _
1 2+ U. + -—Tl!p'§zKk Ük, (7.2.2)

k=l

where Ük is given by equation (7.2.1c). The evaluation of

the DC energy storage term U. is not as trivial as the DC

power dissipation P, was. This is because the DC megnetic

field intensity varies linearly within the conductor layers,

and also because it has different values at each of the

insulation layers. In contrast, the integration for the DC

pour dissipation was much simpler since the current density

is uniform and assumed to be the same for each layer.

Details of the integration for U. will not be given here;

however, the results are included in the following

expression which has- been rearranged in order to define the

nornalized energy stored per layer Ü in an II-layer winding:

1:;:;,182 1
__ _

U é 2———-Krmsllpwll (7.2.3a)
4

I! ; _

3 2 S |¤·r I’ ¤’
_ ¤•1 w n n rms

I! ~ 2 ~ 2 I! ·-· ~ 1p 1+|r| 1 1-|r| p 1. gz. ..2..z]
.nulpwIl-rnl pn |1_rn| n¤lPw pn |1—rnI

•¤ 2
+ L L .2 ü vz 2.::1112 R K2 R' °

K:]. PIII! -
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The exact expression is obtained as usual by

substituting previously derived results from the sinusoidal

analysis. In particular, equaticns (5.2.4) must be

substituted into equation (7.2.1c) wich is in turn

substituted into equations (7.2.3). Renember that all

frequency dependent quantities must be replaced by their

I:-subscripted definitions in equations (7.1.2).

The large argument asynptotic approxinaticn once again

results in tremendous simplification. The sumnation

analogous to equation (7.2.1c) above was reduced to the form

in equation (6.3.6) for the large argument asynptotic

approximation in the sinusoidal analysis. Substituting the

portion of this result pertaining to the conductor layers

directly into equation (7.2.3b) yields the large argument

asyuptotic approxination

ll 7, _ _ K2
iwi?} ä'-[= P $I?·]——‘,..1Pw Pu *1*.* K.-„„.

. ; ä;k=1
‘/E

xrms

{I
sinhzzik¤¤sh2;k

- oos2¥k md ä |1—r¤|’ ig |l—I'n|2
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J J — J
_

J J J [

+
coshrksinrk cosrksinhrk

EP-(äi_)2};
Re(I°¤)}

J J J J 2
,

cosh2·rt cos2·rk md pv pn |1 fn]
(7.2.4)

where the relations in equation (7.1.7) have been eqzloyed

to write the normalized distance quantities as ./IT times

their fundamental cormonent.

The usual terms are negleoted according to equations

(6.2.6) through (6.2.8) to give the thin-layer approximation

R x’
" 1+|r

|’
" neu')

··· -1 1 • 2-1 n nU z 2d —l—- + -—— 54 —— + —i-——
E |1—I'

|’ x’ E |1—r
|’

|1·r
|’

n¤1 n rms n=1 1: n=·1 n

°° 1:* sinh2; — uu?
“

1+|1•
|’

2 ·•·
··· 2

+%%§*·‘{l
"

“l§ “
kai ./E Inns oosh2·rk - cos2·rk zul |1-I'¤|

cosh;ksin:r'k - cos;ksinh;k H Re(I'n)
cosh2·rk — cos2·rk md |1-I'¤|

All of the summations over n appearing in this expression

were also encountered in the sinusoidal analysis. See

equations (6.2.10), (6.2.11), (6.3.6), and (6.3.7). These

sunnations are simplified by replacing fn with the relation

in equation (6.1.10), and algebraically manipulating them

until they can performed analytically. The resulting final

form for the thin-layer approximation is
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1 1 2 2 1 2 2 3 2ün. 3-|-,q.| {z2[¢s +2-)(1+[I'| nur l)Re(I‘)+}-l(l-|I'| )]

X} ß
+ -{-2;Iz[1+|I'|'+Re(I°)] + [(1)*+;-)(1+|r|’)+¢x’-1)s•¢1•)I E.‘rn• knl

x’
ganaaz? - ganz?-i —}[——i;-_!‘—-%-L] + z[(a’-1)(1+|r|’)+(¤’+z)a¤u·)]JF Kr', c¤sh2·r* — cos2·rk

u

°°
K2 cosh; sin; - cos; sinh;

2
E-{ " " " " (7 2 6)

kai./F Kim cosb2;h — cos2;k

Finally, the two-term series approximation is derived by

approximting the remnaining suumnands in equation (7.2.6)

with the first two terms of their ·Laurent expansion, and

using equation (7.1.7) to replace ;k with •/kv. After sone

algebraio manipulation, the resulting expression becomes

27 ~
i|-L-|’

zi (n’+i)(1+|r|’)+(n’-1)nn(1•)+ä1u1-|1·|’)" 3 1-r 2 2
X! N K2

+ -;Lz?¤’l1+|r|’+xe(t)] + ?n’[1+|1·|’+ne(r)] E
jk-

xrms
I:=1 Krms

2* . . . °° . *2- B-53-[(211 -5)(1+|1'| )+(21l +lO)Re(I‘)] (7.2.7)

kslThesecond and third terms may be conwined using Parseval's

identity from equation ((2.2.2). The normalized power

bandwidth ,8 defined in equation (7.1.111)) may also be
I
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introduced into the last term, thereby yielding the final

form of the two-term series approximation of the normalized

energy stored per layer in an R-layer winding:

ü zä-|&.|’[ä{ur’+;->11+|1•|’>+ur’-1>xe<r>+;x¢1—|r|’>}
l

y + ;{I2[1+{1‘|’+Re(I‘)]
~u

(7.2.8)

Rote that this result reduces to equation (6.3.8) for the

sinusoidal case when ß = 1. The situation here is analogous

to that in the previous section for the power dissipation

except for the addition of °the contribution from the

insulation layers. Also, the sign of the last term which

contains the normalized power bandwidth is negative. One

would therefore expect a reduction in the stored energy for

current waveforms with larger bandwidths. The opposite was

found to be true for the power dissipation (see equation

(7.1.1la) and Figures 7.1.1 through 7.1.4). Because of the

similarity of the results here with those in the previous

section, the accuracy of the two—term series approximation

is expected to be very linited.

x Figures 7.2.1 through 7.2.4 present the graphical

results for the normalized energy stored per layer in an
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Il-layer winding under the same conditions as Figures 7.1.1

through 7.1.4 for the normalized power dissipation. Notice

that the stored energy decreases for both smaller waveform

and rise-time duty cycles. Figures C.3.1 through C.3.3 from

Appendix C show that these conditions correspond to an

increase in the normalized power handwidth. It is curious

to observe that the influence of the rise··time duty cycle is

exaggerated by the two—term series approximation much more

so than the waveform duty cycle. The influence of the rise

time is relatively insignificant as evidenced from the solid

curves in Figures 7.2.21: and 7.2.3b. A comparison of the

different waveform types under typical conditions is shown

in Figure 7.2.4. It is evident from this figure and the

other figures in this section that the waveform type and

characteristics do not appreciably affect the stored energy

in the important optimum regions where the power dissipation
A

is near its minimum. In fact, the stored energy varies

almost linearly with the normalized conductor thickness in

these regions. This is easily verified by comparing like

figures from the previous section with those from this

section. Further evidence of this effect is demonstrated in

the following section which specifically addresses the

optimization problem.

)
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7.3 HIIIIHH P• ¤¥ OPTIHIZATIOI

The procedure for minimizing the power dissipation in an

H-layer winding under arbitrary periodic excitation is

identical to the one for sinusoidal excitation. The

applioable equation is (6.4.1), where the differentation is

now understood to be with respect to the ccnductor thickness

normalized to a skin depth at the fumdamental frequency.

Once again, it is impractical to analytically solve the

minimization equation for either the exact solution or the

large argument asymptotic approximation given by equation

(7.1.6). The previously developed computer algorithms have

been generalized for the arbitrary periodic waveform

analysis. The number of required computations now increases

by· another factor of kmax, where kmax is the number of
harmonic components included in the Fourier analysis. The

number· of components necessary to accurate1y· represent a

given waveform varies with the handwidth and can be quite

large for wideband currents. Finding the optimum ccnductor

thickness for a wünding carrying rectangular wave currents

with 1% transition times may take several minutes on a

moderately fast personal computer if the exact solutions are

used. Fortunately, the exact solutions and their large

argument asymptotic approximations are only needed if the

normalized mean radii Äh become significantly less than 20.

I
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Because of the added complexity of the generalization to

arbitrary periodic waveforms, even the thin-layer

approximation in equation (7.1.9) is difficult to minimize

with respect to the normalized conductor thichness. The

resulting equation contains sunnations over R which cannot

be siqlified; consequently, the number of required

coqzutations does not reduce. The easiest approach is

therefore to simply extend the application of the existing
·

algorithm. As mentioned earlier, this algorithm is based on

a numerical implementation of Newton's method and it

therefore involves several iterative evaluations of the

expressions for F.

Finally, consider the two-term series approximation of F

in equations (7.1.11). The only difference between this

expression and the correspondinq one for sinusoidal

excitation, equation (6.2.12), is the addition of the factor
,83

which is the square of the normalized power bandwidth.

The minimization process is therefore essentially unchanged,

and the results may he determined immediately by

appropriately adding the ß:
factor to equations (6.4.3) and

(6.4.4):

Q'·?°"t
z { (7.3.1)

p css -11c1+|r| 1 + (sa
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1Fmin „ Q 1 _
Q gi (5R’·1)(l+|f|z) + (5H’+2)Re(f) ](? 3 2)”

3-opt 3 15 1 ' ' '1 |l - f|

In addition, the two ieportant special cases for zero

boundary condition ratio and large H are easily derived from

the above equations, or by· adding the factor pa to the

sinusoidal excitation results in equations (6.4.5) and

(6.4.6):

1 1* 1 1F z ;[1 + -qß (SR -1)] (7.3.3a)
I°=O T 45

~ 2 2 3 1 ··· 2
;“

2 2U z ää + 5] + 1[H — -——ß (21H -5)]} (7.3.3b)
E36

1?°"t
1r„o „/E ss -1

. 1 E
F"'"* 1 QJBI-Ä!-ll" <v.a.aa>

I°=O 15

and

P 1I'¤0 T
Hau

ü 1 §11’{ä +$[1I°=G
II'-•¤¤
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The accuracy of the two-tern series approxieation in

deternining the optimum conductor thickness, along wüth the

associated einimum power dissipation and energy storage,

will now he exaeined. For hrevity, only results for the

unidirectional rectangular wave (Type III) will be

graphically presented. All of the inportant characteristics

of the solutions can be cbserved by varying the parameters

of this waveform type. The graphical results are presented

in Figures 7.3.1 through 7.3.3. The ahscissa is taken to he

the boundary condition ratio, and the remaining parameters

are set equal to the values used previously in this chapter.

The points on the ordinate (F = 0) should therefore

correspond to the earlier results. There are several

interesting characteristics revealed in these figures.

First, consider the curves for the optiuun conductor

thickness in Figures 7.3.1a and 7.3.lb; where the waveform

duty cycle and the rise-tiee duty cycle are varied,

respectively. It is also helpful to refer to Figure 6.3.2

in Appendix C which shows curves of the normalized power

bandwidth for the Type III waveform. Notice that the
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optiaum thiohness decreases for conditions which produce

larger bandwidths such as small waveform or rise-time duty

cycles. The twe-term series approximation is slightly more

accurate for small wavefore duty cycles and is significantly

more accurate for large rise—time duty cycles. In all cases

the accuacy improves as the boundary condition ratio

approaches unity. Similar trends are evident in Figures

7.3.2a and 7.3.2b for the corresponding minimum power

dissipation and in Figures 7.3.3a and 7.3.3b for the energy

storage. In general, the accuracy of the twu-term series

approxination of the power dissipation and energy storage is

somewhat better than for the optimum conductor thichness.

Some concluding remarks concerning the twe-term series

approximation are appropriate. Its accuracy throughout the

sinusoidal analysis in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 was found to be

excellent in the regions below and near minimum power

dissipation. This accuracy deteriorated rapidly, however,

as the conductor thichness increased above its optimum

value. Extending the application of this approximation to

the general case using Fourier analysis was questionable to

say the least. But the possibilities for analytical

simplification and a closed-form solution which could

provide physical insight certainly warranted an

investigation. As suspected, considerable sinplification

did lead to a physically meaningful closed-form solution via
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the normelized power bandwidth ,8. Although the accuracy of

this approximation may certainly be inadeguate for many

typioal conditions and applications, all of the important

features and trends of the solutions are evident in it. For

that reason, the two-term series approximation is a very

important asset in understanding the fundamental nature of

the problem and its solution. In addition, it provides very

simple formulas which can be easily evaluated on a hand

calculator for preliminary design considerations. Another

iuportant use is as an initial estimate from which the

numerical algorithns using the more accurate solutions can

begin. Finally, it is evident from Figures 7.3.1 through

7.3.3 that the two-term series approximation provides either

an upper or lower limit, depending on the quantity of

interest. In particular, it provides a lower limit of the

optimum conductor thickness and energy storage, and an upper

limit of the power dissipation. The latter can therefore be

interpreted as a worst··case estimate.

\
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CHIPTEI 8

PIACTICIL APPLICITIOIB II EZPERIHEIIIL RESULTS

The analysis thus far has focused primarily on the

determination of the power dissipation and energy storage

within transformer windings. The former is the most

important in the mmjority of applications, and it offers

excellent opportunities for optimizing the design. The

amount of power dissipation in a transformer will determine

its operating temperature which in turn affects its

performance, reliability, and lifetime. Very often, the

amount of power dissipation is the dominating factor upon

which a design is ultimately evaluated. Another useful

design tool which is of interest to the circuit designer is

the equivalent circuit model of the transformer. The first

task in this chapter is to relate the power dissipation and

energy storage in a transformer winding to elements in its

equivalent circuit, namely, the effective wünding

resistances and leakage inductances. The results of this
V

analysis provide a convenient basis for experimental

verification of the theory which is the topic for the

remainder of the chapter. Several typical conductor types _

and arrangements are evaluated. Details on how to apply the

theoretical results are given in each case.
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8.1 DITERIIIIATIOI OF EQUIVILEIT CIRCUIT ILHEITS

A popular equivalent circuit for a single
l

primary/single secondary transformer is shown in Figure

8.1.1. Rp and R5 represent the _effective winding

resistances of the primary and secondary, respectively.

Likewise, Lp and L5 represent the corresponding winding

leakage inductances. Lm is the magnetizing inductance, and

a is the turns ratio of the ideal transformer which now

appears as an element of the overall nonideal transformer.

The effective winding resistances must account for the ·

loss in the conductors of the windings. They may be

determined therefore by equating the power dissipation

within the winding (see equation (7.1.5)) to the power

dissipated in the effective winding resistances

2 = 2’%x;m51e;"5w2' = xaffrlfms, (8.1.1)

where REM, denotes the effective winding resistance of a
given winding in general. For instance, in Figure 8.1.1 it

may represent either Rp or Rs. The total rms—current

flnwing through the winding is Inns, so that the current per

unit length in a conductor layer can he expressed as

Hlfrms
Krms = -—i, (8.1.2)

„ I

i
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Rp Lp u Ls Rs
a s 1

Figure 8.1.1. Equiqalent circuit for basic single
primary/single secondary transformer.

i
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where Rz is the number of conductor turns per layer. This

definition is merely an extension of equations (6.1.2) and

(4.1.12), where I represented the total current in the

layer. I is now replaced by IIIINM. Replacing
Xmas in

equation (8.1.1) with the relation in equation (8.1.2) and

solving for Raff gives

ZT 2 ···
·••

Raff = Zfääzäpwf. (8.1.3)

But the DC resistance is given by

1: — 2%%:ä xa 1 erdc ° lo Z ~ ' ' '1

which, upon substitution into equation (8.1.3), leads to

R
ii = FF <s.1.sa>Rdc

or

R„ F = i Jil <s.1.sb>·• R1 dc

Thus, it is seen that the ratio of the effective resistance

to the DC resistance is very simply related to the

normalized power dissipation and the normalized conductor
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thickness. For pure sinusoidal tine-harnonic variation the

effective resistance is often referred to as the AC

resistance which is usually denoted as Rac. Under these
conditions equations (8.1.5) become

Rac ~~E- = 1·P _ (8.1.6a)
dc

-· 1 Rec
P =:-Ü. (8.1.61:)

·r dc

It is quite easy to measure both the DC resistance and the

AC resistance at a given frequency with modern impedance

analyzers. This capability provides, in the following

sections of this chapter, the basis for experimentally

verifying the previously derived expressions for the

normalized pour dissipation P.

A similar) relationship can be derived between the _

normalized energy stored Ü in the leakage fields and the

effective leakage inductance Lan, by equating (7.2.3a) to

the energy stored in the inductances

·~···“’ . 1.- 1 1 1U = 2T——K!_ms1!pw!·I = iläfrfrms. (8.1.7)

Incorporating into this result the relationships in

equations (3.2.17), (8.1.2), and (8.1.4) leads to
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ul-Off ~1- = 1Ü cs.1.aa>
dc

L
··· 1 Ö effU (8.1.8b)

1 dc

which relates the normalized stored energy to the ratio of

_ the effective leakage reactance to DC resistance. For

sinusoidal time-harmonic variation, the effective leakage

inductance is generally referred to as the AC leakage

inductance, so that the above expressions may be written as

h
“Lac ~~TU (8.1.9a)Rdc

— 1
“Lac

U = - ————. (8.1.9b)
~ R1 dc

Once again! the involved quantities are easily measurable,

thereby providing a convenient means' of experimental

verification.

As a final manipulation, it is interesting to relate the

complex power dissipation to the quantities defined above

through the use of Poynting's thecrem in equation (3.2.14).

Using equations (8.1.1) and (8.1.7), the result is

2 , . 2
IISS · ds = Irm5(REff + J6LEff) - Irm52Eff (8.1.10)
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which sieply states that the complex power dissipated in the

winding must equal the net complex power flowing into a

region s enolosing the winding. An equivalent expression is

derived upon substitution from equations (8.1.5) and

(8.1.8), namely,

1 av nv _
no

· ds = IrmsRdcr(P + guü). (8.1.11)

Finally, a relationship between the complex impedance ratio

and the normalized complex power can be derived by equating

equations (8.1.10) and (8.1.11), yielding

Z

ä =
’·?¢F

+ ggü) (6.1.126))
dc

ZF + ggü = (6).1.121))
r dc

”

8.2 SIIGLE BI HULTIFILAB ROUID UIRE HIIDIIGS

Round copper magnet wire is by far the most popular

conductor type used in swütched-mode power transformers. It

is low in cost, easy to use, and wüdely available in uany

sizes. See Figure 8.2.1a for a pictorial representation of

a layer of round wire along with its associated notation.

RL is the number of turns in the layer, I is the axial
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length of the layer, dw is the diameter of the copper in the

wire, and Irms is the rms—current flowing in each turn.
The arrangement of conductors within a conductor layer

was left undefined in the geometrical assumptions of Section

3.1. However, the methematical treatment proceeded as if

the layer were a solid conductor. The task now is to model

the layer of round wire within the context of that

treatment. The model proposed by the author is presented in

Figure 8.2.1b. One simply replaces the layer of round wire

with a solid conductor of the same cross-sectional area and

length Z. From these requirements, the following

relationship between the solid conductor thickness r and the

copper diameter dw is easily derived:

1 = {-aw. (8.2.1)

The only remaining quantity to be determined is the current

per unit axial length. Since there is no lonqitudinal

Variation allowed, this is simply the total current in the

layer
älfrms

divided by the uünding length l (see equation

(8.1.2)).

A transformer has been constructed to test the Validity

of this model. The details of its construction are as

followss
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• Thompson·CSF ETD—49 core and CAR—4916I bobbin

(equivalent to Ferroxcube ETD-49 core and PC1—49H

bobbin).

• Ten layers, 57 turns each, of 24 AUG copper magnet

wire separated by 0.005 inch mylar insulation.

• Leads were brought out for each layer to allow

connections for various configurations of layers and

windings.

Results of the experimental measurements are presented in

Figures 8.2.2 and 8.2.3. The ratio of the mean winding

radius to the conductor layer thickness is approximately 30,

so that the thin—layer approximation in equation (6.2.11)

was used for the theoretical curves. The individual layers

were connected such that both the primary and secondary had

the same number of layers, and also such that no conductor

layers were present in the space between the primary and

secondary (see Figure 6.6.1, for example). The input

impedance of the primary with the secondary shorted was

measured vs. frequency with an impedance analyzer which was

set to read directly the series resistive and inductive

components of the impedance. From the equivalent circuit in

Figure 8.1.1, this is seen to be a direct measurement of the

primary and secondary wdnding impedances in series if the

impedance presented by the uagnetizing inductance is
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coqaaratively much larger. This is true because the high

permeability of the ferrite core gives rise to a very large

magnetizing inductance. The measurements were then

converted to the normalized power dissipation and energy

storage by using equations (8. 1 . Gb) and (8. 1 . 9b) ,

respectively. Notice that varying the frequency has the

effect of changing the normalized conductor thickness

without changing the actual thickness itself. This provides

a convenient means of evaluating several points on the

curves using a single transformer.

Experiunntal measurements were performed for three

different winding configurations: single layer, three

“
l ayers , and f ive layer s . The agreement of these

measurements with the theoretical curves is seen to be very

good for the normalized power dissipation in Figure 8.2.2.

Good agreement for the normalized energy storage, although

not quite to the same degree, is also apparent from Figure

8.2.3. The experimental measurements begin to depart from

the theoretical curves as the normalized conductor thickness

increases, which here corresponds to increasing the

frequency of measurement. The severity of this departure

becomes greater as the number of layers increases. There

are several possible explanations for this behavior. First

of all, the core does not completely surround the winding as

the axial symmetry of the model suggests. Consequently,
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there are certainly present stray leahage fields which are

not accounted for by the model. It also seems that this

effect would become exaggerated as the frequency increases.

Another possible explanation is that impedance contributions

from the interwinding or self capacitances of the

transformer are beginning to come into play in the

measurements at higher frequencies. Despite the noted

differences, it is encouraging to point out that the

accuraoy is extremely good in the important region near the

minimum in power dissipation.

One further point concerning the measurements for Figure

8.2.3 should be brought out. For purposes of convenient

presentation, the theoretical curves have been computed for

zero insulation thichness (Ü = 0). Since there is

insulation in the transfcrmer, these contributions have been

subtracted out of the leakage inductance measurements

according to the thin—layer approximation. This, in effect,

causes the error in the normalized stored energy curves to

appear greater (as a percentage of the plotted curves) than

if these contributions were included.

Suppose that the total rms—current requirement exceeds

the capability of the round wire size that corresponds to

minimum power dissipation. This is certainly possible since

the optimization with respect to the conductcr thickness is

independent of the magnitude of the total current. In order
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to increase the current handling capability without changing

the thickness, one can simply parallel the required number

of round wire conductors as depicted in Figure 8.2.4a. This

technique is often referred to as multifilar winding, and it

is beconing increasingly popular in modern switched-mode

power transfcrmers. The dotted lines in Figure 8.2.4a

indicate the number of wires that are connected in parallel.

This particular example shows a trifilar wdnding which is

three wires in parallel.

Hultifilar wündings provide a practical means of

increasing the current handling capability over that of a

single round wire. Although it is theoretically possible to

parallel as many conductors as needed, the process starts to

become impractical from a nunufacturability standpoint for

more than four conductors.

The theoretical model adopted for multifilar wündings is

depicted in Figure 8.2.4b; it is essentially the same as

that of the single round wire. The only differences are

that Irma now represents the total current in the paralleled
multifilar conductor (still the winding current) and Hz is
the number of turns of the same. With these definitions,

equations (8.1.2) and (8.2.1) still apply. The

one—dimensional model used throughout this dissertation does

not allow any longitudinal variation in the current. -

Therefore, under the conditions imposed by this model, the _
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total current must divide evenly among the individual

strands that make up the multifilar conductor. The

resulting normalized power dissipation and energy storage

should then be the same as for the single—wire case if the

number of layers H and the boundary condition ratio T do not

change. The only difference is that now both the DC and

effective resistances will decrease by a common factor

which, in effect, increases the current handling capability

of the wünding.

A second transformer has been constructed to test and

verify the model for multifilar windings. It is exactly the

same as the single round wire transformer previously

described except that now three of the individual strands

are paralleled to form a trifilar winding. The experimental

measurements are presented in Figures 8.2.5 and 8.2.6 along

with the predicted results from the thin—layer approximation

of the theory. Again, there is good agreement throughout

the minimum power region and a gradual divergence as the

normalized conductor thickness increases. Comparison of

these results with those for the single wire case in Figures

8.2.2 and 8.2.3 reveals that the behavior is indeed similar.

An explanation for the slight differences is not immediately

apparent to the author other than possible variations in the

measurements. The previously discussed effects of parasitic

capacitances may also account for some of the differences
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between the two cases, especially at the higher frequencies.

No attenpt has been made here to account for these effects

which are quite complex and would involve an extensive

amount of additional analysis.

8.3 LITZ UIRE UIIDIHGS

Suppose that multifilar windings still do not yield the

necessary current handling capacity. A popular technique

for extending the capacity further is to use litz wire as

shown in Figure 8.3.la. Litz wire is a conductor composed

of a number of fine, separately insulated strands, usually

fabricated in such a way that each strand assumes, tc

substantially the same extent, the different possible

positions in the cross section of the conductor. Ideally,

because of this transposition of the individually insulated

strands, circulating eddy currents are prevented and the net

current in each strand is identical. In Figure 8.3.la; dw

is the overall diameter of the litz wire, R: the number of
turns per layer of litz wire, frms the winding current, ds
the diameter cf the strands, R5 the number of strands in the
litz wire, and 1 the winding length. The terminology,

H5/strand AUG, is often used to refer to litz wire with HS
strands of a given wire size (AUG). For example, 100/33

litz means 100 strands of 33 AUG round copper wire. The
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type of litz wire depicted in Figure 8.3.la is the siuplest

possible. It represents strands which are bunched together

and twisted into a circular shape. There are numerous other

techniques for bunching and twisting the strands which yield

a more ideal (equal) transposition of the strands.

Generally, there is a cost vs. performance tradeoff for the

more sophisticated litz types.

The theoretical model proposed hy the author for a layer

of litz wire is shown in Figure 8.3.lb. This model is based

on two basic assumptions. First, the transposition is ‘

assumed to be ideal such that the total current is divided

evenly among the individual strands:

1*rms Hs
’

where primed quantities will be used in describing the

theoretical model of the litz wire. Second, the conductor

thickness is based on the strand diameter:

1* 1 Q,. (6.::.2)

The latter assumption is made because one would still expect

to see skin, and proximity effects within the individual

strands if they were large enough. Within the context of
i

these assumptions, the theoretical model is constructed by
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arranging the strands into individual layers until they are

used up as shown in Figure 8.3.lh. Since litz wire is not

160% space efficient, there will be space left over from the

actual overall thickness of the layer dw. This space is

treated as insulation and divided evenly between the

conductor layers of the theoretical model as shown. Other

quantities associated with the theoretical model are easily

derived based on the foregoing assumptions and discussion:

· 21* =
‘

<6.a azz F; '

Hifrms Irms
X;ms = ————-— = E-}- (8.3.4)

I s s

EINSE' = E-E?—. (8.3.5)

A third transformer has been constructed to test and

verify the model for a litz wire winding. The details of

its construction are as follows:

• Thompson-CSF ETD—49 core and CAR-49l6A bobbin

(equivalent to Ferroxcube ETD-49 core and PCl—49H

bobbin).
•

Six layers, 25 turns each, of 26/33 lit: wire

separated by 0.065 inch mylar insulation.
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• Leads were brought out from each layer to allow

connections for various configurations of layers and

windings.

This is the same core and bobbin type as that used in the

experimental round wire transformers already considered.

The results of the experimental neasurements are presented

in Figures 8.3.2 and 8.3.3. The individual layers were

connected such that both the primary and secondary had the

same number of layers. Three cases were measured: I! = 1,

2, and 3. Using the definitions of the primed quantities in

equations (8.3.1) through (8.3.5), the corresponding numbers

of layers in the theoretical model are IV = 4, 8, and 12,

respectively. Figure 8.3.2 shows the experimental results

for the normalized power dissipation along with the

corresponding theoretical curves using the thin-layer

approximation. The saure measurement techniques were used as _

for the round wire transformers in the previous section.

The experimental measurements are slightly less than the

predictions of the theory, but the accuracy is actually

quite good considering the assumptions involved. The

accuracy is especially good in the important regions near

the minima. Therefore, the theory should predict very well

the optimum strand size for litz wire and the resulting
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power dissipation. Results for the normelized energy stored

under the same conditions are presented in Figure 8.3.3.

The accuracy is comparable to that obtained for the power

dissipation.

The model used here for a litz wire winding is certainly

not the only possibility; however, it is the most aocurate

of the ones thought of by the author. It is perhaps

significant that the predictions exceed the measurements.

One might expect the opposite of this behavior since the

model assumes the ideal condition of equal strand currents.

Accuracy would improve if either the layer thickness
·r’

was

taken to be slightly larger or the equivalent number of

layers IV slightly smaller. But neither of these

alternatives appear to be physically justifiable in light of

the earlier results on the round wire windings.

8.4 SE]: COIIDUCTOR UIIDIIGS

Sheet conductor windings, also referred to as foil

windings, offer the most efficient utilization of winding

space (assuming that there is no longitudinal variation in

the current density). They are, however, limited in their

application since if one operates at the optimum thickness,

then the current handling capability is fixed. Even so,

there are many cases of low voltage, high current

secondaries (computer power, for instance) where sheet

copper windings are the most attractive alternative.
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Sheet conductor windings require no adjustments in the

original geometrical assumptions and Figure 3.1.2 applies

with the conductor layers as solid copper. There can only

he one turn per layer, so that the number of layers must

equal the number of turns in a winding. Since it is

desirable to keep the number of layers low, this is another

reason why sheet conductor windings are best suited for low

voltage windings with few turns.

A fourth and final experimental transformer has been

constructed in order to determine the validity of the theory

when applied to sheet conductor windings. The details of

the construction follow:

•
Thompson—CSF ETD-49 core and CAR-4916A bobbin

(equiualent to Ferroxcube ETD-49 core and PC1-49H

bobbin). _
•

A single primary and a single secondary, ten turns

each, of 0.005 inch sheet copper separated by 0.003

inch mylar insulation.

• Only one set of leads were connected to each of the

twu windings.

This is the same core and bobbin type as those used in the

other three experimental transformers already considered.

Notice that extra sets of leads were not brought out to

i
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investigate different numbers of layers. The reason for

this is the very low resistance values of the sheet copper

windings. Extra lead length adds a significant amount of

resistanoe tc the windings which in turn produces large

errors in the measurements. Care was taken when

constructing this transformer to keep the lead resistance

less than 6% of the total winding resistance.

Figures 8.4.1 and- 8.4.2 present the experimental

measurements for the normalized power dissipaticn and energy

storage, respectively. Deviation of the theoretical results

from measurement in the former is the greatest cf the

winding types considered thus far. Ironically, one might be

led to expect the best agreement for sheet conductor

windings since they are modelled exactly by the assumed

geometry. This would indeed be the case if the

one—dimensional model were truly valid. Unlike the

previously considered winding types, the continuous copper

permits a gradual longitudinal variaticn in the current

density. For example, the current density in a layer of

round wire is forced to be nearly uniform in the

longitudinal direction, since each turn must carry the same

total current. Only small local variations in each turn

would be possible in that case, and their effect appears to

be negligble when the wire size is optimized using the

one-dimensional model. If there is actuall_y longitudinal
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Variation cf the current density in sheet conductor windings

in addition to the assumed radial Variation, then the

measurements in Figure 8.4.1 would be expected to indicate

greater power dissipation than the theoretical results of

the one—dieensional model. This is the case, but only up to

a certain conductor thickness, above which, the opposite is

true. In retrospect, this seemingly contradicting situation
k

may actually be possible if the one-dimensional model is

truly inadequate. The only way to confirm this is to solve

the two-dimensional problem defined in Section 3.3 and see

if the results are in better agreement with the

measurements. This topic will not be considered further

here; however, the author is presently working on a

two-dimensional solution.

In summary, the agreement between the one—dimensional

theoretical and the measured normalized power dissipation in

sheet conductor wündings is marginally acceptable. It does

appear to predict a reasonably good optimum thickness, but

th corresponding power dissipation is underestimated by a

significant percentage. Some of the difference may be

attributed to the difficulties associated with low impedance

measurements. More likely, though, is the possibility that

the one-dimensional model is becoming less Valid.
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Finally, it is interesting to note from Figure 8.4.2

that the agreement between theory and measurement for the

normalized stored energy is very good, much better than for

the normalized power dissipation. This situation may still

be coupatible with the foregoing discussion. It is

certainly possible that the energy storage is less

susceptible
t‘o

the inadequacies of the one—dimensional

model. Once again, the two-dimensional solution must he

derived and studied to find out for sure.

l
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CRIPTER 9

COICLUSIO ~ IID FUTURE HUB!

A summary of the work in this dissertation is presented

in the first section of this chapter, and it follows the

developments in the same order. Important conclusions are

highlighted in this summary at points where they relate to

the subject uutter. A design procedure for switched-mode

power transformers is outlined at the end of the section.

The second and last section contains a discussion of

related topics for future work which the author feels would

contrihute further to the understanding of phenomena

associated‘ with conductor loss in switched—mode power

transformers. Host of this work is currently under

consideration by the author.

i
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9.1 COICLBBIOIB

It is important to remember that all conclusions are

drawn from the analysis of the one-dimensional problem

defined in Section 3.4. Some of the more important

characteristics of the one-dimensional model are now

reviewed.

The· cylindrical coordinate systeur was chosen for the

mathematical representation, and axial symmetry assumed for

all quantities (no {-dependence). The corresponding

geometry and notation for a general transformer winding is

given in Figure 3.1.2 and the accompanying discussion. The

final assumption, the one which leads directly to the

one—dimensional model, is that none of the quantities

exhibit longitudinal variation (no z—dependence). This key

assumption is based on several possible conditions, each of

which contribute to its validity. First, if the length of

the winding is long compared to the diameter, then end

effects can generally be neglected. To the same end, the

presence of high permeability ferrite surrounding the

windings also enhances the one-dimensional properties of the

fields (see Section 4.1). Finally, most winding types which

involve several turns of conductor per layer, all carrying

the same total current, inherently support a uniform current

distribution in the z—direction. Small local turn-to-turn

variations may exist; however, their effect appears

l
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negligihle if the conductor size is optimized according to

the one—dimensional analysis (see Chapter 8).

The analysis begins with time-harmonic Maxwell's

equations in a conducting region (Section 3.2). These

equations are sinplified immediately by observing that the

displacement current is negligible in the applications of

interest. Further sinplifications occur in Maxwell's

equations under the assumpticns of the one—dimensional model

(Section 3.4). The current density has only a ;-component

and the magnetic field intensity is ;-directed. Both

exhibit variations in the radial coordinate p only. As a

result, the vector diffusion equations (3.2.18) reduce to

the one-dimensional scalar differential equations (3.4.4).

The general solutions of these equations are reccgnized as

Kelvin functions, a special class of Bessel functions.

Particular solutions are derived for a single conductor

layer in Chapter 4 hy applying boundary conditions at the

radial houndaries of the conductor layers. These boundary

conditions are derived from a simple application cf Ampere's

law (Section 4.1). The first important conclusions are

drawn from the study of these particular solutions. Both

the current density and the magnetic field intensity in the

nth conductor layer were found to be a function of three

parametersz the normalized conductor thickness ;n, the

boumdary condition ratio fn, and the ncrmalized mean
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radius Ba. Each of these parameters was studied by

observing their effects on the radial distribution of both

the current density and the magnetic field intensity

(Section 4.2).

For conductor thichnesses which are small compared to a

skin depth, the current density increases and approaches a

uniform distribution. The corresponding magnetic field

intensity varies linearly between its boundary conditions.

As the conductor thickness increases, the magnitude of the

current concentrates near the radial boundaries, and the

phase varies across the layer indicating the presence of

circulating currents (the skin effect). Similar behavior is

noticed in the magnetic field intensity.

The extent of the concentration at each of the
·

boumdaries depends on the boundary condition ratio fn. The

current tends to concentrate at the boundary with the

highest magnetic field intensity (the proximity effect).

For mosti practical values of the normalized mean radius

(Än 2 20), the current and magnetic field distributions

displayed no preference to either the inner or outer

boundary based on the geometry alone. Consequently, these

distributions are approximate mirror images about the center

of the conductor for reciprocal values of the boundary

condition ratio. In the limit, as the radius of curvature

becomes infinite, a flat plate results and the symmetry just
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discussed is perfect. On the other hand, if the normalized

radius is very small, then the distributions favor slightly

the inner boundary. But the mean radius must be reduced to

approximately two skin depths to notice this effect, and

even then it is not very significant.

The aforementioned studies suggested the possibility of

an approximation which would he valid for large values of

the normalized mean radius. Indeed, large argument

asymptotic apprcximations exist for Kelvin functions; when

suhstituted into the exact solutions, there results ·

considerahle simplification (Section 4.3). A study of these

new approximations reveals that they are practically

indistinguishable from the exact solutions when the

normalized mean radius is greater than 20. Even for the

small value of Fn = 2, the agreement is quite good.

Such encouraging results prompted the developement of a

further approximation, the thin-layer approximation (Section

4.4). The essence of this approximation is that the

conductor layer thickness is assumed to be much smaller than

the mean radius to the center of the layer. This is a good

practical assumption for two reasons. First, most practical

values for the normalized mean radius are greater than
i

twenty skin depths. Second, effective utilization of the

conductor deteriorates for thicknesses significantly greater

than one skin depth due to the skin and proximity effects.

i
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Speoifioally, the thin-layer approximation involves

neglecting the ratio ;n/Än as compared to umity. Again,

there results considerahle simplification of the solution.

In fact, dependence on the normalized mean radius is

completely removed from the solutions just as if the

condition Än 6 ¤ was enforced. A study of the thin-layer

approximations reveals very little difference between the

two cases Zu 6 ¤ and Äh = 20. A

In an attempt to develop techniques for optimizing the

design of transformer wdndings, the power dissipation and

energy storage for a single conductor layer were considered

next (Chapter 5). Expressions corresponding to the exact

solutions of the current density and magnetic field

intensity, along wüth their large argument asymptotic and

thin-layer approximations, were derived and studied.

It was found that, for a given boundary condition ratio

and normalized mean radius, the power dissipation

experienced a unique minimum value at a particular conductor

thickness. This behavior provides the basis for the

optimization of the transformer windings for minimum

conductor loss. The resulting thichness is referred to as

the optimum conductor thickness. The effect of the

normalized mean radius on the optimum values was found to be

negligible; so that, as before, the thin—layer approximation

proved to be adequate under most conditions. The effect of
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the boumdary condition ratio is quite dramatic, however. As

the boundary condition ratio approaches unity, the minimum

in the power dissipation becomes much sharper and occurs at

a smaller conductor thickness. Also, the magnitude of the

minimum power dissipation at the optimum conductor thickness

increases significantly.

The behavior of the energy storage was studied in a

similar manner, but no further optimization techniques based

on it were discovered. The energy stored in the wdnding

portion of a transformer represents flux which is not linked

by both the primary and secondary, i.e. leakage flux or

energy. This energy increases almost linearly throughout

the region of nearly optimum conductor thickness, and then

asymptotically approaches a constant value for large

thicknesses. Thus, depending on the importance of the

leakage energy in the overall design, it may be adjusted

either up or down at the expense of an increase in the power_

dissipation. In most designs the power dissipaticn is the

most important quantity, although it is often helpful to

know the leakage energy and its associated inductance.

After discovering that there exists an optimum conductor

thickness which yields a minimum power dissipation, an

analytical investigation proceeded (Section 5.3). It

(E§ä§§§EE§§)of taking the derivative of the normalized power
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dissipation with respect to the normalized conductor

thickness, setting the result equal to zero, and solving for

the optimum normalized conductor thickness. This optimum

value was then be used to evaluate the corresponding minimum

power dissipation. This procedure does not yield practical

results for either the exact solution or its large argument

asymptotic approximation because of their complexity.

Computer implemented algorithms are used to find the optimum

solution for these cases. A reasonably simple

transcendental equation results from the thin—layer

approximation, however. Its solution reveals that the

optimum conductor thickness always lies between zero and
n/2L57

skin depths; this is a very important fundamental result.

Because of this rather limited range of optimum

conductor thicknesses, another approximation was developed:

the tue-term series approximation (Section 5.4). Just as

the name suggests, this approximation involves the

determination of the first two terms of the Laurent

expansion (about a conductor thickness of zero) of the power

dissipation and the energy storage. The form of this

approximation is very simple, and the optimization process
·

yields a closed—form solution. In general, the accuracy of

the tw¤—term series approximation is very good up through

the near optimum region, but it then diverges rapidly.

Consequently, the accuracy of the closed—form expression for
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the optieun conductor thichness is very good. The

worst-case error occurs for Fn = 0 and is 11.4%. The
corresponding error in the minimum power dissipation is only

4.5Z„ Accuracy improves as the boundary condition ratio

increases.

The next step in the analysis was to extend the solution

to the case of a multi·layer winding (Chapter 6). Some

practical assumptions are introduced at the outset of this

analysis. Hamely, the layers within a single winding are

assumed to be identical in three ways: equal conductor layer

thicknesses, equal insulation layer thicknesses, and equal

current per unit length in each layer. New expressions were

derived (including the exact solutions and all of the

previously derived approximations) by summing the results

from the individual layers (Sections 6.2 and 6.3). Only the

thin-layer and twe-term series approximations were studied

in detail.

The curves for the normalized power dissipation exhibit

the same properties as the single-layer solution. The

minima become sharper and increase in nngnitude since all

hut one of the layers in a multi-layer wünding has a nonzero

boundary condition ratio. A large increase in the energy

storage occurs also. Therefore, it is desirable to keep the

number of conductor layers in a winding as low as possible.

The ideal case is a single layer with zero boundary

i
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condition ratio. The two·term series approxination again

yields closed—form solutions to the optimization problem in

the multi-layer case (Section 6.4). Host of the foregoing

discussion of the behavior of the solutions are directly

evident from these solutions. For instance, the optimum

conductor thickness is inversely proportional to the square

root of the number of layers. The corresponding minimum

power dissipation is directly proportional to the same. The

energy storage is directly proportional to the square of the

number of turns. The accuracy of the two—term series

approximation for the multi-layer winding is comparable tc

the single·layer case. It is perhaps even better in many

cases since several of the layers have higher boundary

condition ratios.

Two important techniques for reducing further the power

dissipation and energy storage are possible. The first

technique is to allow the layer thicknesses to be unequal,

and then optimize each individual layer separately (Section

6.5). The power dissipation is reduced by approximately 10%

for most cases of individual layer optimization. The

maximum possible reduction is 12.3% which occurs for a large

number of layers and zero boundary condition ratio. The

second technique is to split and interleave primary and

secondary windings (Section 6.6). This process results in

windings with fewer layers and lower magnetic field
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intensities at the boundaries, both of which reduce the

power dissipation, and energy storage. Specifically, the

power dissipation is inversely proportional to the square

root of the number of equal sections that a wünding is split

into. Thus, splitting a wünding only once into two sections

results in a 302 reduction in the power dissipation. The

reductions in the energy storage are even more dramatic.
‘

The energy storage in the insulation layers is inversely

proportional to the square of the number of split sections,

and the energy stored in the conducting layers is inversely

proportional to the number of split sections to the

three-halves power.

The final and most important extension of°the theory for

svitched-mode power transformers is the generalization to

arbitrary periodic waveforms (Chapter 7). This

generalization is accomplished by incorporating the

previously derived results for sinusoidal tim—harmonic

excitation into a general Fourier analysis. The procedure

is straightforward, hut the resulting solutions are

complicated and unrevealing. Only the two—term series

approximation yields a solution whose appearance is

physically meaningful. All of the other approximations and

the exact solutions must be evaluated on the basis of

computed results.

i
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The tw¤·term series approximation yields a very

interesting and revealing solution„ Through the use of

several properties of Fourier analysis (appendix C), a term

is identified in the solution which relates to the bandwidth

of the winding current. The power dissipation increases for

currents with larger bandwidths. This is not a surprising

result, since the higher harmonics would be expected to

cause higher losses. Curiously, the energy storage is not

affected to the same extent, and it actually decreases

slightly as the bandwidth increases.

Unfortunately, the simplicity and insight gained from

the two-term series approximation for arbitrary periodic

· excitation is often overshadowed by its inaccuracy. This

approximation becomes less accurate as the bandwidth of the

current increases. The reason for this is that the tw¤—term

series approximation becomes less valid for the higher

harmonic terms, since the resulting normalized conductor

thickness increases when evaluated at higher frequencies

(skin depth decreases). The overall accuracy depends

therefore on the severity of this inaccuracy in relation to

the corresponding magnitude of the Fourier coefficients.

Several basic waveform types encountered in

swütched—mode power converters were studied to determine

their influence on - winding power dissipation:

unidirectional fractional sinusoid, unidirectional
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rectangular wave, and unidirectional triangular wave (see

Bppendix D for definitions of these waveforms). Both the

duty cycle and the rise times were varied. The power

dissipation caused by a unidirectional fractional sinusoid

increases significantly as the duty cycle decreases. The

accuracy of the tw¤—term series approximation is reasonably

good for this waveform type. Similar behavior is cbserved

for both the unidirectional square and triangular waves;

however, the accuracy of the tw¤—term series approximation

reduces significantly for practical values of the rise time.

In general, the power dissipation increases for shcrter rise

times, but not to the extent caused by a decrease in the

duty cycle. All of these trends are noticed in the stored

energy also except that they are much less severe; and where

the power dissipation increases, the energy storage

decreases slightly.

Finally, when the different weveform types are compared

under similar conditions, several interesting conclusions

can be drawn. The curves for the power dissipation and

energy storage vs. the normalized ccnductor thickness

intersect in several places. Consequently, evaluation is

complicated since different weveforws perfornn better for

different ranges of conductor thickness. At the important

optimum point, the fractional sinusoid produces the least

power dissipation; but it is only slightly less than a pure

sinusoid. The next highest power is produced by the
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reotangular wave; and the triangular wave is the worst,

producing about 60% more loss than the fractional sinusoid.

In all cases the power dissipation of a triangular wave is

greater than that of a rectangular wave under the same

conditions. All of the aforementioned waveform comparisons

are made while keeping the rms-value of the waveforms

constant.

The optimization problem is also analytically

investigated for the case of arbitrary periodic excitation

(Section 7.3). Only the two-term series approxination

yields a closed—form solution which is physically

meaningful. This solution is identical to the corresponding

one for sinusoidal excitation except for the addition of the

bandwidth factor. The optimum conductor thickness is

inversely proportional to the square root of the bandwidth,

and the corresponding minimum power dissipation is directly

proportional to the same. This is a useful and informative

result; however, it should he remembered that it becomes

less accurate for large bandwidths. Other more accurate

forms of the solution should he used for actual design

computations.

Specific applications of the theory to various types of

windings are considered in Chapter 8. Several experimental

transformers were constructed to evaluate the validity of

the theory for each of the winding types considered. First,
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the norulized power dissipation and energy storage are

related to the effective resistance and leakage inductance

of the winding, respectively (Section 8.1). These elements

appear in the equivalent circuit of a transformer and are

easily measured with mdern inpedance analyzers.

The model for the most common winding type, layers of

round wire conductors, is considered in Section 8.2. The

conductor layer thickness for the model is determined by

using the actual winding length, and then forcing the

cross-sectional areas to be equal. Agreement between the

theory and the experimental measurements was very good for

this winding type. Some differences occur for large values

of the normalized conductor thickness (corresponding to

measurements at high frequencies), but it is not advisable

to operate there because of the increased loss. Similarly

encouraging agreement between theory and experiment was

obtained for multifilar round wire windings. Hultifilar

windings provide a ccnvenient means of increasing the

current handling capacity over the case of a single round

wire. The same theoretical model is used for multifilar

windings as for the single wire case, verifying that the

current divides evenly between the paralled strands.

Next, windings cf layered litz wire were considered

(Section 8.3). Litz wire windings are popular for

applications which require a further increase in the current
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handling capacity. The thecretical model is based'on the

ideal assumption that the current divides equally between

the individual strands. The strands are then arranged into

layers of round wire in order to determine the equivalent

number of layers and the conductor layer thichness.

Experimental measurements are again in good agreement with

the thecretical model, especially in the near optimum

regions. The theory, in most cases, seemed to slightly

overestimate the actual measurements for both the power

dissipation and the energy storage.

The last winding type to be considered, sheet or foil

conductors, is the one which is actually modelled the most

naturally by the geometry assumed in the thecretical model.

Ironically, the agreement between theory and experiment was

the worst for this case. The agreement is marginal, in

general. In some regions the power dissipation is

underestimated, and in others the opposite is true. It has

been conjectured by the author that this is due to the

inadequacies of the one-dimensional model. In sheet

conductors there is nothing physically preventing a gradual

longitudinal variation of the current density. In order to

determine for sure where the problems lie, the

two-dimensional problem defined in Section 3.3 must be

x solved to see if it yields better accuracy. This is beyond

i
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‘the scope of this dissertation. However, it is an important

topic for future consideration. '

Based on the work in this dissertation, a design

procedure for switched-mode power transformers has been

developed by the author. It is assumed that the number of

turns and the current waveforms in each winding have already

been determined from external circuit design considerations.

Furthermore, it is assumed that a preliminary core and

bobbin have been chosen based on the throughput power and

other conventional techniques. An outline of the design

procedure from this point follows:

(l) Compute the rms-current flowing in each winding.

(2) Compute the skin depth at the fundamental frequency.

(3) Compute the ncrmalized radius of the hobbin. If it is

greater than twenty, the thin—layer approximation may be

safely used. If it is less than twenty, then either the

exact solution or the large argument asymptotic

approximation should be considered.

(4) Choose an appropriate winding order based on physical
Q

requirements and electrical considerations. It is

desirable to keep the magnetic field intensities small,
4

and also to have near zero boundary* condition ratios

wherever possible. _
(5) Determine the boundary condition ratio for each winding.
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(6) Based on an initial estieate of one skin depth for the

' conductor thickness, determine the number of layers

required in each winding if using a single round wire.

(7) Use the methods developed in this dissertation to

determine the optimum conductor layer thiokness for each

winding. Use the values determined above for the

boundary condition ratio and number of layers.

(8) Check to see if the corresponding optimum *wire size

results in the same number cf layers as predicted in

step (6). If not, repeat step (7) using the new value.

(9) Check to see if the optimum wire size is appropriate for

the rms-current in the winding. If so, continue to

(10). If the wire size is larger than needed, then use

simple DC calculations to reduce the size. If the

optimum wire size is not large enough to handle the

current, then consider multifilar windings. If this is

still inadequate, then consider either litz wire or

A

sheet conductor undings. Repeat steps (6) — (8) for

these new wdnding types until an acceptable optimized

design is reached for each winding.

(10)Using the results of the optimized designs, compute the

power dissipation and energy storage for each winding.

If the results are acceptable, then the design is

complete. If further reductions are required, then

I
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return to step (4) and try to choose a better wünding

order. Or consider more sophisticated techniques such

as individual layer optimization or split windings.

With a little practice and experience using this design

procedure, the iterative procedures can be eliminated.

Consequently, an optimized design

ican

be reached very

quickly.

The author is hopeful that the efforts of this

dissertation will help to provide a thorough understanding

of the phenomena associated with conductor loss in

switched·mode power transformers. An attempt has been made

O

to keep the treatment general so that it is widely

applicable. But at the same time, efforts have been made to

derive simple approximations which are physically meaningful

and provide insight.

9.2 FUTURE OR!

Hs is usual the case with research programs, many

unexpected topics have emerged. Some have been included in

. this dissertation. Others have not, either because of the

lack of time or because they would logically fit into a new

effort with a slightly different emphasis. Those topics

which are believed to be important enough for future

consideration are now summarized. The author is either

X
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currently involved, or plans to be in the near future, with

efforts in all of these areas.

The first group of topics is concerned primarily with

improvements on the one·-dimensional model used in this

dissertation. Although the two-term series approximation

yielded a very simple and meaningful solution for the case

of arbitrary periodic excitation, its accuracy was

disappointing for waveforms with large hut typical

bandwidths. It would be desirahle to find a solution with

extended accuracy, but at the same time retaining a level

ofsimplicity which would allow physically meaningful

interpretations. Another improvement that could be made

involves the more complicated solutions which must be

evaluated on a ccmputer. For arbitrary periodic excitation,

this includes all hut the two-term series approximation.

The current method for finding the optimum conductor

thickness is relatively primitive. More sophisticated

numerical techniques could perhaps reduce the computing time

significantly.

There are many types of switched-mode converters for

which the waveforms in the various windings of the power

transformer are either different in shape or shifted in

phase. Host cf the theory in this dissertation has been

kept general enough to handle these situations; however, no

studies were made. It would be useful to define and execute
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sone theoretical and experimental investigations which would

demonstrate the effects of these conditions.

Finally, there appears to be room for some improvements

in the models for certain types of conductors. The

one-dimensional model has proven to be very accurate in

describing round wire windings, both single and multifilar.

Litz wire has also been successfully modelled under the

one-dimensional assunptions. For this case, however, the

experimental measurements were consistently sliqbtly below

the theoretical predictions. It would be worthwhile to

perform another set of experimental measurements designed to

confirm these results. If the confirmation is positive,

then perhaps further investigation would yield minor

modifications in the model which would account for the

slight differences. Much more serious differences occurred

between the experimental measurements and the theoretical

predictions of the one-dimensional model for sheet

conductors. Again, it would be wise to construct another

transformer and perform another set of experimental

measurements designed to either ccnfirm or refute these

results. This is particularly important for the case of

sheet conductors because of the difficulties experienced in

the low impedance measurements. If the results of the

previous measurements are confirmed, then a solution of the

two-dimensional problem is probably necessary so that
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longitudinal variations in the current density can be

accounted for. Care should be taken to clearly define when

it is necessary to use this more complicated solution.
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APPIII! A

'~·¤LATUIEThe

nomenclature used in this dissertation is summarized

in this appendix. It is provided as a convenience to the

reader. Where possible, the applicahle ANSI/IEEE standards

[51, 52, 53, 54] have been adhered to concerning units and

letter syubols. The International System of Units

(abbreviated SI) is used. The quantities, along vith their

SI units and syubols, are listed in Table A.1. They are

listed in approxinately the same order as their first

appearanoe in this dissertation.
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Table A.l. Letter syéols and SI units for
quantlties used in this dissertation.

VTTT T TTTTT TT TT T T TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT’T“TTTTTTTT'TT‘”"’T"VTTT'“’ M7
{ 1; synbox 1
{

cylindrical coordinate systen-fradial oocrdinate § f 1
cylindrioal coordinatesysten1
angular coordlnate 6 1 Q

1 cylindrical coordinatesysten{
longitudinal coordinate 1 Q

length of vinding in axialdirection,
indes indioating the nth layer6

1 P

Q nuüer of layers in avinding1
; 1 Pinner radius of nth conductorlayer1
1 1 11 1 1

·outer radlus of nth conductor layer
nagnetic field intensity at outer AlmIn1
hcundary of the nth conductor layer Ä

I . 1

permeability H/uu
permeability of vacuuuH/m1

1 1 11 1 g 1

1 - ä 1 1

Q pernittivity of vacuunF/an1
Q Q 1niauvepernittivity1
1 1 1S 1 1 :1 1 11 angular frequencyrad/sg

l 11 1 1 11 electric flux densityC/IlzQ
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Table a.l. Letter synhols and SI units for quantitles
used ln this dissertation, continued.

”Ü¤ *·····1 1
1 - 1

1 electric field intensltyV/n1

···**·**·= ***··********1*1 Q 11 nagnetic field intensity 1 a/n 1¤1
1 l i Q

current densitya/m‘1
{ 1 Ü1 1 · 1

poynting vectorU/n’1

nagnetic energy density 1J/n'1
111

dissipated pcver density W/ma
1 i

1 ° Ü1 **·“·* ********1
i 1 :

1 * 1 *1 1 1 ·

‘ *‘* ******** 1*****
***1**** 1¤1¤?

1 1 1 Q
1 unit vector in the radialdirection1

1 1 Q1 111unit vector in the angulardirection1
ä 1 1

{ unit vector in the longltudinal { 1 1
1 direction Ü 1 Q

axial coqonent of tun-dinensional a/na J’(p,z)

current density 1
1 1 1 {
1 1 1 1
1

radial conponent of two-dinensional a/n EP(p,z)
‘

nagnetic field intensity
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1'ahle A.l. Letter syüols and BI units for quantities
used ln this dissertation, continued.

1 11
longitudinal co¢onent of two- A/uaÄ{
dinensional nagnetic field intensity

axlal coqonent of one-dinensional A/nzJ’*¢p)I
I I

I current density I j
1 „ I

I
longitudinal component of one- I A/n II

II dinensional nagnetic field intensity 1 1I I I I
I I I

I transfornation of radial coordinate
first und,orderI

1 1 I
I Kelvin function - first kind,orderI

I I I
1 .

‘
I jKelvin function - secondkind,orderI
I 11 ; ; 1I Kelvin function - secondkind,order1

1I
arbitrary constants 8•’BoI

I 1 el al II 1 I ' 1I ‘
I

I
nagnetic field intensity in ferrite A/an Kt I

1II
total current in nth conductor layerInI

I I
I current per unit arial length in the { A/n In Ü

I nth conductorlayerI

Z 1
axial coqaonent of current density A/nz IIn!I
in nth conductorlayerI

I I I
I longitudinal component of magnetic IA/nI

field in nth conductor _layerI_Ä
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Table a.l. Letter symbcls and SI units tor quantities
used in this dissertation, continud.

1
—

. 1 1 2

? thickness ot the nth conductorlayer1
1

mean radius of nth conductorlayer1
1 1 11 arbitrary constants for the nth 1 1a ,8 [{ { 1

•n •n
{

1 conductor layer 1 {8 B 1
1 lll,ll!1

1 1normelized radialcoordinate1
1 1 1

1 normalized axial component of current1 1 7*n 1

1 density in the nth conductor layer 1 1 11 1·{
normalized lonqitudinal component of 1 { äzn 1

{ maqnetic field in nth conductor layer{ { 11 1 1 _
1 1 1 .. 1
{ normalized arbitrary constants for 1 1Ä°¤,8•¤ 1

1 11 nth conductor layer {B Ü 1{ { { xn, in {1 1 1
1 houndary condition ratio for the 1 1 fn 11 nth conductor layer { { {« ‘ 1
1 normalized inner radius of nth { { {
{ conductor layer 1 { {
1 1 { 1
1 normelized outer radius of nth { 1 1
{ conductor layer 1

{ { {
1 1 11 normalized mean radius of nth 1 { 1

1 conductor layer 1 { {
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Table A.l. Letter symbols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

5
1 norualized coaductor thickness _ _ {‘

1 1{ of the ath layer { { {
{ power dissipated in the ath { { {
{ coaductor layer { { {5
{_normalized power dissipated in the {

{{ ath conductor layer { {{
· {

{ energy stored in the nth { J {
{

{ conductor layer { { {, 1 1{ 5{ normalized energy stored in the {
{

{{ 1
{ ath conductor layer { { {
1 { I{ { { 1{ optieun conductor thichness for the { { {

{ ath layer { { {
55 5{ optieun normelized conductor thick— { {

{ ness for the ath layer
{ {

{
einieum power dissipation in the

{ {
{ ath coaductor layer { {{ { 11 { {
{ eiaieuu normelized power dissipatioa { { {
{ in the ath conductor layer { { {

{ conductor thichness in a windiag { { {
{ with equal layer thicknesses { { {

{ E{ { 1{ noreelized conductor thickness in a { { {
{ winding with equal layer thichnesses

{ { {
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Table A.l. Letter symbols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

1 II S»·······1 1
I current per unit axial length in a A/In
II

winding with equal layer thlcknesses
III1 I

I insulation thickness in a winding I I1 with equal layer thicknesses
I

1 11 1 21 I I
I normalized insulation thickness in aII

winding with equal layer thicknesses
I I I1

I insulation thickness of nth layer
nornelized insulation thickness I
of the nth layerII
winding boundary condition ratioI'I— 1 I

I power dissipated per layer in anII
I!-layer winding

I Q
I I I2 I ' I
I noruulized power dissipated per
IIlayer in an H-layer winding I I I
I I 1 I1 1I mean radius of an I!-layerwindingI

1 1 I
I ncrmalized mean radius of an III

1!—layer winding
I1I 1 I
I energy stored in the nth insulation I Ä1 1 1 .1 layer 1 I I
I I I I
1 I

normelized energy stored in the nth I 11 I 1
insulation layer I

I energy stored in an ll-layer windingJL
L LL L L L L L L L .. LLLLLLLLLLL LLL 5
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Table A.l. Letter symbols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

I { { I
{ Quantity { § Symbol {

{ normalized energy stored in an { { Q
{ E-layer winding { { {

{ optinun conductor thickness for a { { {
[ winding with equal layer thioknesses

{ { Q

{ optinun normelized conduotor thiok- { { {I I
· :

{ ness for a winding with equal layer I {
{{ thioknesses { { {

i I I I
{ niniuun power dissipated per layer { { I
{ in an l—layer winding { { QI I I II ‘

I I
{ mininun normalized power dissipated { I
{ per layer in an ü—layer winding { { ;

indes indicating the kthharmnioI
{{ current per unit axial length at { A/n { {

theun{
I i I

{ normalized mean radius of the nth { { {

{
conductor layer at the kth harmonic { { {

I

I { { {
{ nornelized mean radius of an R—layer { { {
{ winding at the kth harmonic { {

skin depth at the unuan¤¤1¤{
normalized oonduotor thickness in a { {

{ winding with equal layer thicknesses { { {

{ at the kth harmonic { { {
I 2 { I
{ normalized conductor thickness in { { {
I I I

{ the nth layer at the kth harmonic { {
‘
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Table A.l. Letter symbols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

I I I I
I Quantity I { Symbol Q

noreallzed insulatlon thickness in a
winding with equal layer thlcknesses

at the Isth hareuonic ~
I I I ;
I normlized insulation thickness inII

the nth layer at the kthharmonicI
I I I

I power dissipated in the nth conductor
I

layer at the kth harunnic I I

power dissipated per layer in an I
I I I

I ll-layer wlnding at the tth harmonic I I
I · I 1

norulized pour dissipated in the I I

nth conductor layer at the Izth
harunic I

I I I
I

normallzed pour dissipated perlayerI

in an l|—layer winding at the kthII
I I

harmonic I I
I 6

‘
I

I fundamental frequency I I f I
I I I ° I
I fundamental angular frequencyrad/sI

I II I I I
I I I I
I norneliued power bandwidth

energy stored in the nthconductorI
I I I

I layer at the kth harmonio I I“ I I
I energy stored per conductor layerinI

an Il-layer winding at kth harmonic I I
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Table A.l. Letter s ols and
SIA

units for uantitiesQ
used in thls dissertation, continued.

TQ TQ

nornalized energy stored in the
nth conductor layer at the{sth1
harmonic51

1 1 Q -
Q nornalized energy stored per Q
1 1 s
Q conductor layer in an I!-layer Q Q

windlng at the Ith harmonic QQ1
111

energy stored in the nth insulation 1
1 1 1 Q
Q layer at the kthharnonicQ

I 1 1

2 1 1 5
energy stored per insulation layer in1Q
an 1|··layer vinding at kth harmcnic Q Q 1

' 1
normallzed energy stored in the11

z 1
‘

Q nth insulation layer at the hthQQ
harmnio Q

norsnllzed energy stored perQQ
insulation layer in anll-layerQ

winding at the kth harmonic QQ.
1 11 6effective resistance of awinding1

11QAC reslstance of awindlng1
1 1DC resistance of a vlnding Ida

***5****** “‘ *““**Q 1 1 1
effective leakage inductance of a

Leu. 5
Q I I

Q vinding
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Table A.l. Letter syubols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

1 1 1 1
Quantit7 Symbol 1

1 1

AC leakage inductance of awinding1
1 1 1

1 I 1 11 effective iqedanoe of awindlng1
1 1 1

1 1 1 11 1 1 11 number of strands in litzwire1
1 1 1

1 diamter of strands in litzwire. 1 1 1111111*
1

Fourier ooeffioients ··couple:11
Fourier coefficients - cosine1

11 1 : 1
1 Fourier coefficients -sine1
11Fourier coefficients —auplitude,

1 1 11 Fourier coefficients — phase1
1 1

I1

‘ 11111
1 {H) - root-mean-square value{rm11 1 1
1 £’(t) — average valuel‘;v1

1 Z 1

1 1 1

1
Fourier transforn of ft!)I
11
ftt) on the interval [0, 1'11

1 1111Nen ¤¤ the interval :0, 1*1 1
11 1 11 1
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Table A.l. Letter sydaols and SI units for quantities
used in this dissertation, continued.

9 9 9 9
9 Quantity 9 1 Symbol

Fourier transfora of frlt)
Fourier transform off;,(t)9

9 9 19 9 9 9Dirac delta or unit inpulsefunction1
99normnlised power bandwidth1

69 1
9 nornalized varianoe of the power
spectrua9

9 9 9
9 duty cycle of waveform pulse D1
9 duty cycle of risetime1}

tiae at ath saaple point offtt)9
M M *·· 91939

119
index indicating mth time interval9

6number of eine anterueu on 1:0,r1um
on the mn interval und, cn: zneu 9

9MM* ·*··· *M·M**···
9—9§9

··*···*M·· *M··=**·M· H9?
9 duty cycle of ath tiae interval D, .1 9 9 E9 , ; '9 tiae duration of waveforn pulse9

1 1 9tine duration of rise time1
9 9

1 1 99* M ·=·* ···M=*··MM 9-u-*9esAppendix
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APPIX B

KELVII FURCTIOIS

Kelvin functions are named in honor of Professor William

Thomson (later Lord Kelvin). They are also sometimes

referred to as Thomson functions. Several properties of

these functions which are used throughout this dissertation

are summarized in this appendix for convenience. All of

this information has been taken from the readily available

references [55] and [56] of which the former is recommended

for more detail. Watson's treatise [57] may also be useful,

although it is noticeably incomplete with respect to Kelvin

functions.
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8.1 DIFIIITIOIB

The logical starting point in defining Kelvin functions

ls the well-known differential equation due to Bessel,

eg + zä + <# -
»’u‘ e 0, (8.1.1)

dz

in which the independent variable z and the order vareboth,

in, general, complex. The most common general

solutions of this equation are the Bessel functions of the

first and second kind, Jvtz) and Yvtz); and the Hanke!

functions or the einer and second kind, u;"<z> and u;"<z>.
In many applications the argument is purely imaginary, and

for these the undified Bessel functions of the first and

second kind, lutz) and Kvtz), have been defined. Similarly,

there are mny applications in which the phase of the

argument turns out to be n/4 and n/2 multiples thereof. It

is for applications such as these that the special class of

Bessel functions known as Kelvin functions have been

defined.

The form of Besse1's differential equation leading to

solutions of Kelvin functions, Ke!vin’s differential '

equation, is given by

#$1%
+ sg-2 - <,;# + »’u· e 0, <s.i.2>

dx
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where the independent variable x and the order 1: are now

both real. The general solutions are

U
f (x) = ber x + jbei x (B.l.3a)1 v v

f (x) = ker x + jkei x (B.l.3h)2 v v

in which the functions bervx and beivx are collectively
referred to as Kelvin functions of the first kind, and kervx

and keivx as Kelvin functions of the second kind. Rote that
these solutions are divided into their real and imaginary

parts so that the Kelvin functions themselves are real. The

following relations complete the definition of the Kelvin

functions:

bervx + jbeiux é J“(xeJ3u/é)

= eJ“"’21v<xaj""> cB.1.4a>

ker x + jkei xévv 2 v

The functions bervx and beivx are hounded as x 6 0 and
unhounded as x -6 w. In contrast, the functions kervx and

keiux are unbounded as x 6 0 and bounded as x 6 ¤. Only

Kelvin functions of integer order, namely, the zero and
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first orders are encountered in this dissertation. Plots of

these functions along with their large argument asymptotic

approximations are given in Figures 8.4.1 through 8.4.4.

Further discussion of these plots is delayed until Section

8.4 on large argument asymptotic approximations.

8.2 BEBURIEICE RELBTIOI

For the purposes of this section and the next, let fw

and gu be any of the following pairs of Kelvin functions:

fu = bervx, gu = beivx (8.2.la)

fv = kervx, gv = keiox _(8.2.1b)

f = bei x, g = - ber x (8.2.lc)u v v v

f = kei x, g = - ker x. (8.2.ld)v v v v

Each of these four pairs satisfy the recurrence relations

vJ2fv*! + £v_! = -;—(f° gv) (8.2.2a)

1I — '_
1 1

I Itu (B 2 2b)
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1 _ V
= Lfv ;€v

Jitfznl + gw"!) (B„2„2¤)

1 V _ _ _£

fvwherethe prime denotes derivative with respect to x.

Special cases of these recurrenoe relations. involving

only Kelvin functions of zero and first order are given by

ber': x + bei x) tB.2.3a)I /7 I I

bei:: = —Ltbeil: - berl:) (B.2.3b)
/17

ker': = ltker : + kei :) (B.2.3c)I J.: I I

hei;: = —L(hei1: - kerl:) (8.2.3:1)„/E

her': = - Lber x · Äther x + bei x) tB.2.4a)I X I ‘/5 0 I

bei': = - L-bei : — -J-(bei : - ber :> tB.2.4b)I X I I I

ker': ¤ — Lher : - Äther : + kei x) tB.2.4c)I X I Ji- I I

kei': = - L kei x — ltkei : - ker x). tB.2.4d>l X 1 Ü- 0 0
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Finally, for the special case when the order v is an

integer n, the following relations for negative order are

satisfied:

ber_¤x = (-1)¤hernx (B.2.5a)

bei_¤x = (-1)¤beinx (B.2.5b)

nker_¤x = (-1) kernx (B.2.5c)

. n .kei_nx = ( 1) keinx. (B.2.5d)

B.3 IIDEFIIITE IITEBRALS

Several indefinite integrals of various combinations of

Kelvin functions are summarized below. Let fu, gv be any

one of the pairs of Kelvin functions given by equations

(B.2.1), and let Fu, E; be either the same pair or any other

pair. Then

x‘*": ax — —-iv: — r >— x"°< ' — ° > es 2 unv ' qv+1 v+1 ' gv Ygv ' './5

""r a
-4-vu·

- >=
x‘°"<

' + " > ua a unX v X ° J7 v—1 gv-1 gv Yqv ° °

1 1fxfugvdxappendix
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s1

° ;§¥(£vgv+: fv£v+: gvfv+: gvgv+:)

1

2 2 1 2 2 2

... 1 Q -. —

_
£v+1qv·: + gvfv

_
gv-:£v+:

—
g0+l?B·1) (B'3'1£)

— _ _ 1 I
_ —I I— _ —IIxzrvgu Excrvfv svsv + qvgv qvqv)

11

gv-:) gvtfv-: gv-1)

- £v(£°_l + gv_‘) + gv(£v_l - q“_‘)}. (B.3.1g)

Two of these integrals, (B.3.1d) and (B.3.1g), are used

extensively in this dissertation tor the determination of

the power dissipated and energy stored in winding conductor

layers. Special cases of (B.3.1d) which apply are given hy

I;(herzx + bei2x)dx s —im(ber xbei x - ber xher xO C 0 I Il I

- heioxberxx - beioxheilx) (B.3.2a)
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Jxtkerzx + kei!x)dx • —ia(ker xkei x - ker xker xI I /5 I I I I

· keiexkerlx — kei'xkeilx) (B.3.2b)

jx(ber:x + bei:x)dx = ;é;(- berixbeinx + berlxber°x
2

+ beilxher•x + beilxbei°x) <B.3.2c)

Ixlkerfx + kei:x)dx = ;éx(- kerlxkeiox + kerlxkerax

+ kei xker x + kei xkei x), (B.3.2d)1 0 1 0

and special cases cf (B.3.1g) which apply are given by

j;(bei xkei x + ber xker x)dx0 0 0 0

= —i—x ker x(bei x - ber x) - kei x(bei x + ber x)2‘/5 I I I I I I

- bei•x(kerlx + keilx) - ber°x(kerlx - keilx)} (B.3.3a)

jxtker xbei x — kei xber x)dx0 0 0 0

= —i—x{ber•x(kerxx + keilx) · bei°x(ker!x — keilx)
2/2

— ker°x(ber·x + bei:x) + kei•x(herlx — bei‘x)} (B.3.3b)

Ixtbeilxkeilx + berlxkerixhlx

¤ —i—x{beilx(ker°x + keiax) + berxx(ker°x — kei°x)
2/5

- ker1x(bei•x - berax) + kei!x(bei°x + ber°x)} (B.3.3c)
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W
j;(h•rlxb•ixx — k•ilxb•rlx)dx

= ;§§a{ker1x(her°x + bei•x) - keilx(her°x — bei°x)

· ber1x(ker•x + kei.:) + hei!x(ker•x - kei•x)}. (8.3.3d)

8.4 LARGE IKGI|§'l‘ £SY!l"l'0‘l'IC APPBOXIIIBTIO

Huch more elahorate asymptotic approximations than shown

here are given in I55l. If desired, accuracy can be

improved by including additional terms given in those

expressions. For the purposes of this dissertation, it will

he seen that the argument x is sufficiently large so that

only the dominant term of the approximation is needed to

provide results which are quite accurate. In practice, if

accuracy needs to be increased, the author has found that it

is practical to use the more accurate polynomial

approximations in [55] rather than including additional

terms of the asymptotic approximations„

For the general order v, the dominant term of the large

argument asymptotic approximaticn of each of the Kelvin

functions is given by

berivx ···
cx/‘/E cos + gv · (8.4.1a)

beiux sinlyä + gv — gl (B.4.lb)
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ker": ··„/5

I
1: -x//E . x zr rrkeivx -· e si¤I—— + 1-v + ä-I. (B.4.1d)„/7

Examinat ion of these expressions reveal s that ,

asyuptotically, Kelvin functions of the first kind are

exponentially increasing sinusoids while those of the second

kind are ezponentially decreasing sinusoids. Also evident

is the fact that the real and imaginary parts are in phase

quadrature.

Special cases of the large argument asymptotic

approximetions for orders zero and one are summarized below:

berax ··· IZF2
ex/Hcosbei

1 ~ IL ¤""/5 sm i —
" (8.4.21:)0 2:rx J2- Ü

ker x ·· I-1 e-!//7 cos I-}- + RI (8.4.2c)O 2x

Jikeix ···
—-Isin0BT SJi
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and

berlx cos (8.4.3a)

. VF 1/./5 x an

Ikerx ···
ll cos Ä + 5a (8.4.3c)1 2x E

1-

ui x -
—I

"
•°""/E sin -l + 5" . <a.4.:1a>

1Plotsof the Kelvin functions for orders zero and one

are presented in Figures 8.4.l through 8.4.4. The solid

curves were obtained using the polynomial approximations in

[55] whose accuracy is better than 0.0001%. Throughout this

dissertation results using these formulas are considered to

be exact. The dashed curves represent the corresponding

large argument asymptotic approximations in equations

(8.4.2) and (8.4.3). It was indicated in Sections 4.2 and

4.3 that a practical lower limit for the argument x in

present pour conversion technology is aboutl 28. This

figure corresponds to a minimum frequency of 20 KHz and a

minimum winding radius of 9.4 mm (:3/8 in). The curves

presented here do not extend beyond x = 8 mainly because of
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the resulting loss of resolution. Even so, the excellent

accuracy of the large argument asymptotic approximation is

evident in this range, and it improves further as x

increases. Table B.4.l provides some supplemental accuracy

figures which are difficult to infer from the curves. They

were obtained from numerical data and are based on an

examination of the envelopes of the exponentially increasing

and decreasing sinusoids which these functions approximate.

From these figures it is seen that the worst-case accuracy

can be expected to be better than 2%. Present trends in the
e

power conversion industry indicate higher frequencies for

the future. as a consequence, sizes will decrease in an

offsetting manner leaving the accuracy of the large argument

asymptotic approximation at roughly the same level.

Finally, note that the accuracy of the zero order

approximations is somewhat better than those for the first

order functions. Thus, one would expect more accurate

results for the mngnetic field intensity and stored enery

than for the current density and power dissipation.
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Table 3.4.1. Minimum values of argument x for zero and
first order Kelvin functions corresponding to a given
BCCUPBCY IEVEI BIIPPESSBCI 35 3 PEPCEDTRQE BPPDP.

E

Accuracy Level J Zero Order First Order

Y
„

z
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—i- Exact

-
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- Large argument
asyaptotlo approxination

5

bei x•

• '

-5

-10
0 2 4 6 8

x

Fig. 8.4.1. Zero order lelvln functions of the first kind
and their large argunent asyqtotlo approxieetlons.
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- - - Large argument
asymptotic approelnation

0.0::

kei.:

0

\

-0. 10
0 2 4 6 0

I

.Flg. 3.4.2. Zero order lelvin tunctlons ot the second kind
and their large argument asynptotlo approalnations.
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asyeptotlc approxination
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x

Fig. B.4.3. First order Ielvin functions cf ·the first klnd
_ and their large argunent asyqtot 1¤ approxinetlons.
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Fig. 8.4.4. Flrst order Kelvin functions of the second kind
end their large argument esyqtotlo epproxlnetions.
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APP¤¢•IX C

FUDRIER AIALYSIS

A concise summary of those aspects of Fourier analysis

which are used within this dissertation is presented in this

appendix. First, the Fourier series is defined in terms of

its three most common forms: complex, trigonometric, and

phasor. The relations between these forms along with

several other useful formulas are then given. Next, an

important quantity which has been given the name nornalized
V

power bandwidth and the symbol ß is introduced and defined

for the purposes of this dissertation. Several

interpretations of this quantity are discussed, and results

for the waveform classifications in Appendix D are

presented. Also defined for use here is a piecewise linear

approximation to the Fourier series. This approximation is

appropriate for many of the waveforms encountered in

switched-mode power converters.

Many books which contain the basics of Fourier analysis

may be used to supplement this material. For example, the

author has used Papoulis [581 and Wylie [59}, primarily

because of his familiarity with them.
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C.1 DIFIIITIUIB

Let the function £(t) satisfy the Dirichlet conditions:

• f(t) is bouhded and single·valued everywhere.
• ft!) is periodic with period T.
• f(t) has a finite number of finite

discontinuities in any one period.

• {tt) has a finite number of local muxima and

minima in any one period.

Then the function ftt) may be represented by a Fourier

series which will converge to flt) at points of continuity

and to the average of the right- and left-hand limits at

points of discontinuity. The Dirichlet conditions are

suffioient but not necessary, i.e. if the conditions are

satisfied then convergence is guaranteed. However, if they

are not satisfied the series may or may not converge. There

are at present no known necessary and sufficient conditions

for convergence of Fourier series.

All wavefornß encountered here satisfy the Dirichlet

conditions. Indeed, any voltage or current waveform which

can actually he produced must satisfy these conditions. All

waveform derivatives are also assumed to satisfy the

Dirichlet conditions. Under the above conditions, the

Fourier series may be both term-by—term integrated and

differentiated.
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The most concise form of the Fourier series is the

complex Fourier series

I

un e §¤k¤·""’°°, <c.1.1a>
k=·N

where the complex Fourier coefficients ck are given by

c dt, (C.l.1b)k To

and

t‘°
é

% s, og é- 2zr£° rad/s (C.l.2)

is the fundamental frequency along with its correspending

radian frequency. The limits of integration in equation

(C.l.lb) may, in general, be over any given period. For

simplicity, and without loss of generality, all waveferms

are referenced to the time t = Q.
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Another oomnon form of the Fourier series is the

trigonouetric form

a Q
ftt) é + (akcosk¤°t + hksinkuot), <C.i.3a)

k=l

whose coefficientsarea

=
2 f(t)0osku t dt (C.1.3b)k T 0 0

h = E £(t)sinku t dt. (C.1.3c)Ic T¢ 0

Simple algebraio uunipulation of these definitions yields

the following relationships between the coefficientsz

a = 20 (C.1.4a)0 0

ak = 0k + 0_k (C.1.4b)

hk ¤ jtck - 0_k) (C.1.4¤)

0 =
1(a — jh ) (C.l.4d)k in 1:

0 = i(a + jh ) (C 1 4e)-k 2 k k ' ' '
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A third and Einal form of the Fourier series is the

amplitude and phase trigonometric form, and it will be

referred to as siqaly the phasor form. Again, simple

algebraic manipulation yields

‘
Ö

£(t) é 80 + §Hkoos(ke°t - ¢k), (C.1.5a)
R:]

where

ao
H : c = — (C.1.5b)0 0 2

2 2Bk =¤ lag + bk = 2Ickc_k (C.1.5o)

b c — c
Öl = till tanI:

Ic ·k

The coeffioients-Bk will be referred to as the amplitude

Fourier coeffioients, and ik the phase Fourier coefficients.
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C.2 BGHR GBRFG FGHULIB

Several useful formulas are summarized in this section.

Each is written in the three forms already defined: complex,

trigonometrio, and phasor. Remember that all waveform

functions and their derivatives are assumed to satisfy the

Dirichlet conditions; consequently, their Fourier series

representations may be both integrated and differentiated

termrby-term. All functions are also assumed to be real.

By substituting the Fourier series representations into

the integral definitions of the average value and the

rms—squared value of ftt) and performing the integrations,

the following formulas may he derived:

f 2 %jrf(t) dt = c = ii = B (C.2.1)av 0 0 2 0

dt e §ckc_k e
k=1

m m
ce; + 6;) = 6: A;. <c.2.2)

R21 A21

The latter expression is Parseval's identity. It is also

referred to as the average power of the function, although a

general function itself has no units attached to it. Hhen

used in a physical application, however, the function

represents quantities with units such as Voltage and .
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current. The tern average power attains its signifioance in

such applications. For instance, if ftt) represents the

current through a one ohm resistor, then
{zins

is the power

dissipated in that resistor.

Similar formulas can be derived for the derivative of

the function f’(t). Term-by-term differentiation is used to

determine the Fourier series of f’(t), and after performing

the integrations, one obtains

L 1 —fäv - F£f’(t) dt - 0 ((3.2.3)

Q W

,2
é 1 , 2 _ 2 2 _ 2 2

frms TEE! (H] dt - 002 I': ckc_k - hie; Ia ckc_k
ks·¢ ks],

ao an
a s;> a ta;. ec.2.a>

It=l I¢=l

The Fourier transform is also employed in the next

section, henoe its definition along with sone formulas

similar to those above are summarized here. The Fourier

integral transform and its inversion formula are defined as

Fun) é dt (C.2.5a)
•¢

_ 1 jetftt) = T- Ftule du, (C.2.5b). er _„
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and will often he represented by the notation

f(2) «——a F(u). (C.2.6)

How let fr(2) and fétt) he defined as the trumoated
function and its derivative, respectively:

f(2) ; 0 5 2 5 T
fr(2) é (C.2.7a)

G ; elsewhere

f’(2)
; 0 5 2 5 T

f;(2) e , (C.2.?b)
0 ; elsewhere

with corresponding Fourier transforms

fT(2) +-6 FT(u) (C.2.8a)

£;(2) 6-a F;(u) = j0Ff(u). (C.2.Bb)

Then, using these definitions and Parseval's theorem, the

following formulas which correspond to equations (C.2.1)

through (C.2.§) can be easily derived:

f = L f (2) d2 = if (0) (C.2.9)av T _¤ T T T

2 1 2 1 2
•'®

··N
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1 Ifév • TJtLf§(t) dt • T!;(0) - 0 (0.2.11)

2 1 2 1 2f;·‘ ¤
ffm

(f;(t)1 dt = EETIN §F;(u)| de
-¤¤ -¤¤

1 2 2
= I ( ) d . (0.2.12)0 | 0

It is sometimes useful to relate the Fourier

coefficients of a pericdic function f(t) to the Fourier

transform of the truncated function fT(t). This relation is

easily obtained by inspection of equation ((2.1.11:), yielding

1ck - ?*‘T(Ic0°}. (0.2.13)

In addition, the Fourier transform of the periodic function

f(t) may be expressed discretely as

¤¤ ¤¤
FH:) = 21:5 ck5(u-kua) = I·‘I,(1'u«•°)6(¤-ku°) (0.2.14)

ks-ß ks-E

which is easily obtained from equation (C.l.1a) and the

Fourier transform pair

e'i“°t
ein 2n‘6(o-eu'), (0.2.15)

where 6 denotes the Dirac delta function. ·
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C.3 TI! IOIIILIZID POIII BGIDUIDTI

The ratio which has been given the name norealized power

bandwidth has been identified as an important parameter

dxich relates certain oharacteristics of a given current

weveform to the power it causes to be dissipated in a

winding. This ratio is examined in this section in order to

provide a more thorough understanding of its properties.

The first occurrence of the normalized power bandwidth

appears in the analysis for the two·term series

approximation„ of the power dissipated in a winding with

arbitrary periodic exitation (see equations (7.1.11)).

There, it originates as an expression involving the Fourier

coefficients of the current waveform. It is repeated here in

terms of the three alternate forms summarized in the

previous sections

B2 ä k=g¤ = K=1
c: + 22 ckc_k —

k=-¤ k=l

ää-
-il-—-—-l = li-T. (0.3.1)

+ éä (ag + hä) R: + äg 8; ‘

k=l k=l ·
‘
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The significanoe of these expressions is not immediately

evident at first glanoe. If, however, one recognizes these

sunnations as those obtained for the average power of a

weveform, then a considerable simplificaticn results.

Specifically, using equations (6.2.2) and (6.2.4) yields the

simple relationship

äzczzs _
ß = = -——;———-. (6.3.2)

ac frms —
0

This is recognized at once as being proportional to the

ratio of the average power of the waveform derivative to

that of the weveform itself. In most cases this expression

also represents a more efficient method for computing ß than

the infinite series formulation of equation (6.3.1). The

proportionality constant 1/0: serves to normalize the time

derivatives in the numerator. Therefore, the units of the

nuuerator and denominator are identical, so that the ratio ß
4

is uitless.

A further interpretation of the ratio ß becomes possible
A

if Parsevel's theorem is employed. Using equations (6.2.10)

and (6.2.12) yields
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de
1 °o -°°

B =[F
(••)[z de

where the subscript 1" denotes the truncated functions

defined in equations (C.2.7) and (C.2.8). This is the

corresponding frequency domain expression. It may also be

witten in the more recognizahle form

p* „. é, <c.a.4•>
00 _

where

02 [Erle) [2 de
6; = —l°;-i-— <c.:a.4xn

[F (0)[z du _

is the normalized variance of the power spectrum. It is the

variance as well as the second moment because the mean is

zero as a consequence of the symmetry of the power spectrum

about 0 = 0. The normlization is with respect to the total

energy of the truncated function. The motivation for the

term nornalized power bandwidth should now be evident. The

variance is a measure of the bandwidth of the power spectrum
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about zero frequency, and the normalization is with respect

to the fundanental frequency eo.

Before continuing, it would be desirable to compute and

examine properties of the noruulized power bandwidth for
(

some representative exasples. Appendix D provides the basis

for the weveform classifications considered here. Host

waveforms in power conversion can be represented by one of

these fundamental waveform types or a combination of them.

First, consider the Type I periodic sinusoidal waveform

Bsineet, since it is the simplest and provides a very good

reference result upon which others can be compared and

evaluated. The computation is quite trivial:

ez rms a1 0-2
1 0 0

ßl -
• •~1,'7

where the subscript notation is used to identify the

waveform types defined in Appendix D. This basic result

provides one confirmaticn of the formulas obtained in the

arbitrary periodic weveform analysis, since it reduces them

to those derived in the sinusoidal analysis. Results for

the next three waveform types (II - unidirectional

fractional sinusoid, III - unidirectional rectangular wave,

and IV - unidirectional triangular wave) are also easily

derived from the application of equation (6.3.2):
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pn - -2-;- cc.s.·.-sn)ß = I -—-—-—-l——-————— (6.3.5c)‘ IHpw

= -—il-- . :6.2.66)
4u DDr

In each of these expressions D represents the duty cycle of

the waveform pulse, and Dr represents the duty cycle of the

rise times in the square and triangular waves. Refer to

Appendix D for the complete definition of these weveforms.

Curves for these expressions are presented in Figure

6.3.1 as a function of the duty cycle D which may vary from

0% to 100%. A typical value of 1% is used for the rise—time

duty cycle of waveform types III and IV. A wide variation

of ß with respect to both the waveform type and the duty

cycle is evident. According to the two-term series

approximation given in equation (7.1.11a), this translates

into a corresponding variation in the power dissipation in a

transformer winding. In addition, from equations (7.3.1)

and (7.3.2), it is seen that the optimum conductor layer

thickness is inversely proportional to the square root of ß.

The resulting minimum power dissipation is directly

proportional to it. Thus, in general, the power dissipation

increases and the optimum conductcr layer thickness
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decreases for smeller duty cyoles. Note also the variation

with respect to the weveform type. The sinusoidal case is

shown by the dashed line; in most cases it results in the

least power dissipation. The only exception is a fractional

sinusoid whose duty cycle is greater than 50%. Both of the

nonsinusoidal waveform types have larger values of B, with

the triangular waveform the largest.

l The preceeding discussion can be conceptually summarized

in a general manner as follows. More rapidly varying

periodic waveforms, charaoterized by larger bandwidths and

increased energy levels in the higher harmonics, produce

more nonuniform currents which result in greater ccnductor

power dissipation. The normalized power bandwidth B

provides the quantitative definition of this rapidness of

variation or bandwidth. The nature of these results should

not be of great surprise and should be easily remembered

since they are in agreement with fundamental concepts such

as skin effect and time-bandwidth product. As a further

illustration of these concepts, Figures C.3.2 and C.3.3 are

provided. These two figures show curves of B for various

values of the rise-time duty cycle Dr for the rectangular

and triangular waves, respectively. The reference value of

unity for a sinusoid is included as the dashed line. Note

that in some cases for large values of D and Dr it is

possible for B to be less than one. In fact, for a pure DC
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weveform, ez • 0. In general, however, present trends in

power conversion technology are emphasizing shorter rise

times in order to reduce switching losses. Ironically,

there results a corresponding increase in winding losses.

Ultimately, these offsetting effects should be evaluated

for each application. Decisions on topics such as operating

frequency, circuit topology, and transformer construction

should include these evaluations.

No graphical results are presented here for the last

waveform classification, Type V, which is for an arbitrary

periodic waveform represented by a piecewise linear

approxination. This topic is the subject of the next

section, and an expression for the normalized power

bandwidth will be derived there.

C.! PIECEIIISE LIIEBE BPPEOXIMBTIOI

Many waveforms encountered in switched-mode power

conversion are made up of straight line segments. For those

cases, the piecewise linear approximation (PLA) given here

is actually an exact analysis, making it a natural choice.

Other waveforms may be approximated as accurately as desired

by choosing a sufficient number of intervals.

Please refer to Figure C.4.l for the pictorial

representation of the following description of the PU-):
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• f(t) satisfies the Diriohlet conditions.
• the PLA is defined on the interval {0, Tl, hut it is

valid everywhere according to the periodicity of f.

• ä+l point pairs [t”,f¤l; a = 0,1,2,...,H are defined

on the interval [0, Tl. fn represents the function
value f(tm) at time tn.

‘ • the point pairs are joined in numerical order hy

straight line segments to form the PLA of f(t).

• there are a total of H time intervals, for which the

ath interval is defined to be [tm_l,tmJ.

A convenient way to umthematically express the PLA is to

define trapezoidal functions fm(t) which are valid on the
ath time interval, namely,

f"(t) = ;—j;———(t·tn_!) + fm_I; tm_l$t$tm. (0.4.1)
a m-:

Thus, the truncated function £T(t) defined by equation

(0.2.7a) may be written as the simple summation

H

fr(t) = £m(t). (0.4.2)
mel

Now these equations can be substituted into the defininq

integrals fcr the average value and average power given in
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equations (6.2.1) through (6.2.4). Ignoring the Fourier

analysis for the time being and performing the time

integrations gives

6 1 <c4a1av T m m—1 ' '2ln=l

2f = —§ —-——————-———-——(t -t ) (6.4.4)rms T m m-13m=l

IFav = 0 (6.4.5)

p"- S iä gg 4 6) ·
""

T cz —z 1m:1 m m-x

The next task is to determine the Fourier coefficients

using the PLA. The obvious approach is to substitute the

expressions in equations (6.4.1) and (6.4.2) into the

defining integral of equation (6.1.1b). This approach

certainly will produce the correct results; however, it is a

lengthy and uninteresting endeavor. A more attractive

approach which yields quickly the desired results uses both

the time differentation property of the Fourier transform

and the Dirac delta function. Beginning with equations

(6.4.1) and (6.4.2), and taking two time derivatives gives
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" ·*„·#„.-.
21,,222 • E-—-—-22-2"_1> + 2*”_l 2c.4.va>

2 -2n=l m m-1

" 2,..-·*„.-.2*;,222 = §——l:u22-2”_1> - u(t-tn)! 20.4.71:}
2 -22n=1 222 m-1

" ·*,„·2„.-.
2*;,*22) = §2622-2n_1> - ö(t·tn)]. <c.4.v¤>

2 -2m=1 m m-x

Using the Fourier transform pair

and the time differentiation property

then results in

-jut —jutl‘;,’<2¤> = E——-—(e m-1 - e sn) (C„4.l0a)
2 -2n=1 m m-2

22 2* -2* . .e ·*‘"m>
(C„4„l0h)

m=1 th-fü-!
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4

1
H fn-fn-1 -j62 -'e2Fr(0) = --:2 ———-——-(e m-1 - e J m). (6.4.10c)

(je) t -2m=1 m m-1

The complex Fourier coefficients can now be written by

inspection by using eguation (6.2.13):

H { -{ . .
G = 4- L-"liixe "k"¤t««-1 - e ·"""¤t«n <c.4.11a>k rcjzu

>’
z -e0 m=1 m m-1

which is easily simplified to

— (2 +2 )_ 1 _ k¤„ _ J 2 m m-:

In=1

where

sau) é (6.4.12)

is the sampling function which arises frequently in

communication theory. If desired, the trigonometric and

phasor forms of the Fourier coefficients can easily be fouhd

via the relationships in equations (6.1.4) and (6.1.5).

In conclusion of this section on the piecewise linear

approximation, consider the computation of the normalized

power· bandwidth. The simplest approach is to suhstitute

equations (6.4.4) and (6.4.6) into (6.3.2), which gives
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H .
-+l-———(!2•2£ 1* +1* 1
t _t n n m-: m-1

nä = (C„4„l3a)
6• 2 2(t' t·_1)<£„+£„fm_1+£„_l)

n=1

or

H

El-<1*’—21* 1* +1** 1
D m m m-1 m-1

nä 2 -5%- , (C„4.13b)
4u

D tf +£ £ +£ )m n m m-1 m-:
m=1

where

tm°tm-1Dm 2 —————--- (C.4.i4)
T

is defined as the duty cycle of the mth time interval. Note

also that an alternate expression for the normalized power

bandwidth in terms of the Fourier coeffioients can be

derived by suhstituting equation (C.4„11b) into (C.3.1).

This result, however, has the disadvantages of being both

more complicated and also of containing infinite series

instead of the finite ones in the above expression„
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§PP¤••IX D

HBVEFDRI CLASSIFICITIOI

The weveform types defined in this appendix are used in

the examples of Chapter 7 and Appendix C. They are chosen

to provide representative examples of how the properties of

weveforms affect the power dissipation and energy storage in

transformer windings. They are also typical of the

waveforms encountered in switched-mode power converters.

The waveform types are defined in Figure· D.l, where the

waveform duty cycle and the rise-time duty cycle are defined

as

t
0 = .2 <¤.1>

T

and

tr
Dr 8 •·-¤’YT

respectively. For convenience, several properties are also

summarized in Table D.1. Note that Type V is used to refer

to an arbitrary periodic waveform which is modelied using

the piecewise linear approximation in Appendix C.
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Table D.l. Properties of Uaveform Classifications

Type
{ {

1 2 1 2 2E · 2 2 ··· 1{
Q 1 2 1 2 xr 2

E

{ aß ·· aß Bla}
‘

nI III n’w—‘ > 2n*-ll --;——Üpr
rz 2 2 1 ·
r n nrcn-änrr [

IV lnmw > in’m+o >nä{2 «· 2 ¤— trad
{ .
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